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Abst rac L

This stuoy empirically identified and cornpared the

perceptions of mental- health services held by 127 mental

health outpatients and a randomly selected sample of 187

Winnipeg residents. One-ha1f of the clients vrere from a

city hospital outpatient department and one-hal-f from a

university psychology clinic. The respondents compJ-eted a

questionnaire asking them to agree or disagree with each of

64 statements reflecting expectations and fears about the

process of seeking help. Multivariate analyses indicated

that help seekers were discriminated from non-heIp seekers

by their greater expectation that therapists would be

trustworthy, understanding, and interested in the help

seeker" Similarly, members of the public who expressed the

strongest willingness to seek help were also more like1y to

perceive therapists as Lrustworthy, understanding, and

interested in help seekers, than were respondents l-ess

willing to seek help" Those most wiJ-ling to seek he1p,

however, also reported fewer fears of an interpersonal or

practical nature" They were less embarrassed or asharned to

discuss problems or seek help and they perceived therapy as

more convenient and accessible. Perceptions also

discriminated across age and gender but not across

socioeconomic status or network characteristics" The

implications of these findings for mental health services is
discussed.

Lv
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Introduction

TradiLionally, mosL research in the mental healLh fierd has

focused on the problems and treaLment of individuals who

present Lhemserves for professional he1p. untir recent,ry,

Lhere has been lit.tle interest in how peopre make the

decision to seek help and how they choose a helping
resource. Horwitz (1977) noted that the "processes
mediaLing between the developmenL of symptoms and the actual
entry into treatment have, for the most part, been

negrected" (p" 169)" Earry research regarding pretreatment
behavior consi sted most.ly of epidemiologicar st,udies

documenting the rates of treated and untreated synrptoms

among various social groups (..g", srole, Langer, Michaer,
Olper & Rennie, 1962)"

Since the mid sevent,ies, however, there has been

increasing interest in the help seeking process of
individuals experiencing psychologicar distress. The

commur¡ity mental health rnovemenL has stressed the need f or
greater accessibility of services to a wider cross section
of society which, combined with a growing demand for
consumer relevant and accountable services, has increased

the interest in herp seeking behavior" Knowledge and

understanding of why and how people choose to seek

professional herp has important imptications for program

pranning and the effective distribution of mentaL hearth
resources" rdentification of barriers to help seeking can

-1
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help to orient education campaigns and outreach programs,

bolster social- supports, and increase the availability and

accessibility of mental health services (Gourash, 19781 
"

Today, the literature on help seeking covers a broad range

of topics ranging from the type of help one receives from

informal helping resources to the processes underlying the

seeking of prof essional- mental- hearth services. This latter
area, specifically research on horv perceptions or

expectations may influence help seeking, is the primary

focus of this investigation"

The present study empirically identified and compared the

perceptions of mental health services held by both help

seekers and the general public" Particular emphasis was

placed on identifying and comparing the perceptions

individuals held of the procedures associated with
professionar help and the fears and concerns they had about

seeking help from mental health professionals. Differences

in the perceptions of help seekers (clients) and non-heIp

seekers (general public) were examined in order .to identify
those expectations or beliefs which likely facilitated or

hindered herp seeking. The perceptions of subsamples of the

public which differed in their likelihood of seeking help

were also compared (e"g", groups differing in genderr â9êr

socioeconomic status, type of social network, or expressed

v¡illingness to seek help) " This facilitated the

identificaLion of perceptions which were J-ike1y to influence

an individual's decision to seek professional help.
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The identification of perceptions relat.ed to help seeking

is only one step torvard more fully understanding the many

variables affecting the help seeking process" For many

people (..g", those in great distress or non-voluntary

clients), perceptions of mental health services are unlikely
to have an important influence on their help seeking

behavior. For many others, however, perceptions may effect
both where and when someone seeks professional assistance"

This research documents which perceptions are associated

with the help seeking process and examines hor+ the mental

health professions can correct public misperceptions or

alter their services to be more responsive to public needs.

Documentation of these perceptions also encourages the

further research needed to fuIly understand why certain
perceptions exist and how they are related to help seeking"

Rationale for the Present Studv

The need to understand the determinants of help seeking

is illustrated by the research documenting the differential
use of services by various social groups. Several- studies

have found that help seekers differ from the general

population on a number of sociocultural and demographic

variables (Gurin, Veroff & Feld, 1960; Hollingshead &

Redlich, 1958; Kadushin, 1969; KuIka, Veroff & Douvan, 1979;

Ryan, 1969) " Gourash (1979 ) reviewed the help seeking

literature and concluded that there was substantial

agreement that those who utilize mental health services
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(including mental health agencies, social services, legal

facilities, and self help groups) tended to be young, white,

and middle class. More recent investigations, however,

suggested that social class may no longer differentiate help

seekers from non-help seekers (TischIer, Henesz, Meyers &

Boswe1l, 1975) .

Greenley & Mechanic (1976) found that clients seeing

psychiatrists or utilizing psychiatric clinics vrere

disproportionately representative of urban and Jewish

individuals, as well as those v¡ith low religiosity and

higher education and income. Gender has also been found to
be a major determinant of help seeking (Horv¡ítz, 1977;

Kessler et al. , 1 981 ) . À recent national survey (Veroff,

1981) confirmed the often reported ratio that compared to
men, women are twice as Iikely to seek professional help (gg

percent versus 34 percent) "

Not only are help seekers a somewhat select group of the

general population but it is clear that not everyone who

needs help will actually seek it. Sro1e et al" (1962)

interviewed 1600 residents of New York City and reported

that only a minority could be considered "welI". "Definite
impairment" ranged f rcm 18 percent i.n the highest

socioeconomic class to 33 percent in the lowest" Such high

rates of impairment suggest that many people fail to seek

help when needed" Tiris hypothesis is supported by Ryan

(1969), who surveyed emotionally disturbed individuals in



Boston. He f ound that onl.y 1 0 percenL of the sample v¡ould

apply for treatment at any of Boston's outpatient

psychiatric clinics. Based on a national survey of 6r913

adults, Kessler, Brown and Broman (1981) reported that only

24 percent of the individuals who felt they had a problem

which reguired professional help actually sought such heIp"

À number of surveys report that persons seeking

professional help for mental health related problems are

most Iikely to seek help from non-mental health

practitioners such as clergy or police (Gurin et al. , '1960;

Rosenblatt & Mayer, 1972; Ryan, 1969) " Although Kulka et

a1" (1979) reported that help seeking from mental health

professionals tripled between 1957 and 1976, (from four

percent to thirteen percent of the general population), the

authors also found that fifty percent of those seeking help

went to individuals outside of the mental health

professions. Medical doctors and the clergy were among

those most likely to be consulted.

The literature clearly demonstrates that there is
differential use of mental health services by variouÉ

sociocultural groups" Furthermore, many people who need

help fail to seek such services and those who do seek help

often prefer to consult with non-mental health

professionals" Surprisingly, there is little empirical

evidence exploring the underlying variables which account

for the decision of one individual or group to seek



professional help while others fail to do so" The

identification and understanding of these variables would

seem to be an important step in developing services which

are accessible to all social groups and which are utilized

by those most in need.

Although the help seeking literature is largely

speculative, a few studies have attempted to empirically

identify some of the variables associated with help seeking

from professionals. one approach (u.g., Horwítz, 1977 ) has

been to use questionnaires or interviews to identify those

variables which correlate with differential rates of help

seeking due to gender, socioeconomic strata, or cultural-

background" Other researchers have followed a similar
procedure, only comparing help seekers at university
counselling clinics with a sample of the general st.udent

population in order to ascertain those characteristics
believed to influence the help seeking process (e"9",

Bosmajian & Mattson, 1980; Greenley & Mechanic, 1976).

Several large scale surveys of the general public have also

been conducted. These studies identified characteristics

discrirninating those likely to seek help from those unlikely

to do so (Gurin et al., 1960; Ku1ka et al., 1979)" These

few investigations have been pri.rnarily correlational designs

identifying demographic variabl-es related to help seeking

behavior (u.g" , gender, socioeconomic status, culture).



A revievl of the above mentioned literature indicates that
the variables associated with help seeking from

professionals include: differential knowledge of and access

to resources (TomIinson, 1971), psychological mindedness

(nedlich, Hollingshead S. Bellick, 1955) knowledge of other

help seekers (Greenley & Mechanic, 1976), and differences in

the recognition of problems as psychological in nature
(nu1ka et af,, 1979). The cost and availability of services

are also ma jor variables r.¡hich determine who can and cannot

seek professional heIp. Gourash (1979) and Kadushin (1969)

also stressed the importance of one's social network and the

social norms of one's reference group in determining the

choice of formal versus informal sources of help. Fischer &

Turner (1970) have found that fear of stigmatízation,
confidence in the efficacy of professional help, and

interpersonal openness were also related to an expressed

willingness to seek professional help. While a number of

help seeking determinants have been identified, there are

many possible variables which have yet to be investigated.

One area which has received scant attention in the

Iiterature is the role which perceptions play in an

individuaL's decision to seek professional help. The

aLtitudes people hold toward psychological help and mental

health professionals, as well as their expectations or

preconceptions about the nature of therapy: ffiây be important

determinants of help seeking behavior (Nuttbrook & Kosberg,



I
1980)" Arthough there has been substantial interest in the

expectations whj.ch clients have when they present themseLves

for treatment (Aronson & OveralI, 1966; Balch, Spencer,

McWilliams, Lewis & Ireland , 1979; Overal-l- & Àronson, 1963;

Rapoport, 1967), few researchers have examined the public's
specific expectations and perceptions of the process of

seeking he1p. The few studies which have explored this
subject have often used sma11, non-representative samples,

global- measures, and the researchers often failed to examine

the relationship betr+een perceptions and actual help seeking

behavior. Clearly, there is a need for research which

documents the specific perceptions of the general public and

which examines whether these perceptions are rerated to help

seeking behavior" This was the rationale for the present

invest igat ion,

The following sections examine in greater detail Lhe

types of perceptions which may influence help seeking

behavior and a model is presented which clarifies how

perceptions are related to other help seeking variables.
Lastly, r-here is a more thorough review of the l-iterature
pertaining to people's perceptions of mental health

services.
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Perceptions of Mental- Health Services

Perceptions is a broad term which is utilized in the

present study to refer to at least three major concepts,

namely attitudes, expectations, and fears or concerns.

Although the three concepts are not mutually exclusive, it

is useful to differentiate them. In the context of this
researchr âD attitude can be defined as an evaluative
judgement about the worth or appropriateness of professional

help and psychological theories" Àttitudes also include an

individual's disposition or feelings toward mental health

professionals or agencies" An important aspect of attitudes
is that they are usuatly defined as being a motivating or

driving force which influences one's beliefs, ideas, and

behavior (Oskamp, 1977) .

For the purposes of the present study, expectations are

defined as more specific beliefs that certain behaviors or

activities are characteristic or representative of

psychological help or mental health professionals. Àn

expectation is the distinct anticipation of some event,

practice, or outcome. There are numerous types of

expectations which people might have regarding professional

help" Individuals may have expectations about the form of

treatment, the specific activities characteristic of

therapy, and about the behavior and role of both therapists

and clients.
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Individuals may also have fears and concerns about the

process of seeking professional heIp. Fears and concerns

are the anticipation of some aversive or unpleasant outcome

as a result of the help seeking process. Individuals may

question the likelihood of successful outcome or the

possibility that therapy will be an embarrassing, hurtful,
or stigmatizing experience. Both expectations and fears

reflect an individual's beliefs about the process of therapy

and the possible conseguences of seeking help.

Some authors have argued that expectations or fears are

simply a cognitive component of attitudes, while others have

argued that there is no necessary congruence between the two

(Oskamp, 1977). For practical purposes, however, attitudes
can be considered to influence fears and expectaLions, while

the reverse is aLso true.

Perceptions are onJ-y one of the possible determinants of

help seeking behavior and they have a specific rol-e within
the seguence of events culminating in someone actually
obtaininE help. A model of help seeking is presented in
Figure 1, v¡hich outlines the role of perceptions in help

seeking and the relationship of perceptions to other

important variables. The model represents a combination of

earlier models devised by Gurin et aI. (1960), Kadushin

(1959), and Yokopenic, Clark, & Àneshensel (1983). This

model represents only one aspect of the help seeking

process." It includes only the decisions made by a potential
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help seeker between the onset of symptoms and their initial
decision of where to seek he1p. As such, it excludes

factors which might create the symptoms in the first place

and excludes the processes which take place once actual help

or treatment begins" Others such as Wills (1982), present

broader models incorporating the entire help seeking

procesS.

The model presented suggests that there are at least
three stages in the process of deciding upon a helping

resource. Each stage includes a major decísion point for a

potential help seeker" The first two decision points

represent a phase of problem recognition and identification"
The final phase reflects the actual decision of where to

seek help" It should also be noted that although a uni-
directional model is presented, the help seeking process

itself may be bi-directional. Potential help seekers may

move forward or backwards within the model as they

continuously re-evaluate and reformulate their decisions.

The help seeking process begins when an individual
experiences some form of unusual symptoms, which may be

quite specific or more vague in nature. The individual must

decide whether these symptoms represent a problem they would

like to see change (i.e., the symptoms are distressing or

ego-dystonic ) . This decision (like aIl help seeking

decisions) is strongly influenced or perhaps even determined

by the norms of the individual's social network and culture,
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T f neit.her the individual nor hi s or her network and cul-ture
perceive t.he symptoms as problematic, then no further herp

seeking would occur" If, however, society perceives the

symptoms as a problem in need of change but the individual
does not, then that individual may be involuntarily treated.
The individual may also be treated involuntarily if they

acknowledge a probrem exists br-¡t ref use to get herp. such

individuals may receive unwanLed advice from friends or

relatives, or spouses may leave them hoping they'r1 change,

More severely disturbed individuals may be certified and

treated in hospitals against their wi11. In such

circumstances, the perceptions of mental hearth services
held by the non-voluntary patient would have little
importance in their decision of where to seek heIp.

If the potential help seeker decides that they have ä

probrem requiring change, they face the second stage in the

cecision making process. The potential help seeker must

answer two questions: (a) what is the cause of my probrem,

and (b) what type of help do I need? Àn individual may

attribute his or her symptoms to a medical disorder, a

psychorogicar or relationship probrem, a lack of resources
(financial, employment, education, etc. ), or any other
number of causes (e.g., mysticar or spiritual causes). what

an individual causally attributes their problems to is
clearJ-y an important variabrer âs this determines the nature

of help they are like1y to seek. For example, if an
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individual does not identify their problem as psychological

in nature, they are unlikely to voluntarily consider mental

health professional-s as an appropriate resource. Many

people define psychological problems in physical terms,

which may at least partially explain why many individuals

seek medical help for emotionally based problems"

Attributions about the cause of the problem v¡i11 also

effect decisions about whether further help seeking is even

required" If the potential help seeker perceives their
symptoms as temporary in nature or self limiting, they may

decide that further help seeking is unnecessary. For

example, someone who interprets their depressive feelings as

natural in the wake of a loved one's deathr mây not actively
attempt to change these feelings.

How an individual interprets their symptoms is influenced

by such variables as "psychological mindedness", perceived

locus of control, and education. Redlich et a1. (1955) have

reported that the lower classes were less psychologically

minded" They were less introspective, more interested in

comfort and advice, and believed their locus of control was

external to themselves. Greenley and Mechanic (1976) found

that both degree of introspectiveness and psychological

mindedness were correlated with the likelihood of college

students seeking psychiatric counselling. Other researchers

have also suggested that differential recognition of

symptoms as psychological in nature may account for at least
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to*" of. the differences in help seeking due to gender and

SES, Some researchers have suggested that compared to men,

v¡omen are quicker to translate non-specif ic feelings of

psychiatric symptoms into conscious problem recognition
(XessIer et a1., 1981; Mechanic, 1975; Phillips & Segal,

1969) " This has been postulated to at l-east partially
account for women's greater propensity to seek professional

help (Horr,ríLz, 1977; Veroff , 1981). Kessler et al-. (1981)

presented the best data to clearly indicate that given the

same psychiatric symptoms of depression or low well being,

Ì.romen $¡ere more likely than men to perceive themselves as

having emotional problems. The authors also reported thaL

given more severe disorders (ones Iess 1ikely to be

dismissed), the psychiatric utilization rates for men and

women were very similar. Kessler et aI. estimated that
10-30% of excess female morbidity could be accounted for by

gender differences in problem recognition.

Differences in the identification of problems as

psychological in nature have also been found to account for
some of the differential rates of help seeking in different
socioeconomic (SeS) classes" Kulka et al" (1979) found that
if one controlled for education, the association between

help seeking and family income disappeared (which was not

true in the Geroff et aI" survey in 1960)" Furthermore,

among Lhose who reported having problems ¡.¡hich were amenable

to professional heIp, there was no association between help
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seeking and education or income. This suggests that lower

SES cl-asses \{ere less likely to interpret symptoms of

distress as psychological problems.

Another factor which may influence whether a person

perceives themselves as having a mental health problem which

requires psychological help is simply the severity of their
psychological distress" Many authors have found that help

seekers are more distressed than non-help seekers (Bosmajian

& Mattson, 1980; Kellner & Scheffield, 1973) " Kessler et
al" (1981) found that distress increased the chances that an

individual would report having an emotional problem (and

consequently would be more IikeIy to seek mental health

services). Once an individual recognized that a mental

health problem existed, however, there was no longer a
relationship between distress l-evel and help seeking. These

results are similar to the findings of Kulka et al. (1979)

who found that problem recognition was more important than

severity of disorder in stimutating help seeking. While

this may be true at low to moderate l-evels of distress,
other authors have argued that at hiqh levels of distress,
almost every individual will seek whatever help is needed,

regardless of any other variables (".g", attitucles, fears,
etc.) which might normally influence their decision to seek

help (scheff, 1966) 
"

I^ihiIe help seekers are clearly more distressed than non-

help seekers in general, it appears that distress level
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itself does not account for differential help seeking by

various socioeconomic groups (GreenJ-ey & Mechanic, 'r976;

Kulka et al, 1979) " This is illustrated by the fact that

the l-ower SES cl-asses have been f ound to have the highest

leveI of severe distress (¡'ried, 1969) but traditionally
have been among thoSe least like1y to seek he1p" Other

studies have reported that gender differences in rates of

help seeking may not be related to gender differences in

psychological disorders (Veroff, 1 981 ) . Clearfy, a certain
level of distress or need is a prerequisite for help

seeking, but whether this need is recognized (i.e., tbe

problem is perceived as psychological) and whether one

actually seeks help, is like1y related to a number of other

fac tor s .

To return to the help seeking model, the help seeker

eventually identifies the perceíved cause of their problem

and develops some idea of the type of help they require.

The next decision point (decision point 3 in Figure 1)

typically involves addressing Lwo guestions: (a) Who can

provide the help I need, and (b) do the benefits of seeking

help outweigh the costs involved?

Sirnply because a problem is perceived as "psychological"
does not mean that the help seeker chooses to seek

professional mental health services. Other resources may be

perceived as equally or more helpful for these problems and

may be considered preferable for a number of reasons. The
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first choice is most likely to be self help and the use of

personal coping strategies (Cook, Park, Wi1liams, Webb,

Nicholson, Schneider and Bassman, 1984) " Of course the

choice of one helping resource does not rule out the

simultaneous use of alternate resources. À person using

self help skills may also be utilizing network help or even

professional help from outside agencies"

r^Ihile self help strategies are usually the initial help

seeking route, the individual's social network is like1y
their second choice (Cook et al., 1984). Birkel and

Reppucci (1983) reviewed several studies which all concluded

that individuals perceived network help as preferable to and

more effective than professionat services.

Gottlieb (1985) noted that social networks provide

troubled individuals with information regarding their
problem and advice in resolving their situation. The social
network helps to alleviate problems by removing or softening

the effects of the stressor (i.e,, by providing additional
resources, extra help, companionship, or simply cornfort and

support)" Social networks afso provide a model of

appropriate or adaptive solutions and serve as a source of

social comparison (""g., Is this problem "normal"?; Is it. my

fault?; Am I unique?).

A decision concerning whether to seek help outside of the

network is faced by those individuals who (a) are not helped
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are referred to outside help by their network, (c) have

limited or nonexistent networks, (d) interpret their problem

as unsuitable for network help (especially if it involves

network members or is very embarrassing), and (e) have

problems that are created by, or exacerbated by, their
social network. l Shumaker & Brown (1984) also noted that

distressed individuals may consider seeking help outside

their networks when they feel they are overly indebted to

their families or friends and feel unable to adequately

rec iprocate "

As already stated, the decision to seek mental health

services depends not only on self help or network help being

ineffective or bypassed, but also on whether the help seeker

perceives professional help as offering the help they need

and whether the potential benefits of seeking professional

heì.p outweigh the costs involved. It is at this last stage

where an individual's perceptions of mental health services

are like1y to be an important determinant in their decision

to seek hetp (t'turphy, Remenyi , & Hudson , 19781 Nuttbrook &

Kosberg, 1980).

I The help seeking literattrre rarely discusses how social
networks or helping resources may contribute to
dysfunction" Social networks, like any helping resource,
can exacerbate problems or even create new problems for
the help seeker" The help seeking model incorporates this
factor in a feedback loop which indicates that help
seeking might actually create nevr symptoms which leads to
a repetition of the entire help seeking process, This
cycle is most evident in those instances when the
"sofution" becomes part of the problem itself (e"g., side
effects of medications, dependency on therapists, etc")"

19
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If a help seeker is to make an informed decision to seek

he1p, that individual, or their referraL source, must have a

reasonably accurate perception of the types of problems

treated by mental health professionals. The decision to
actually seek help also depends on the help seeker's

perceptions about the efficacy of therapy, the process of

therapy, and his or her fears and concerns about the process

of seeking professional help" The perceptions and norms of

one's reference group with regard to the appropriateness of

seeking professional help should also be an important factor
in the decision to seek help" Other important factors
include the perceived cost, availability, and accessibility
of services. These perceptions are 1ike1y to strongi-y

influence the help seeker's choice of a helping resource as

well as th.. decision r,¡hether the benef its of seeking help

from that resource outweigh the costs invol-ved'.

The final step in the hel-p seeking model is a continuous

feedback loop in which the effectiveness of each help

seeking attempt is constantly monitored by the help seeker.

The help seeker continuously re-evaluates his or her

symptoms, the causes of his or her problems, and the

availability of alternate treatment resources. New sources

of help may be sought if the original helping resource faits
to adequately resolve the problems.

. The help seeking model suggests that perceptions of

mental health services are one of many factors influencing
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help seeking and that t.heir major role comes into play

toward the end of the help seeking process. perceptions

appear to have at least a partial influence on whether

individuals believe their problems are relevant to
professional help and a more major role in whether an

individual actually decides to proceed with psychological

treatment. This raises two questions relevant to the

present investigation. First, what perceptions do the

public (potential help seekers) have of the mental health

care field? Second, are these perceptions Iikely to

influence the help seeking process? Surprisingly, there has

been littIe research to either identif y +-he public's
perceptions or to establish the rel-ationship between such

perceptions and help seeking. These two areas are the rnajor

focus of the present investigation.

The help seeking model suggests another hypothesis of

interest. The model proposes that social network and

cultural norms have significant impact on all three help

seeking decision points, including the decision to seek

professional help" It follows that a help seeker's
perceptions of mental health services may depend upon the

type of network or cultural/demographic group to which they

belong. Tt also follows that actual help seeking behavior

may vary across network or cultural/demographic groups.

These hypotheses are examined in the present investigation"
Latter sections v¡ilI more fu1ly expand on the specifics of

these hypotheses and their underlying rationale.
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The following sub-sections examine the research relat.ed

to the role of perceptions in help seeking" The topic is
broad and ill-defined given the number of factors

incorporated in the term "perceptions", For clarity, the

following categories are reviewed separately: (a) attitudes
toward help seeking; (b) pubtic expectations regarding the

process of therapy; (c) public fears and concerns about

seeking help; (d) client and student expectations regarding

the process of therapy; (e) public's choice of helping

resources; and (f) public's knowledge of the resources

ava i lable .

Àttitudes Toward Help Seekinq. It seems logical that an

important determinant of help seeking is the attitudes which

individuals hold toward seeking help or counselling in
general. Such attitudes are evaluative judgements regarding

the worth or appropriateness of seeking help or of utilizing
mental health services. Those with favourable or positive
attitudes toward seeking help or therapy shoul-d be those

most Iike1y to seek heIp. Fischer and Turner (1970)

developed the first standardized, summative rating scale
(likert-type) to identify attitudes toward seeking help from

mental health professionals. The Attitudes Toward Seeking

Professional Hetp Scale (¡tSpu) was standardízed on 492

female and 468 male students ranging from high school

through college and university" The students were asked to

agree or disagree, on a four point scaIe, with 31 statements
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reflecting a variety of attitudes toward seeking

professional heIp. Higher summated scores reflected more

positive attitudes toward help seeking and the scale was

found to reliably discriminate previous help seekers from

non-heIp seekers. Factor analysis identified four factors
representing: (a) recognition of the need for heIp, (b)

stigma tolerance, (c) interpersonal openness, and (d)

confidence in the mental health practitioner. Those who had

sought help tended to have higher scores on all four

factors. Compared to non-heIp seekers, previous help

seekers vrere more like1y to recognize the need for he1p, to

more willingly discuss personal problems, to believe in the

efficacy of therapy, and to perceive therapy as a non-

stigmatizing experience" Whether these beliefs preceded

help seeking or whether they were a result of help seeking

is as yet unknown.

Using the ATSPH, Fischer and Cohen (1972) reported that

students in their sample aIl had mostly positive attitudes
tor+ard seeking prof essional heIp" The authors, however,

reported that psychology and social science students had

more positive attitudes than did students with other majors"

Jer+ish students, compared to Catholics, also had more

positive attitudes. Fischer and Cohen also found that SES,

based on father's occupation, v¡as not related to attitudes
toward seeking help, although father's leve1 of education

was" The subjects in this study were all high school or
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college students and not typical of lower class individuals"

This fact might acccunt for these authors' failure to find
an association between SES and attitudes" The same finding,
hor¡ever, was reported in clinical samples by Ca1houn, Dawes

and Lewis (1972) and Lorion (1974) using the same attitude
questionnaire. In both these studies, clients across all
socioeconomic classes had equally positive attitude scores

based on the ÀTSPH. The literature utilizing the ATSPH

scale is reviewed in greater detail in Àppendix A.

Cook et al" (1984) surveyed 734 college students

regarding the types of problems they experienced, where they

sought help, and their general attitudes about counselling"

The student's preferred to rely on themselves to solve

problems but would ask their friends and relatives for help

if needed" The authors reported that students held

generally favorabl-e attitudes toward help seeking from

professionals. Eighty-three percent believed counsellors

could be helpful, 80% said that they would seek counselling

if their problems were serious, 87% felt counselling was not

restricted to serious problems, 74% v¡ere not af raid of

others knowing that they got counselling, 70% thought they

would be treated seriously, and 81% felt their families
would not mind if they sought help. Fifty percent stated

that they did not have money to spend on counsel-Iing" Sixty
percent reported tha.t.friends could help them better than

counsellors and 55% felt that counselling was appropriate
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only after personal problem solving efforts had failed. The

authors reported that women held generally more positive
attitudes on about one third of the attitudes statements and

were more likely to endorse counselling as a preventive

measure than were men. Men pref erred to reJ-y on self he1p"

One-ha1f of the sample aLso reported being unclear about

what was involved in counselling or where they could find
help "

Cook et aI.'s study confirms that college students hold

positive attitudes toward counselling but it was unclear in
their study whether the attitudes examined reflected
perceptions of academic counselling, career. counseLling, or

personal counselling (no specification was apparently made

by the researchers). This study is noteworthy for
addressing a number of potential fears and concerns that

help seekers rnight have, as well as examining the types of

problems individuals would seek help for. The study could

not address whether these perceptions vrere related to help

seeking behavior, although such information would have been

valuable in identifying which belj.efs or concerns

f ac i.li tated or hampered help seek ing.

IJLz (1983) examined how attitudes toward counselling and

counsellors differed between help seekers and non-heIp

seekers. Nineteen university students seeking career

counselling completed a 10 item scale designed to measure

the favorableness of their attitudes toward academic
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counselling and counsellors. These responses were compared

to the responses of 52 students enrolled in a career

counselling course and 32 students who had reported career

indecision but had not sought help. Counselling students

were found to have more positive attitudes toward

counselling than did non-heIp seekers. It was unclear

whether the positive attitudes preceded help seeking or v¡ere

a result of the help seeking process and it remains unknown

whether findings based on students seeking career

counselling can be generalized to the general public seeking

psychological heIp. lJLz did demonstrate, however, the

importance of assessing whether attitudes and actual help

seeking behavior are related"

Flaskerud and Kviz (1983) surveyed 2564 rural residents

of Illinois via a mailed out questionnaire" They examined

attitudes toward mentaf disorders by asking respondents to

agree or disagree with 12 statements refl-ecting a variety of

opinions about the etiology and treatment of mental

disorders. There was overwhelming agreement with positive
statements buL these positive attitudes reflected how

extremely stated were the items (..g., "most psychiatrists
are more interested in locking people up with mental

disorders than in helping them recover" or "most mental

disorders are inirerited"). No demographic differences were

found, perhaps because of the low variability in the

responses and the use of a dichotomous measure (agree or
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disagree). The items did not reflect specific expectations

or concerns regarding help seeking and as such add little to
our understanding of why some people decide to seek help.

The study is noteworthy, however, as it remains one of the

few studies examining the generar publics' attitudes toward

help seeking from professional-s.

There is clearly growing evidence that clients and

students hold positive attitudes toward seeking help from

professionals and that SES differences, at least within
these two populationsr mêy be rapidly decreasing or even

non-existent" Whether social class differences in attitudes
continue to exist in the general pubì.ic has yet to be fully
establ i shed "

The above conclusions are based on a limited number of

sLudies which have utilized mostly students or clients.
Both of these groups might be expected to hold generally
positive attitudes. Clients have made the decision to seek

help and hence are likeIy to have reasonably positive
attitudes. University or college students tend to be

upwardly mobile, from a higher socioeconomic cIass, verbally
skilled, and more highly educated. À1-1 these factors may

make psychotherapy more attractive or socially acceptable.

Conseguently, student attitudes may be more favorable than

those of non-students. The ATSPH was designed, and has been

usedr âs a global measure of the favorableness of attitudes
toward seeking professional heIp. While attitude measures
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may idenLify which groups are more Iikely to utilize help,

Lhey do not clearly distinguish why different groups hold

more positive or negative attitudes" Fischer & Turners'

scafe did identify several of the factors contributing to

positive attitudes (interpersonal openness, stigma

tolerance) but research in this area has not adequately

specified the underlying beliefs or expectations which

influence one's attitude toward seeking professional heIp.

White the literature suggests that individuals hold

generally positive attitudes toward seeking help from

professionals, there is less information about the public's
specific expectations about the process of therapy.

professional services" The literature which does examine

this area is reviewed in the following section"

Public Expectations Reqardinq the Process of Therapy. Àn

individual-'s expectations about therapy include the types of

activities they bel-ieve are characteristic of therapy or

therapists, the role a cl-ient is expected to play, and their
expectations regarding the outcome of therapy" Strupp

(1975) has argued that even clients have vague expectations

about the process of psychotherapy" There is sel-dom a

specific contract or agreement in therapy about the roles

and responsibilities of either the client or therapist"
Strupp has also suggested that Lhere is a "growing demand

for a clearer definition of what psychotherapy is and what

psychotherapists do" (p" 39) "
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This reviewer found only one study which specifically
examined lay expectations of psychotherapy" Kupst & Shul-man

(1979) interviewed 52 adults (atl but one of whom were

female) who had accompanied children to an outpatient
pediatrics clinic for non-psychiatric health care" Each

respondent was asked to agree or disagree (on a five point

scale) wittr 100 items representing various expectancies

about mental health care. These items reflected beliefs
about a variety of concepts, including: etiology, medical

model, social model, treatment activity, therapist
characteristics, duration of therapy, ideology, and help

seeking attitudes. The lay sample's responses were compared

to the responses of a sample of 25 mental health workers

employed in child psychiatry at a separate Chicago hospital.
The results indicated discrepancies between the samples on

at least nine items and similar responses on five items"

Unfortunately, the published paper neither reported the

content nor the results of the remaining 86 items.

Kupst & Shulman (1979) reported that their lay sample

believed more strongly than the professionals that most

problems could be traced to a lack of money; that people

could change their behavior; that most people work out their
own problems; that therapy would not take years to be

effective; and that it is better to express your feelings
than to keep them inside. Some of these findings are quite

surprising and, given the variet.y of items examined, the
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overalL implications of the results are difficult to
interpret" Most of the reported items reflect.ed theoretical
beliefs and it is unclear whether discrepancies in these

areas woul-d be Iikely to influence either the decision to

seek help or the process and outcome of therapy. The small

sample sizes and restricted sample selection also questions

how represenlative these findings are of mental health
professionals and the general public. Despite these

interpretive difficulties, this is the first study in recent

years to examine lay perceptions of psychotherapy and it
suggests that substantial differences may exist between the

beliefs of professionals and the public.

One other study examined public expectaLions. Gurin et

a1" (1960) interviewed 2,460 adults regarding the

psychological well-being of the American public. While not

a study of. perceptions, the authors inctuded several-

questions related to this issue. Of particular interest
were the responses of individuals who reported i:aving had

problems which could have used professionat help but who did
not seek such he1p. Twenty-four percent of this sample

relied on self help for relief" Twenty percent reported

that the major reason for not seeking help was a lack of

knowledge about the means of getting help and fourteen

percent reported concerns about being ashamed to need heIp.

Seven percent Lhought professional services would not be

able to help. This study is somewhat dated and examined
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only a few of many possible perceptions but i.t is

significant both as a survey of the general public and for
its attempt to examine a group of potential help seekers,

who for some reason, did not seek he1p.

In summary, only a few studies have specifically explored

the public's expectations or beliefs about the process of

psychotherapy or the process of seeking professional help"

These studies are Iimited by smal1, non-representative

samples which focus on a limited number of possible

perceptions" To overcome some of these limitations, the

present research utilizes a cross-sectional survey design

which compares the perceptions of mental health services

held by a sample of help seekers with those held by a random

sample of the general public.

While there have been few studies examining the public's
expectations about professional help, there is a growing

body of literature documenting the fears and concerns which

inhibit individuals from seeking help from any resource.

The following section examines this literature.

Public's Fears and Concerns Àbout Seekinq HeIp" Fisher,

Nadler, & whitcher-Àlagna (1982) reviewed the literature
examining recipient reactions to aid. This liLerature
consists mostly of questionnaire and laboratory analogue

studies investigating how situational conditions and helper

characteristics influence an individual's likelihood of
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seeking help and an individual's reaction to any help

offered. While not specific to help seeking from

professionals, this research has identified several factors
which might influence a help seeker's decision about seeking

formal mental health services"

Fisher et a1. (1982) reviewed numerous studies supporting

their hypothesis that people avoid seeking herp if such help

is threatening to their serf esteem. Individuals have been

found to reject aid or avoid seeking help for fear of
damaging their feelings of self worth by appearing

incompetent or overly dependent. Those most concerned about

societal norms regarding self reliance or independent

problem solving may also be those most reluctant to seek

heIp.

Included within Fisher et a1.s' threat-to-seIf-esteem
moder are recipients' concerns that they wilr become overly
indebted to the herp giver and be unable to reciprocate the

help. Fisher et al. cite many studies supporting this
hypothesis. Recipients of aid may also avoid help which has

"strong strings attached" or which in some v¡ay rimit their
freedom. Lastly, Fisher et a1. reviewed studies supporting

their contention that individuars are reructant to seek herp

if they perceive the helper as having ulterior motives with
unfavourable intent "
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It remains unclear whether the above mentioned factors
actually influence help seeking from professionals.

Psychotherapy is usually voluntary and confidential, which

may decrease a help seeker's concerns about embarrassment,

shame , or l-oss of f reedom. Seek ing help f rom a highly
skilled professional may also be less threatening to one's

sel-f esteem than seeking help from family or friends.
Fisher, Harrison, & Nadler (1980) for example, found that.

subjects reported greater feelings of incompetence seeking

help from a peer than from someone with expertise in the

field of help required.

As a Lherapist is paid for his or her services, either
directly by the help seeker or indirectly by an agency,

research suggests that help seekers may have fewer concerns

about indebtedness and whether they wiIl have the

opportunity to reciprocate (f isher, Harrison, & NadIer,

1978), If the therapist is paid for his or her work, the

help seeker may also have fewer reasons to question the

therapist's ulterior motives.

The recipient reaction to aid literature has identified
several factors which might influence a potential hetp

seeker's decision to seek professionar herp. These factors
include fears of violating norms of self reliance and of

being perceived as incompetent. Anything which leads to
one's serf.esteem being threatened is 1ikeIy to decrease the

likerihood of seeking help. concerns about becoming overly
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indebted and worries about the therapist's motives might

also infl-uence the help seeking process.

DePaulo (1982) speculated that individuals might also

avoid asking for help for fear of what they might find out

about themselves. Help seekers might also fear being

refused he1p, of being a nuisance, or of being disliked by

the helper.

The relationship between fear perceptions and help

seeking remains unclear" White analogue studies have

identified several fears and concerns which may influence
help seeking behavior in general, it remains unknown whether

these fears are Iike1y to influence help seeking from

professional resources. The present research examines many

of these fears j.n order to identify those associaLed with
the decision to seek professional mental health services.

The public's perceptions of therapy are not well

documented, but t-here has been considerable interest in the

expectations of clients prior to therapeutic conLact" This

literature is reviewed in the following secLion.

Client Expectations Reqardinq the Process of Therapy.

CIient expectar,ion research has been encouraged by the

widespread belief that disconfirmed expectations will lead

to early drop-out or poor outcome of therapy (LaTorre,

1977)" Research in this area has followed two tracks, Some
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investigators have documented the expectations of various

client. groups, while others Lrave tried to determine whether

"disconfirmed expectations" are related to premature

termination of therapy. The literature in this last area

will not be specifically reviewed but it may be noted that
the literature is evenly divided on whether disconfirmed

expectations are related to poor outcome (Duckro, Beal, &

George , 1979) " The following section wi11, however, review

those studies which document client expectations as they

have some relevance to public perceptions.

The studies examining client expectations have identified
a wide variety of expectations held by clients regarding

their ov¡n role and the style and personality of their
therapists. (apfelbaum, 1958; Aronson & OveralI, 1966;

Ba1ch, Spencer, McWiIliams, Lewis & Irelandr 1979; BegIey &

Lieberman, 197O; Heine & Trosman, 1950; Overall & Aronson,

1953; Rapoport, 1967 ; Witliams, Lipman, Uhtenhuth, RickeIs,
Covi & Mock, 1967). These studies are reviewed in detail in

Àppendix B" In general, findings indicate that most clients
expected a directive, advice oriented exchange and yet

recognized the "psychological" nature of therapy (i.e., they

expected to do a lot of talking about their problems and

emotions, to discuss sensitive issues, and to discover why

they behave the way they do) "

Differences in expectations of various sociar cLasses has

also been a. favoured research question. Early studies
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(Aronson & Overa11,1966; williams et ê1,, 1967) supported

Lhe widely held observation that lower cl-ass clients
expected therapists to be even more supportive, directive,
and active, than did the middle or upper classes. Later

studies; however, have failed to find significant
differences between SES cl-asses in their expectations about

the therapist's style (saIch et ê1., 1978; Lorion, 1974;

Rapoport, 1976)" These apparent changes in the expectations

of lower class clients coincides with the lower SES classes'

increased utilization of mental health services and their
increasingly positive attitudes toward help seeking" The

present research endeavours to confirm whether SES

differences in perceptions have disappeared within a public,
non-c 1 i ent populat i on .

Although there has been considerable interest in client
expectations, Duckro et al. (1979) noted that much of the

literature is based on imprecise or global measures.

Furthermore, asking clients "what they expect" may have

confounded the client's anticipation of some event (ttre

intended meaning) with their preferences (an alternative
meaning of the word expectation)" The literature has

focused on ratings of the therapist's expected orientation
( i . e. , directive, passive , psychological, medical or

supportive) while specific expectations (".g., the client's
ro1e, the outcome of therapy, or fears and concerns) have

not been so closely examined. The generalizability of these
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results to the public domain is also unknown. The client
expectation literature is based on client samples whose

perceptions may have little correlation with those of the

public " As Bal-ch et aI" (1978 ) pointed out, "clients may be

a non-representative, overselected group of people who know

well what is provided Iin therapy] and what to expect and

seek out such services specifically for these reasons" (p"

112) 
"

Tinsley & Harris (1976) overcame some of the above

mentioned obstacles by expanding the arena of client
expectations to include college students' perceptions of

counselting centres. Tinsley & Harris developed a 73 item

questionnaire and administered it to 287 psychology

students" They found that students expected an experienced,

expert, genuine, and accepting counsel-1or they could trust.
Men were more Iikely than vromen to expect directiveness,
whereas women expected greater acceptance from the therapist
and expected a longer duration of therapy.

Tinsley, Workman, & Kass (1980) developed a more

extensive questionnaire consisting of 135 items representing

17 dimensions. The questionnaire vras administered to 446

Pslzchology. students " Women vrere f ound to have greater
personal comrnitment to therapy, expected more facilitative
conditions, and expected less expert counsellors than did

men. There was a trend for women to expect more nurturance.

The research by Tinsley and colleagues is examined in
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greaLer deLail in Appendix C. These studies have been a

major step in broadening the range of perceptions examined

within a non-he1p seeking population. It remains unclear,

however, whether these findings based on student's
perceptions of counselling centres can be generalized to
perceptions of outpatient mental health services held by the

general public. The present investigation explores this
issue by examining a broad range of perceptions held by a

sample of the general public. The relationship betv¡een

perceptions and help seeking behavior is afso investigated.

PubIic's Choice of Helpinq Resources" As noted

previously, potential help seekers must at some point decide

who can provide the help they need (decision point #3 in the

help seeking model) " This decision is partially influenced

by the help seekers' perceptions about the types of problerns

treated by mental health professionals. À number of

investigators have examined which helping resources the

public are Iikely to choose for different types of problems

(Ànshuetz, 1979; Murphy, Remenyi & Hudson, 1978f SmaIl &

GauIt, 1975; Wilkinson et ãf., 1978; Wilcove, 1971). The

literature in this area suggests that the public is somewhat

reluctant to utilize mental health services for
psychological problems. Ànshuetz (1979) asked 1,230

families where they would seek help if they had child
rearing problems" The respondents were just as like1y to
consult with their physician or clergy as r+ith a
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psychologist. Similar f indings r{ere reported by Murphy,

Hudson & NeviIIe (1982). wilkinson et aI. (1978) also found

t.hat the public were more ì-ikely to consult a general

practitioner than a clinical psychologist for a variety of

problems (including child problems, mentaÌ problems,

smoking, care of the elderIy, depression, and drug abuse).

One might argue that consul-tation with a general

practitioner would lead to an appropriate referral but

available evidence suggests that physicians are likely to
treat psychological difficulties themselves rather than

refer them to mental health professional-s (Nunnally, 1961;

Small & Gault, 1975) .

The reasons for the public's reluctance to utilize mental

health professionals remains uncLear. Perhaps the public

fail to recognize the types of problerns treated by mental

health professionals or perhaps they lack confidence in the

efficacy or expertise of mental health care providers. The

public may also have specific fears or concerns about

seeking psychological help (such as embarrassment, loss of

self reliance, etc.) or hold misperceptions (or simply

negative perceptions) about the process of psychological

treatment. These possibifities raise two questions relevant

to the present- investigation: (a) What problems do the

public perceive as relevanL for professional intervention;
and (b) what perceptions or beliefs do the public hold which

are likely to account for their avoidance or at least non-
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consideration of mental health professionals? The present

investigation examines these two questions. First, the

types of problems the public believe professionals are

qualified to treat are documented. Second, the perceptions

held by clients are compared to those held by the general

public" LastIy, the perceptions of individuals preferring
to consult with non-mental- health professionars (triends,
farnily, cj.ergy or general practitioners) are compared to

those held by individuals with a stronger preference for
help from mental health professionals (social workers,

psychiatrists, psychologists ) . These comparisons

tentatively identify why some individuals avoid seeking

heIp, especially from mental health professional-s.

Public's Knowledqe of the Resources Àvailable. Related

to percepti'ons of mental health services is knowledge of

what helping resources are available and how to contact

them. Àlthough not a "perceptioD", this information is part

of the public's understanding of the role of mental- health
professionals and may be an important determinant of whether

one decides to seek help.

Heinemann, Perlmutter & Yudin (1974) surveyed 180

residents living within one-half mire of locar satellites of

a community mental health centre. They found that only 13%

of the residents were aware of the existence of the main

centre and only 32% af the populat.ion were aware of the
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satellite centres. Furthermore, only 13% would utilize the

community mental health centre for help with a "menLal,

nervous: or emotional" problem. The majority would seek

help from either a medical doctor (10%), the police (14%) or

a general hospital (46%). The findings confirmed the

results of a study by Tomlinson (1971 ) which utilized
similar methodology but with a sample of low income

residents,

On a more positive note, Flaskerud and Kviz (1983)

surveyed rural residents in Illinois and reported that 80%

of the respondents knew that mental health services were

available somewhere in their community. Younger people,

males , those wi th less educat i on , and those wi th l-ower

incomes, however, had less knowledge of the availability of

mental health centres. Older respondents had less knowledge

of the availability of psychiatrists.

Related to the knowledge of the resources available is
the question of how accessible the service is to

respondents, even if they know of its existence. Breakey

and Kaminsky (1982) reported finding a correlation of -.61

between mental health clinic utilization and distance to the

centre" Utilization rates declined steadily up to a

distance of three quarters of a mile (walking distance),
after which utilization rates were much higher along bus

routes. Many low income individuals may fail to seek help

if access to bus or car transportation is limited.
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The Iiterature investigating Lhe public's knowledge of

how and where to find professional help suggests that a

proportion of the public have limited knowledge and

understanding of where to find help or even where to begin

the search. Glastonbury et al. (1973 ) suggest the confusion

is due to the "use of technical terms, the fragmerrtation of

statutory and voluntary services, and the absence of

information, education and communication" (p. 202)" Mental

health services are seldom housed in a unitary seLting and

the official name often varies between regions or with a

change in government policy" Mayr (1975) described

professional help as a "mental health maze" noting that
services have fow visibility and help seekers are often

shunted by phone on what can be a difficult and embarrassing

search for an appropriate resource. Even information or

advertising campaigns are of limited use in reaching people

in need. Leutz (1976) argued that information from agencies

are "rationalized" and seldom consists of more than a

brochure describing the services available. Poorer groups

in society tend to rely on personalized and expressive

communication, which makes it difficult to acquire knowledge

on how a bureaucracy works or what it provides.

Lack of knowledge and access to services may be two

factors accounting for the lower rate of help seeking by the

lower socioeconomic classes. The present ínvestigation
includes items examining each respondent's perceptions
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regarding the cosL, availability, and accessibility of

mental health services. The study helps determine if these

variables are related to the differential rates of help

seeking by individuals from different social or demographic

groups" The publ-ic's confusion over how and where to find
services also suggests there may be a greai deal of

confusion over what to expect from professional he1p,

another area examined in this research.

To this point, the possible influence of public and

client perceptions on help seeking has been examined.

Emphasis has been placed on identifying people's attitudes
toward help seeking in general and public, student, and

client expectations and fears regarding the process of

therapy. The literature related to how the public chooses a

helping resource and their knowledge of and access to the

services available has also been examined. Throughout,

there has been a general assumpLion that an individual's
perceptions at least partially influence their help seeking

behavior. Group or network perceptions, however, may be

equally important in influencing the help seeking behavior

of individuals. The following section examines this
assurnpt i on .
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Network Norms and PercepLions: Influence on Help Seekinq

Help seekers are likely influenced by their own

perceptions of mental health services but they are also
greatly influenced by the perceptions and beliefs of

friends, relatives, or signi f icant others. Gourash ( 1 978 )

hypothesized that social networks affect help seeking by:
(a) buffering the experience of stress, which obviates the

need for help; (b) providing affective and instrumental

support, which precludes professionar assistance; (c) acting
as a screening and referral agent; and (d) transmitting
attitudes, values, and norms about help seeking. Gourash

argued that this last factor had received scant empirical
attent ion "

There is little understanding of how network norms

infruence help seeking. There is also little information on

how network norms may vary across sociocultural groups"

These norms may determine whether one's reference group is
Iikely to endorse professional-s as an appropriate coping

strategy or whether they encourage self rel_iance and the

help of immediate friends or family. Although the term

"norms" includes many variables or factors, it would seem

that a reference group's perceptions about professional help

and professionals woul-d significantly contribute to the

network's establishment of a set of norms. In this senser

group perceptions may be just as important as individual
perceptions in influencing help seeking. This has important
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implications, as the present investigation basically
identifies group as opposed to individual perceptions.

Networks also serve as referral agents and, once again, the

perceptions of one's reference group may well determine both

whether one refers someone to professional help and to whom

one refers them"

There is substantial evidence that a decision Lo seek

help is strongly influenced by significant others within a

help seeker's network. Booth and Babchuk (1972) interviewed

400 adults to better understand how they came to utilize new

health resources. They reported that 78% of the help

seekers in their study had been influenced by another

individual (30% were influenced by more than one person).

Those who sought advice before deciding on treatment were

those most concerned rvith the cost of treatment, the need

for time off work, and the possibility of painful or

embarrassing aspects to the treatment. Forty-five percent

of the respondents had consul-ted relatj.ves before seeking

treatment and 26% consulted their spouse. Approximately 50%

of the referral agents had used the service before and 66%

of the respondents felt their advisors were very influential
in their decision making process, Those who were most

influential had the most knowledge about the medical

services and had previous contact with the service.

Liberman (1965) surveyed 52 psychiatric admissions and

found that 70% reporLed that Lheir decision to seek
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LreatmenL was influenced by relatives and neighbors. Those

most infl.uential had previous experience with mental

illness" These results suggest that an individual's
perceptions of health care services not only influence their
olln decision to seek help but also where they refer their
friends or reratives" of particular note is that those most

infruentiar in swaying a decision were also those v¡ith the

most knowledge about the proposed treatment and those who

could ease a person's fears and concerns. These findings
Iend support to the assertion by Gottlieb and Schroter
(1978) ttrat "if lay referrals are based on accurate and

comprehensive information about the professional health care

world, they promote early utilization of formal services"
(p. 616)"

The above discussion suggests the importance of group

perceptions in establishing network norms and implies that
group or network norms are likeJ_y to influence the help

seeking behavior of network members. The network literature
also suggests that there are many different types of

networks and that these networks provide different types of

assistance as a function of a help seeker's needs. The

literature implies that netrvorks with differing structure
may each have their own set of norms regarding the

appropriaLeness of seeking professional help" It follows

that the structure of a network (e"g., ils size, the

proportion of kin in the network, its density) may we1l
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influence the perceptions held by each of its members. The

following section examines the relationship between social
network characteristics and actual help seeking" The role
of perceptions in this process is also explored.

À number of studies have reported a correlation between

network size and help seeking" The greater the number of

social supports, the less effect stress is hypothesized to
have on an individual (Gourash , 1g76). Some studies have

demonstrated that psychiatric patients, for example, tend to
have fewer confidants or social contacts (Horwitz, 1977) 

"

Perhaps the most definitive study in this area was

undertaken by Berkman & Syme (1979). Based on a nine year

prospective study, they reported that members of the public
who were most "socia1ly embedded" (i.e., had more socia1

contact, belonged to more groups, organízaLions, etc.) had

mortality rates which were 2 - 4.5 times lower than did

those with fewer social ties. Clarifying these findingsr
Gottlieb (1985) reported more recent research indicat.ing
that it is not the sheer number of social. contacts but

rather the quality and content of social relationships that
are the best predictor of health" Evidence suggests that
even one "confidant" may be all that is necessary to avoid

psychiatric impairment (Lowenthal and Haven, 1968). This

sugEests that the overall "helpfulness of a network" may be

a good predictor of whether people have mental health
problems and, if sor whether they need help ouLside of their
social network.
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McKinlay (1973) v¡as one of the first to identify the

relationship beLween help seeking and the proportion of kin
in one's networþ.. He f ound that l-ow income women who

utilized pre-natar services had social networks rnade up

predominantly of friends and acquaintances. Non-utirizers,
on the other handr lived either with or close to their
family and relatives and had significantry more contact with
kin as opposed to friends. Furthermore, utirizer's networks

had a strong boundary between friends and family, whereas

in under-utilizers' networks, family and friends often knew

one another and their relationships were interwoven.

McKinlay used Lhe term "close-knit" to describe the kin
dominated network of cl-ose dependent ties in which most

members knew one another" Lat.er researchers have redefined
this concept as "density", to indicate that an individua| s

network members tend to know and interact with one another

independent of that individual. obviousry, kin dominated

networks tend to be more dense. Several studies which

followed McKinlay's work have confirmed that help seekers

are less likery Lo come from dense, kin dominated networks
(Birke1 and Reppucci, 1 983) . Horwitz (1977) , for example,

found that psychiatric help seekers had less dense networks

and Salloway and Di1lon (1973) found thaL health care

utilization hras negatively correlated with density" Birker
and Reppucci (1983) examined attendance of 47 women at a

parenting cl-ass and discovered that. low at.tenders had a
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greater degree of contact rvith kin. InLerestingly, the

density of either the friendship network or the family
network by itself was not always related to help seeking,

although overal-1 network density was. The authors explained

this finding by suggesting that the lack of a "friendship-
family boundary" (i.e., the lack of a group of friends who

were independent of the family system) was the real factor
predicting poor attendance. In other words, the most

important influence on attendance was whether the help

seeker had access to a group of friends or acquaintances who

were independent of the famity. Birkel and Reppucci (1983)

replicated these findings on a second sample of help seekers

consisting of 31 women seeking child rearing advice from

professionals.

While there is growing evidence that dense, kin dominated

networks are negatively associated with help seeking, the

underlying reascns for this are mostly speculative. It has

been suggested that dense social networks: (a) provide more

assistance or treatment precluding the development of

problems or the need for treatment when problems do occur;
(b) may provide a consensus on appropriate solutions and

provide Iess information regarding treatment alternatives;
and (c) may accept rnore deviant behavior precluding the need

for treatment, Each of these possibilities wilt be examined

in greater deLail.
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Perhaps t.he simplest explanation for the relationship
betr,¡een densiLy and help seeking is that dense, kin

dominated networks provide stronger sociar support and more

instrumental- aid, thereby reducing the prevalence of

distress or providing aid when necessary. There is mixed

evidence, however, on whether members of dense networks have

lesser or greater levels of distress than do members of ress

dense networks. Wellman (1978) reported that dense family
networks have been associated with greater perceived

support, which would be consistent with intuitive
impressions that such networks can more easily provide

material assistance ( financial aid, babysitting etc. ) and

strong emotional support. This hypothesis is supported by

Calman (1983), who found thaL family members were much more

like1y than friends to take responsibility for caring for
other family members. He reported that, of patients seen in

emergency, those who contacted relatives immediately

forlowing an acci.dent took longer to seek medicar attention
(despite similar injuries)" He suggested that non-kin took

l-ess responsibility for their friends lives and were much

quicker to refer them to professional heIp, whereas family
fett responsible for providing help themselves and delayed

asking for outside assistance.

There is some evidence, however, that dense networks do

not necessarily provide greater suppor:t and assistance.

Hirsch (1978), for instance, found that for women undergoing
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life-changes (widowhood, entering graduate studies), high
density networks were assoc iat.ed v¡ith lower self -esteem and

less perceived support. Hirsch (1980) reporLed that when

friend and kin networks v¡ere densery connected (no famiJ_y-

friendship boundary), recentry widowed women and women going

back to university suffered greater symptomatology and rower

self esteem than did women with low density networks, with
greater separation between family and friends" Hirsch
suggested that dense networks placed greater pressure on the
women to conform to established dornestic rores and avoid
radical change" Arthough dense or kin-dominated networks

may well provide assistance, such aid may at times be

orienLed toward the acceptance of network norms and

standards and, consequently, at times be "counter-
therapeutic"" In summary, the helpfulness and

supportiveness of dense networks may depend on a number of
factors, incruding the existence of a famiry-friendship
boundary, the type of change desired, and the type of
assistance required"

McKinray (1973) identified a second possibre expranation
for the association between density and help seeking.
Netwcrks may have strong normative prohibitions against
seeking outside help" McKinray suggested that "a major

source of an individual's orientation and behavior are the

val-ues and norms of the groups or networks to which he

relates himseLf" (p.288). McKinray hypothesized that
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members of dense networks are confronted by similar values,

norms, and attitudes from all network members and may feel
great social pressure to conform. Dense networks may

"entrap an individual within a lirnited set of normative

expectations, information and social contacts" (wa1ker,

MacBride & Vachon,1977; p. 336)" Outside help may also be

discouraged by network members concerned that such herp will
viorate norms of serf reriance or perhaps induce changes

which are contrary to network or family expectations.
Members of dense networks may also have access to less

diverse information regarding arternative treatments and

consequently have fewer treatment options.

Lastly, Birkel & Reppucci (1983) offered a third
explanation for the correlation between density and help

seeking. The authors suggested that dense, kin dominated

networks may be more tolerant of deviant behavior.

Consequently, potential help seekers may be under less
pressure to seek outside help for their problems. There is
little evidence at t-his time either confirming or

disconf irming this hypothesis.

The preceding discussion leads to the hypothesis that
network norms may be an important determinant of help

seeking behavior and that these norms may vary depending

the type of network in question. The present investigat
examines in greater detail two main questions; (a) Is
network structure related to help seeking; and (b) do

on

ion
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net!¡orks in fact differ in their normative expectations and

perceptions regarding professional help?

Perceptions of Various Demoqraphic GrouÞs

Gender" The present research also investigates whether

men and women differ in their perceptions of menta.l health
services" As noted earlier, vromen are nearly twice as

like1y as men to seek therapy (Veroff, 1981) WhiIe

differences in probrem recognition partiarly account for
this situation, it is possible that the differential rate of
help seeking may be partiarry attributed to different social
norms applying to men and women. Both veroff (198.1) and

Horwitz (1977 ) reviewed evidence that women are socialized
to attribute problems to personal failure, to admit to
stress, and to be more expressive about unpleasant feerings
and problems" conseguently, their problems are more visibre
and they may be exposed to more information regarding

helping resources. women may aJ-so perceive professional
herp as less threatening to their self esteem. conversely,
men are socialized to deny emotional feelings and are

encouraged to externalize their feelings and problems. This

may decrease their probability of seeking help. These

gender differences suggest that men and women may have

different perceptions of mental health services. There is
evidence that women hold more positive attitudes toward

seeking professional help (r'ischer & Turner, 1970; cook et
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ä1", 1gB4), expect less directive, less "expert", and less

advice oriented therapy (rinsley, Workman & Kass, 1980), and

have fewer concerns about rerying on others for help (cook

et al., 1984). The present research documents these and

other perceptions which may account for some of the gender

differences in help seeking. It is possible that men and

women may differ in their understanding of the process of

therapy, hold different beliefs regarding the efficacy of

therapyt ot have different fears about the process of

seeking help.

Socioeconomic Status. As noted earfier, there is
substantial evidence that lower SES groups were under-

represented in the help seeking population, at least in Lhe

past (Gourash, 1979) " There is also evidence that lower sES

individuals have traditionally held more negative attitudes
toward seeking professional help (e.g., Hollingshead &

RedIich, 1958). Recent research, however, has failed to
find SES differences in attitudes and perceptions within
cl-ient and student populations (Fischer ç Cohen, 1972;

Lorion, 1974)" others have suggested that the correlation
between SES and help seeking itself may have significantly
weakened if not disappeared (Tischter et aI., 1975)" The

present sLudy examines whether perceptions do vary across

socioeconomic leve1 and whether differences in perceptions

are related to differential rates of seeking help.
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Àqe. Àge is a well documented determinant of help

seeking with older individuals much less likeJ-y to seek help

than are younger individuals, despite their having a higher
general rate of. mental health problems (Smead, Smithy-

Wi11is, & Smead,1982)" Tischler et aI" (1975) reported

that age is the best predictor of utilization of menta]

health services (accounting for 12% of. the variance). While

part of the elderly's under-representation in seeking

services may be due to fa.ctors such as poor accessibility to
services, lack of knowledge of services, or non-recognition

of symptoms as psychological in nature, there is substantial
evidence that the elderly's perceptions and beliefs play an

important role in their not seeking aid when needed. Gurin

et al" (1960) reported that the elderly they surveyed had

strong beliefs in self reliance and often refused to ask for
help when needed. waxman, Carner, and Klein (1984) also

reported that, based on a questionnaire survey of 88

community elderIy, the elderly were of ten unv¡iJ-1ing to admit

to problems and held a very row opinion of the effectiveness
of mental health professionals. Although BB% would seek

help for depression from their family physician, 60% would

not seek help from mental health services, even if severely

depressed. This suggests the presence of specific fears or

biases regarding mental health above and beyond norms of

self reliance and self help" The present investigation
examines how perceptions of mental heatth services differ
across age groups.
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Summarv

Perceptions of mental health services is one of the many

variabres which infruence an individua1's decision to seek

professional- herp" understanding the public's perceptions

may help to design appropriate services and to correct
misperceptions or attitudes which may be a barrier
preventing some indivi.duals or groups from seeking heIp.

Perceptions itself is a broad term which encompasses both

attitudes toward professionals and toward help seeking in
general. Perceptions also include the expectationsr. fears,
and concerns individuals hold about the process and outcome

of therapy and the roles of both clients and therapists.
The breadth of this concept is one reason why there is no

single body of research which clearly addresses this area.

some researchers have examined student attitudes toward

seeking help but, until recently, research in this area has

concentrated on developing a single attitude measure as

opposed to examining the actuar nature of the perceptions or

how they might irrfluence help seeking" others have examined

recipient reactions to aid in experimental and anarogue

situations, which has indirectly identified a number of

factors which might influence help seeking from

professionals. There is a substantial literature which

documents the expectations of clienLs with regard to their
own role in therapy and the style of their Lherapist.
However, public expect.ations directly related to seeking
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professional help have seldom been examined. The few

studies examining pubric perceptions have utirized smarl,

non-representative samples, and examined only a few of. the

perceptions which might influence help seeking from

professionals"

The literature examining attitudes and expectations has

not adequatery explored those perceptions which might act as

a barrier to seeking help" of particular interest to the

present investigation is not whether attitudes are positive
or negative (although this certainly influences heJ-p

seeking) , but rather identifying the public's specific
expectations and fears about the process of seeking

professional heIp. This study examines how these

perceptions differ between various groups, especially those

who seek help and those who do not.

Several questions remain unanswered. What does the

general public believe happens in therapy? what fears or

concerns do individuals have regarding the process and

outcome of therapy? no client expectations differ from

those of the general public? Why do some help seekers

prefer non-mental health professionals? Does network

structure influence group norms or perceptions? rhe present

study investigates these questions, with emphasis on

developing a questionnaire which documents public
perceptions of professionar help and the fears and concerns

which people have about seeking professional herp. priority
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is given to idenLifying perceptions which may det.er or

hinder the help seeking process.

Purpose of Research and Hvpotheses

First, the present study identifies and compares Lhe

perceptions of professional help herd by a randomly selected
sample of the general public (previous help seekers

excluded) witfr those held by first time help seekers

(sampled from a university psychology clinic and an adult
psychiatric outpatient department at a general Ïrospital)"
second, this study examines whether the public's perceptions

of professional help are related Lo: (a) willingness to
seek help, (b) preference for mental heatth professionals as

opposed to lay help, (c) gender, (d) âg€r (e) socioeconomic

status, and (f) social network characteristics.

The f ollowing hypotheses \,¡ere advanced:

Hypothesis One "

a) Help seekers (i.e., the client sample) would have

significantiy fewer fears and concerns about therapy than

would the non-help seekers (i.e., the general public v¡ith

previous help seekers excluded).

b) HeIp seekers would aLso have differenL expectati.ons about

Lhe process of therapy, than would non-heIp seekers, HeIp
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seekers would expect a more non-direcLive, insight oriented
LreatmenL" Examples of items which might measure these

domains include "the therapist r+il1 mostly listen while I do

most of the talking", "the therapist wilI point out the

difference between what I am and what I want to be", "the
therapist will help me put my feelings into words so I can

understand them", and "I wiII discover how my problems

relate to my upbringing". In contrast, the non-heIp seekers

would expect more directive interventions such as advice,

medication, or specific skill training. Examples of items

which might measure these domains include "The therapist
will point out how I should behave", "I will get lots of

advice on how to solve my problems", "f will likely receive

a drug prescription", "The therapist wilI teach me nevr

skills", and "The therapist wil-1 give me homework

assignments".

c) Help seekers would also believe that mental health
professionals are gualified to treat a broader range of

problems than would the non-he1p seekers.

Hypothesis Two"

a) The non-help seekers will be divided into three equal

size groups based on their expressed willingness to seek

professional he1p" It is hypothesized that those most

willing to seek help would have significantly fewer fears

and concerns about the process of therapy than would those

less willing to seek he1p.
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b) Those most willing to seek help would arso expect a more

non-directive, insight oriented therapy, with more sympathy,

support, and reassurance, than would those less willing to
seek help, In contrast, those less willing to seek help

wourd expect more directive interventions such as advice,
medical intervent i ons , or spec i f ic sk i ll tra in ing. r tems

measuring these domains have been specified in hypothesis

one above.

c) Lastly, compared to those least willing to seek heIp,
those most willing to seek help would report that mental

hearth professionals are quarified to treat a broader range

of problems 
"

Hvpothesis Three"

a) The non-help seekers will be divided into three egual

size groups based on their preference to receive help from

mentar hearth professionars as opposed to non-mental- health
professionals or lay helpers. It is hypothesized that those

preferring herp from mental health professionals would have

significantly fewer fears and concerns about the process of

therapy than would those preferring lay help.

b) Those most preferring professional help would arso expect

a more non-directive, insight oriented therapy, with more

sympathy, support, and reassurance, than r+ouId ihose
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preferring lay he1p. In contrast, those preferring lay help

would expect more directive interventions such as advice,
medical interventions, or spec i f ic ski I1 training. I tems

measuring these domains have been specified in hypothesis

one above "

c) LastIy, compared to those preferring lay he1p, those

preferring professional help wouLd report that mental hearth
professionals are qualified to treat a broader range of
problems.

Hvpothesis Four.

a) The perceptions of men and women in the non-herp seeking

sample wourd differ, with women hording significantly fewer

fears or concerns about seeking heIp.

b) Women would also expect more non-directive, insight
oriented treatment, whereas men would expect more directive
interventions such as advice, medical interventions, or

specific skil1 training. The items measuring these domains

have been specified in hypothesis one.

c ) Compared to men, women would also report that mental

health professionars are qualified to treat a broader range

of problems,
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Hvpothesis Five.

a) compared to younger respondents, older respondents in the
non-help seeking sample would have significantly more fears
and concerns about seeking heJ-p, espec ial1y in terms of loss
of self-reliance and independence (..g., "r miqht feel worse

if I talk about problems", "I would be admitting defeat")
and concerns about betraying others (e.g., "I wouLd be

disloyal to my family", "others would be disappointed I did
not speak to them).

b) OIder respondents would expect more medical interventions
(".g., "I would likely receive a drug prescription") and

more explanation and advice (..g., "The therapist would

explain why I have these problems", "I would get rots of
advice"), than would younger respondents.

c) Younger respondents woul-d report that mentar hearth
professionals are qualified to treat a broader range of
problems than would the older respondents.

Hv.pothesis Six"

a) Lower sES respondents, in the non-herp seeking sample,

would have perceptions significantly different from those of
higher sES crasses" compared to higher sES respondents,

lower sES individuars were expected to have more fears and

concerns about seeking herp, especially concerning the

amount of interesÈ or trust to be expected from the

therapi st "
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b) Lower SES respondents were also hypothesized to expect

more explanation and more directive interventions such as

advice, medical interventions, or specific skil1 training.
Higher SES respondents would expect more non-directive and

insight oriented therapies"

c) Higher SES respondents would also report that
professionals are quaLified to treat a broader range of

problems, than would lower SES respondents"

Hvpothesis Seven"

The networks of help seekers r+oul-d be signi f icantly smaller,
less dense, Iess kin dominated, and rated as less helpful
than the networks of non-help seekers,

Hypothesis Eiqht. "

a) The networks of the non-heIp seekers who v¡ere most

willing to seek help would be significantly smaller, less

dense, less kin dominated, and rated as l-ess helpful than

the networks of the non-heIp seekers r+ho v¡ere least willing
to seek help.

b) The networks of non-help seekers who preferred

professional help would be significantly smaller, less

dense, less kin dominated, and rated as less helpful than

the networks of non-help seekers preferring lay help.
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Hvpothesis Nine.

a) Non-help seekers with denser or more kin-dominated

networks would have significantry more fears and concerns

about seeking heIp, especially fears of betrayal, hurting
others , or of loss of sel-f -reliance.

b) rndividuars from denser or kin dominated networks would

also expect more directive interventions, especially advice

and medication.

c) rndividuals from denser or more kin-dominated networks

would report that mental health professionars are quarified
to treat a narrower range of problems.



Method

Sub'i ec t s

HeJp seekers. The survey included two samples of help
seekers, the first, consisting of 7A adults seeking

psychoLherapy at the psychorogical services centre (esc),

university of Manitoba, and 58 seeking psychotherapy from

the adurt and adolescent Psychiatric outpatient Department

of the Kit.chener-waterloo Hospital (n-w) , Kitchener,
ont.ario" All herp seekers were over 17 years of age and

ï¡ere seeking individual, marital, or family therapy. ÀI1

help seekers meeting these requirements were chosen over a

three to four month period from both crinics. samples from

the t,wo outpatient clinics were utilized in order to ensure

t.hat a wider cross section of help seekers were sampled and

thereby avoid possible selection biases which might exist if
only a single setting was sampled"

Public. Three hundred and fifty members of t,he general
public (over 17 years of age) living in the city ot winnipeg

were arso sampred. subjects v¡ere systematicarry sampred

from the name Iistings of the ÞIinnipeg City Directory
(Henderson, 1983). Systematic sampling was achieved by

choosing every "nth" name starting at. a randomly chosen spot

in the direcLory. The number of names skipped (in practice
the number of inches to skip) was calculated on the basis of

65
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the estimated number of entries divided by the required

sample size ( 350 ) . sarnpl ing proceeded unt i I 350 names $¡ere

selected. When the end of the directory was reached, the

sampling procedure continued at the beginning of the

directory, treating the listings as though they were

cont inuous.

Married couples were listed as a single entry (i"e", MF.

and Mrs. smith) and married women employed outside the home

were listed both with their spouse and independently. In

order to ensure that married individuals were sampled

proportionate to their frequency in the population, an

ini.tial sample vras drav¡n f rom married men, single men,

single v¡omen, and married employed women who were listed
independently but who were not also listed wir-h their
husband (i.e., they were like1y separated, divorced, or

widowed). rhis initial sampre basically excLuded married

women (employed or unemployed) who were living with their
spouse. rnitiar sampring continued until the sample size

!¡as short by the number of married men sampled. The

remaining sampre was chosen only from married women riving
with their spouse" These women were sampled using the same

sampling procedure, however, each time a married couple was

selected, only the woman's name was retained. This

procedure resurted in a sampre containing equar numbers of

married men and women.
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City directories are based on thorougir block enumerations

and they are estimated to be more than 90% complete (sudman,

197 6; Ki sh, '1 965 ) . sudman and Ki sh suggest that f or smalr

samples they can be used without supplernents. Especially
created block listings are unlikely to be more complete.

Both authors also argue that a systernatic sample of
directory listings is basically equivalent to a simple

random sample. Directory sampling identifies a general

cross-section of the city population, although transients
and people residing in hospitals, institutions, motels,

hotels, military establishments, or similar settings are

exc luded.

Survev Procedure

Help seekers: PSc. Each aclult help seeker reguesting an

intake assessment at the psc r{as mailed a questionnaire
comprete with a personally addressed covering retter and a
stamped, addressed, return envelope. The covering Ietter
(see Appendix D) exprained the rationale for the research

and requested that the help seeker complete and return the

questionnaire prior to their first appointment. They were

assured that their responses were strictly confidential- and

anonymous and that their participation was voluntary and not

a prerequisite for treatment. rf the identified patient was

under 1B years of age the covering letter was addressed to

the legal guardian r+ho requested the counselling. The
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covering letter in this case (and for individuals reguesting

farnily therapy) asked respondents to complete the

questionnaire as though they themselves were seeking

individual counsell ing.

To avoid undue pressure on help seekers who were already

under a great dear of stress, no reminder l-etters or follow-
ups lrere ut i 1i zed. Respondents v¡ere assured that they would

receive a copy of the results ít they enclosed a separate

sheet of paper with their name and address. The name and

telephone number of a contact person was included if
respondents wanted additional information.

Information regarding the research was also provided to
all therapists at the PSC and K-W clinics (see Appendix E)"

Help Seekers: K-W Outpatient Department. The K-W

hospital ethical review committee required that alI help

seekers give their consent prior to their receiving a

questionnaire. consequentry, all new referrals attending an

initiar intake interview with one of two intake workers were

asked if they would consent to being given a questionnaire

which they coul-d examine and respond to if they fert abre to
do so. If consent was provided, a questionnaire was given

personally Lo the help seeker, complete with a covering

letter (similar to the one used at the pSC but with
appropriate name changes) and a stamped, addressed return
envelope. rn a number of cases, consent was obtained over
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the phone and the questionnaire vras mailed Lo the help

seeker because the intake worker had forgotten to discuss

the quest.ionnaire at the initiar interview or because the

help seeker had been referred directly to a therapist
v¡ithout an intake assessment. only one herp seeker refused

to at least accept the questionnaire packet" AIl K-W help
seekers were given the same assurances as v¡ere psc help

seekers and the same inclusion requiremenLs and general

procedures \¡/ere followed. À small- number of help seekers

lrere excl-uded f rom the sample due to the severity of their
pathology. unfortunatery, the exact number of refusals v¡as

not recorded by the intake workers but these occurrences

represented a very smal1 percentage of the totar sampre.

General Public. Each respondent sampled from the

winnipeg city Directory v¡as mailed a questionnaire complete

with a personarJ-y addressed covering letter and a stamped,

addressed return envelope (see Àppendix F for a copy of the

public's covering letter and reminder Ietters). The

covering l-etter explained the rationale for the research and

noted the importance of each respondent's viewpoint whether

positive or negative, informed or not informed. Respondents

were assured that their results were confidential and that a

copy of the resurts would be mailed to them if requested.

Respondents arso had a contact name and number to call for
further information.
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one week forlowing the first mairing, a reminder post-
card was sent, to all respondents reinforcing the importance

of their reply and thanking them for their herp if they had

already responded" Two weeks following the reminder card, a

reminder letter comprete with another questionnaire and a
stamped, addressed envelope was sent to all individuars who

had yet to respond to the survey. The initiar return
envelopes had been coded to facilitate this forlow-up. The

second questionnaire and return enverope were not coded as

no further fo1low-up was planned"

Ouestionnaire Desiqn

Herp seekers. The questionnaire for K-w and psc help
seekers was printed in booklet form and each page is
reproduced in Appendix G. The first page provided

additional information regarding the research and the
initial section consisted of 64 rand.omly ordered statements

reflecting perceptions about the process of psychotherapy.

Each statement began with the stem "When I receive
psychotherapy or counselling. . . " and the respondent

indicated on a seven point scale how strongly thelz agreed or

disagreed with each statement.

The second section of the questionnaire consisted of a

list of I probrem areas with which peopre might need hetp,
Respondent.s were asked to rate, on a 7-point scare, how werl
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qualified or trained they believed mental health
professionais were to help people with each of the problems

I i sted.

Section III of the questionnaire consisted of three short
scenarios describing individuals who were either depressed,

anxious, or having marital problems. For each scenario,
respondents were asked to rate (on a 7-point scale) seven

help givers on how helpful they would be to a friend of
theirs suffering from the type of problem described. The

help givers consisted of three mental health professionals
( soc iar worker , psychiatri st , psychologi st ) and four non-

mental health professionals or lay helpers (general

practitioners, clergymen, nonprofessional helpers, and

family or friends). The herpfuLness ratings for each of the

mental health professionars vrere summed across all_ three
scenarios and then the helpfulness ratings of the non-mental

health professionals were subtracted. The resulting scores

represented the preference for mental- health .professionals

index (pt"tHp). Higher scores indicated that the respondent

perceived mental hearth professionals as more qualified than

non-mentar health professional-s or ray herpers to treat the
problem areas described.

The fourth section of the questionnaire collected
informaLion regarding the respondent's social network. Each

respondent risted the initiars of all adurt persons who were

important to them and with whom they discussed personal-
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probrems or worries. For each person listed, the respondent

indicated whether they were kin (family or rerative) or

friend and rated the helpfulness of that person's support

and advice. Lastly, they indicated hovr many other peopre on

their list each tisted person knew and visited even when the

respondent was not with them"

The number of social supports listed was summed to
represent network size and the proportion of kin h'as

calcul-ated by dividing the number of supports who were kin
by total network size, The average degree of herpfurness of
the network was calculated by summing the helpfulness
ratings and dividing by netr¡ork size. Density was

calcurated by summing the number of contacts each network

member had with one another and then dividing this total by

the total number of possibte contacts:

density = sum of contacts / (network síze x Inetwork size
1l ).

Twenty percent of the sample listed either one social
support or no social supports making it mathematically

impossible to cal-cul-ate density in every case. To simply

assign a density of 100% to a network of one support person

would make some theoretical sense (i.e., only one person

presents an extremely unified viewpoint) but this wourd have

contaminated the rear meaning of density. As a compromisê,

individuals with zero or one network members were excruded

f rorn the calculat ion of density.
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The finar sect.ion of the questionnaire requested basic

demographic information and determined whether Lhe

respondent had received therapy previously, whether they had

friends or relatives who had sought he1p, how long they had

considered seeking hetp, and how hesitant they were about

seeking he1p" Information about their referral- source and

the referraL source's ov¡n therapy experience was also
gathered as was the respondent's expectations regarding the
duration of therapy.

Public. The help seeker questionnaire was slightly
modified for use with the pubric sample and it is reproduced

in Appendix G" Each of the 64 statements was written in the
future rather than present tense. The respondent was also
asked to rate the statements as though they themselves were

seeking help. Each statement began "If I received
psychotherapy or counselting. o o "o

The public also completed an additional section
consisting of 16 statements from Fischer and Turner's (1970)

Àttitudes Toward seeking professional Herp scale. Fischer
and Turner found that their scare reliabry discriminated
previous help seekers from non-herp seekers and had a low t.o
zero correl-ation with social- desirability. Test-retest
reliability was high ( "lg .89), as r¡¡as internal
reliability ( "85). Factor analysis extracted four
dimensions representing stigma tolerance, interpersonal
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openness, recognition of need for psychotherapy, and

confidence in mental health practitioners" The last two

factors correlated "58 and had internal reliabilities of .67

and "74" The authors suggested that these two factors t¡ere

the "essence of the attitude toward seeking professional

heIp" and hypothesized they would be highly correlated with
actual help seeking behavior" Sixteen items2 making up

these two scales v¡ere utilized in the present questionnaire

as an index of each respondent's willingness to seek help
(WTSU). These items reflected a recognition that some

people need psychotherapy, a confidence in the efficacy of
professional heIp, and a personal willingness to seek such

help if needed.

Each of the items on the WTSH scale reflected a belief or

attitude toward professional help which the respondent t¡as

asked to agree or disagree with on a seven point scale
(".g., "psychotherapy woul-d have doubtful value for a person

like myself " ) " The scoring of negatively stated items \,ras

reversed and t.he ratings f or each statement vrere summed to
produce a final index theoretically ranging from 16 to 112"

Higher scores indicated a stronger willingness to seek help.

2 Note that one item from Fischer and Turner's original 17
items, namely "Considering the time and expense involved
in psychotherapy it would have doubtful value for a person
like Dê", was not included in the WTSH scale. This item is
a verv specific expectation or perception as opposed to a
general measure of one's willingness to seek help"
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The final section of the public questionnaire requested

demographic information identical to the client
guestionnaire but questions specific to help seekers were

not included. The public were also asked if they had ever

received psychotherapy or counselling for a personal problem

in the past and, if not, v¡hether they had ever experienced a

personar problem for which they might have used professional

he1p.

Ouest ionna i re Development

The final questionnaire as just described was developed

in several stages" Six mentaL health professionals and ten

lay members of the public were asked to identify people's

potential concerns about seeking he1p, what people might

anticipate r+ou1d happen during psychotherapy, and any other

factors which might make people reconsider seeking help.

The lay individuals also completed a written guestionnaire

asking the same three questions. The research literature
was also reviewed to identify possible expectations and

fears which might influence help seeking behavior, Based on

this literature review and the interviews with the

professionals and members of the public, nine general

categories of fears or concerns which might inhibit people

from seeking help were identified. These categories

included fears of: embarrassment, lack of interest from the

therapist, receiving bad news, of hurting others,
philosophical or value differences between clients and
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therapists, inability to perform in therapy, lack of

confidentiality or trusL, loss of self reliance, and

concerns about the cost or availability of services.

The Iiterature review and interviews also identified
eight categor.ies of practices or procedures which might

cccur during the course of psychotherapy" These categories

represented procedures which might be implemented by a

therapist or aspects of therapy which might be considered

helpful to clients" These categories !¡ere: medical

interventions, support, advice, behavioral ski1l training,
collaborative exploration of problems, development of

insight, testing and diagnosis of problems, and mystical or

spiritual interventions.

In addition to identifying general categories of fears

and expectations about the process of therapy, the

interviews and a review of previous questionnaires generated

a large pool of more specific items which reflected the

above named categories. Questionnaires which were reviewed

included those by Àronson & Overall (1966), BaLch et aI.,
(1978), Fischer & Turner (1970), Snyder, Hill, & Derksen

(1972), Tinsley, Workman, & Kass (1980) and Tinsley & Harris
(1976) " Three or more items were then .selected from this
pool to reflect each of the 17 possible fears and

expectations,
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Pilot Testinq of Preliminarv Ouestionnaire. In aIl, B9

initial items were selected and were incorporated into a

preliminary questionnaire which also included the WTSH scale

and the original versions of all of the other sections of

the final questionnaire. This preliminary questionnaire,
arong with a sociar desirability questionnaire (crowne and

Marlow, 1960), v¡as pilot tested using 100 househords in f ive

different neighborhoods in the cities of Kitchener and

Waterloo, Ontario. Neighborhoods were chosen as

representative of a wide cross-section of the city's
population. Within each neighborhooC, four blocks were

selected by randomly dropping a pin on a street map. Five

questionnaires were delivered to each block starting with a

randomly chosen house and delivering to every second

househord" one apartment brock was chosen as a substitute
for one street block"

A covering Ietter accompanied the questionnaire, which

explained the rationare for the research and informed the

respondenL that the surveyor would call back in person the

following weekend to collect the survey (see Appendix H for
a copy of the preliminary questionnaire, social desirabirity
questionnaire, and the covering letter). Respondents had

the option to reave the survey in their mairbox if they were

not going to be home or wished not to be disturbed. Al1 but

two respondents v¡ere either contacted personally or their
questionnaire returned over the following 4 v¡eeks.
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completed questionnaires were received from 48 households

out of the 100 surveyed. All respondents who lrere contacted
personally (74) were asked for their opinion of the
questionnaire and about any problems which they had

completing it. Eight respondents arso agreed to brief
interviews about their perceptions of mental health services
in order to elicit other possibre perceptions not previousry
identified.

Freguency distributions for each of Lhe B9 statements
v¡ere calculated and each item was correrated with social
desirability scores based on crowne and Marlow's (1960)

sociar Desirability Questionnaire. rn order to ensure that
the final questionnaire items were not endorsed because of a

social desirability bias, those items with social
desirability correrations over .30 were dropped (five
items). only two items were retained and another two

reworded which had social desirabirity scores over .25" ArI
other itens had desirability correlations ress than .25,
with 75% of t.hem under .20" As a result, the f inal
questionnaire items are unlikely to have a social
desirability response bias,

rtems r¡¡ere al-so rejected or reworded if their frequency

dist.ribution was strongry skewed (skew greater than 1.0), if
their kurtosis exceeded 1.0, or if their variance was very
small" rtems serected were those which had response

frequencies approximating a normar curve, or ç¡hich had a bi-
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modal distribution suggesting they tapped opinions which

vrere strongly polarízed in the population. OveralI, items

were selected for their ability to discriminate across the

pre-test populat ion , the i r l-ow correlat ion wi th soc iaI
desirabitity, and to ensure that at least three or more

items were included that represented most of the pre-

determined factors "

The data was also examined for outlyers which might

indicate the presence of extreme responses due to unknown

factors such as misunderstood directions or unique

characteristics of certain respondents" Given the

reLatively narrovr range of responses (1 - 7) and the good

distribution of scores across the range, Do specific
outlyers or unusual response tendencies could be detected.

The interviews with respondents and the feedback from

colleagues who reviewed the questionnaire led to a number of

new items being added and to modifications of other sections

of the questionnaire"

It is important that the final 64 items selected actually
represent either fears about seeking professional heIp, or

expectations about the process of therapy" If this basic

assurnption is false, a meaningful interpretation of any

factors derived from these items would be difficult" To

examine this issue, four lay individr¡als rated each item as

to wheÈher it represented a iear about psychotherapy, a
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description of the process of therapy (an expectation),

both, or neither" Lay judges were chosen because members of

the public had initially selected or identified nany of the

categories and items " Às a result, the lay publi.c seemed

best qualified to rate whether the items actually reflected
possible fears or expectations which the public rnight hold

about seeking professional he1p.

The raters were chosen by requesting the help of four

individuals who were casual acquaintances of the researcher.

These individuals were unav¡are of the research design and

hypotheses being tested. Fear items were defined as

statements describing fears, worries, or concerns that some

people might have about getting professional he1p. Fear

statements represented what some people might consider an

unpleasant possibility that might occur while looking for
help, during therapy, or as a result of therapy"

Expectation items were defined as statements describing some

practice or procedure which might be carried out by a

therapist to help a client or a statement representing some

aspect of therapy r,¡hich might be helpf ul to people.

Resul-ts indicated that the researcher and the judges

agreed 88% of the time on whether an item reflected a fear

about the process of therapy (range: 84% to 90%) " The

judges agreed with the researcher's opinion 86% af the time

on whether an item represented an expectation about the

process of therapy (range:. 83% to 88%) " These relatively
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high agreement ratings did not refrect a tendency by judges

to rate al1 items as either fears or expectations (i.e.,
there v¡as no evidence of a "yes set"). Àn average of 94% of
the items considered non-fears by the researcher v¡ere also
considered non-fears by the judges (i.e., they vrere rated as

either an expectation or neither an expectation nor fear).
rn other words, the judges did not have a tendency to rate
non-fear items as fears. similarly, g4% of the items

considered non-expectations by the researcher were also
considered non-expectations by the judges.

The judges ratings of the items indicated that the items
incruded in the questionnaire represented possible fears and

expectations in the eyes of the public and that the two

categories of items could be reliably distinguished, These

findings support the face validity of the questionnaire
i tems.



Results

The results section begins v¡it,h an examination of the sample

reLurn rates for each group surveyed and then identifies and

compares the demographic characLeristics of each sampre.

The demographic correrates of herp seeking are of particular
interest, as this identifies groups which may hord differing
perceptions of mental hearth services, Following the
denographic anaryses, the results of a facLor analysis of
the perception it.ems is documented, leading to an

examination of each of the main hypotheses. prior to
discussing the results for each hypothesis, however, there
will be a brief description of the statistical analyses

utilized and an overall descriptive analysis of the
perceptions held by each sampre group" The results section
concludes with a comparison of the perceptions held by

current help seekers and previous help seekers,

Sanple Return Rates

General Public" of the 350 questionnaires maired to the
pubric, 187 were returned completed and 26 were returned as

underiverabre" This represents an overall return rate from

the public of 58%. Another 1 1 (3%) were returned with an

explanation that the respondent.s \.¡ere non-engrish speaking,

illiLerate, or too erderly to respond. A return rate of
cLose to 60% can be considered reasonabry good given the

82
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length of Lhe questionnaire and the breadth of the
population surveyed. Given that only 72% of Winnipeg's
popuration has english as their mother tongue (census tract,
1981 ) the final sample may be considered fairly
representative of the literate, english-speaking population
of Winnipeg"

Herp seekers. Thirty psc herp seekers of the 70 surveyed

returned a compreted guestionnaire. one was returned as

undeliverable resulting in a return rate of 44% for
individuals seeking help at the psc. Twenty-four of the 5g

individuals surveyed at the K-w hospital returned compreted

questionnaires representing a 41% return rate. The overarl
return for all help seekers equalled 43% (s¿ out of 127).

Given that less than one-half of the help seekers returned
questionnaires, generarizations from their responses to help
seekers in general must be made cautiously.

General Comments from the public

Fifty individuars from the pubric sample added additional
comments to their questionnaires. Ten respondents (s% of
the sample) made comments revearing negative perceptions of
mental health services , wi th 7 of. t.hese c i t ing exampres of
individuals who were not hetped or whose problems worsened

because of their seeking professional help. Mental health
therapists were' described as "too theoretical,,, ',Iacking
common sense"r "unrealistic"r "one-sided"r "power hungry",
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"uninterested" (2), and "too expensive" (2)" Another four
respondents stressed the importance of serf help or network

help and several commented on the stigma associated with
help seeking. Eight individuals (4%) reported positive
feelings about professional herp and another eight recounLed

their own problems and needs. Lastly, one individual
"disliked the questionnaire" although B (4%) "liked the

questionnaire" and commented that completing it had been an

enjoyable or good educational experience.

Demoqraphic Description and Comparison of Samples

The following sections describe the demographic

composition of each sampre and identifies those demographic

variables associated with help seeking.

PSC versus K-W Help Seekers. Table 1 presents a

breakdown of the PSC and K-w samples by various demographic

variables. chi square tests of significance indicated that
there were no significant differences between these groups

on any of the measured demographic variables including
gender ( (1, N - 54) = 2.05, p = .15), marital status (

(3,N=54) =4.43, p=.22',), ethnicity( (7, N=54)=
5.15,p=.64), SES3 ( (2, N=54)=1.g}rp=.38),
religion ( (7, |ì[ = 54) = 7"7, p = .36) and age ( (2, N =

54) = 5.4, p = "07). There was a trend, however, for K-W

3 SES was assigned based on Blishen's Socioeconomic Index(range 25-77) which consists of a rank ordering of 320
occupations by SES.
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Tab1e 1

Demoqraphic Ccmpari son and K-IrI Help Seekersof PSC

K-W Clients PSC Clients
Var iable (%) (%)

Gender
Male
Fema I e

Marital Status
S i ngle
Mar r i ed/Common-Law
Separated/nivorced
Widowed

Ethnicity
Canad ian
British
French
German
Irish
Scott i sh
Italian
Other

Religion
No Àffiliation
Cathol ic
Prote stant
Jew i sh
Othe r

10
14

42
58

(4)

20)
80)

3
2

(
(

(

(
(

(

(

7
12

4
1

I
5
0
2
1

1

1

3

10
3
4
0
5

29
50
17

B

0
3

6
24

15
7
7
1

I
3
3
2
2
1

0
5

50
23
23
(+

8)
4)
0)
e)
5)
s)
5)
4)

s)
3)

33
13
13
I
8)
4)
0)

9
5
B

2
2

21

(3s
(20
(30

(B)
(8)

K-I^l Cl i ent s PSC Clients
Mean age
Mean SES

34"6
41"0

30.1
45.0
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clients to be srightly order than psc crients, especialry in
the over 50 category" The lack of significant demographic

differences between the two help seeking samples, one taken

from a university based clinic in winnipeg, and the other
from a general hospital outpatient department in Kitchener,
suggests that there were no selection biases operating which

might have been unique to onJ.y one setting. The lack of

differences also enabres further analyses to utirize a

pooled sample of PSC and K-w help seekers, which has greater
generalizability than using a sample of help seekers from

only one setting.

Public sample versus census Data. Table 2 compares the

demographic breakdown of the public sample with a

demographic breakdown of the winnipeg population based on

Lhe 1981 census. visuar examination reveafs a very close

correspondence between the two sources of data. There are

no observable differences between the two groups on

ethnicity, reJ-igionr a9€, maritar status or average number

of children" sES differences could not be compared as the

census did not utilize the socioeconomic index used in this
research, However, the sample, Iike all mail surveys, is
like1y to be over-representative of higher socioeconomic

classes. The public's mean socioeconomic index score of 45

is one half a standard deviation above the mean index score

for Manitoba (39) as reported by Blishen in 1961. The

average socioeconomic levelr Dây have increased since that
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Table 2

Demoqraphic Comparison of Public Sample with Census

Va r iable PubI ic Sample (%) 1981 Census e)
Gender

Mal-e
Fema 1e

Ethnicity
Canadian or British
French
Other

Religion
Protestant
Cathol ic
Jew i sh
Other
No affiliation

Age
18 - 36
37 50
51 and up

Marital SLatus
Never Married
Mar r i ed/Common-Law
Separated/Divorced
Widowed

Number of Children

40
60

34
9

57

43
34

2
4

16

34
32
34

16
73

7
JI

=2¿,

51
49

36
I

56

49
34

2
3
9

37
35
33

27
62

4
7

2"2

Note" The discrepancy between the sample and census data for
maritaL status is 1ike1y because the census data considers

individuals living common-l.aw as single rather Lhan married.
The sampre data does not distinguish between married and

common-Iaw. rf the two categories (married or common-lav¡ and

never married) are summed, both the sample and census data

produce identical results (89%)"
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Lime. À rough estimate of the pubJ-ic sample's socioeconomic

level can be made by examining the occupations associated

with the mean score. Occupations of the "average"

respondent included trade foreman, telephone linesman,

locomotive engineer, and window dresser-interior decorator.

The research sampJ-e appears slightly over-representative
of women (60% in the research sample versus 49% in the

census data) suggesting the presence of a gender response

bias" Men may have been Less willing to participate or they

may have been more likely to ask their spouse to complete

the questionnaire for them (as did severar men in the pre-

test sample). Overall, the research sample can be

considered highly representative of the demograpiric

characteristics of the generar popuration of winnipeg with
the exception of being slightly over representative of r¡¡omen

and individuals from higher socioeconomic classes.

Herp seekers versus Non-Herp seekers. of the 187 public
respondents, 151 had never sought psychotherapy or

counselling for personal problems in the past. Table 3

compares this group of non-help seekers (NHss) to the help

seekers (gss) on all measured demographic variables. ÀNovÀ

and chi square analyses indicated that HSs, compared to
NHSs, vrere younger (U = 32 vs. M = 44), F(2, 195) = 17.3, p
= "0000, more 1ike1y to be never married, separated, or

divorced, (3, N = 197) = 28.3, p = .0000, less likely to
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Table 3

Demoqraphic Comparison Non-HeIp Seekers, Current

HeIp Seekers and Previous Help Seekers

Va r i able

Non-help
See ker s
n (%)

Cur rent
Help Seekers

n (%)

Previ ous
Help Seekers

n&)
Age

1B - 37
37 - 50
51 and older

t'tarital Status
Never Married
Marr ied/Common-1aw
Separa ted/D i vorced
Widowed

Religion
Protestant
CathoI ic
Jewi sh
Othe r
No Affiliation

Ethnic ity
Canad i an
eritish
German
Ukra in ian
Scottish
French
Other

Gender
Male
FemaIe

SES
Hi gh
Medi um
Low

44
44
53

27
104

6
6

55
51

1

I
21

18
24
15
21
13
14
25

66
79

(31
(31
(38

19
73
(q
(q

(tt
(1s

(e

42
I
4

0
4
7
7

)
)

6)
8)
e)

17
11
I

I

28
7
0

19
6
3
0
7

q
J

31
**

17
9

10

47)
31)
22)

***
(3)
78)
1e)
(0)

***

15)
24)

41)
38)

22 (+t
19 (3s
11 (20
2(4

25
17
(+

12
I
2
7

19

4
7
9
0
0

1)
6)
s)

1s)
40 )

(
(

(

4
9
2
6
0
1

9

16
B

4
0
2
)
J

12

16
38

5
B

6
4
5
0
5

1

1

1

18
12
15
(o
15

46)
54

37 (29
43 (g+
47 (Zt

30
70

16)
37)
46\

14
B6

*:k *

7
16
20

47)
25)
28)

* Significant
seekers and** Significant
seekers and*** Significant
seekers and

seekers.

seekers "

seekers 
"

Non-he1p

Current help

Non-heIp

difference (p
Current help
difference (p
Previous help
difference (p
Previous help
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be Catholic or ProLesLanL and instead much more Iike1y to
have no religious affiliation, (7, N = 184) = 25.8, p =

"0005. The HSs were under representative of ukrainians and

tended to have no distinct ethnic background other than

"Canadian", (8, N = 175) = 20"4r p = .009" The HSs

tended to be predominantly f emal-e (70%) . However, the

gender differences between the two groups only approached

significance, (1, N = 199) = 4"1, p = .06, perhaps

because the sample of non-help seekers was slightly over

representative of women (54%). In contrast to previous

Iiterature reports, SES did not differ between NHSs and HSs

(U = 45 and E = 43 respectively)" Actua1 SES differences
between HSs and NHSs, however, may have been masked, as the

public sample itself may slightly over-represent the higher

socioeconomic classes.

It is possible to argue that the identified differences
between HSs and NHSs v¡as due to sampling bias in the help

seeking sample, rather than actual differences between Lhese

two groups" In other words, help seekers at the pSC and K-W

Hospital might not be representative of hetp seekers in
general. To examine this possibility, a group of previous

help seekers (i.e", the sample of the general public which

had previously sought help from any professional group or

agency) was compared to the NHSs in the same fashion as were

the current help seekers"
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The results of the chi square analyses are presented in
Table 3 The same general findings emerged arthough there
were some differences which could be accounLed for by the

age differences between previous and current help seekers.

For brevity, the differences between past help seekers and

non-help seekers or current help seekers v¡ilI not be

el-aborated on. However , examinat ion of Table 3 indicates
that the sampling characteristics of current help seekers

are similar to that of previous help seekers. One

difference that is noteworthy is that previous help seekers,

unrike the current help seekers, did differ from non-herp

seekers in socioeconomic status, F(2, 203) = 4.0, p = .02"
Previous help seekers were more likery to be of high sES

(mean score of 51 on the sES index compared to 4s for NHSs),

whereas in the current help seeking sampre the trend is
actually reversed (current herp seekers had a mean score of
of 43). This suggests that while high socioeconomic status
might have been correrated with help seeking in the past,
this association may no longer exist.

ïn summary, a comparison of the demographic

characteristics of NHSs with those of both current and

previous help seekers indicated that herp seekers tended to
be younger, more Iikely to be divorced or single, more

likely to have no rerigious affiliation, and Lo be non-

Catholic. Previous HSs were more likely to be women,

although this relationship was not statistically significant
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!,¡hen current HSs were compared Lo NHSs. Higher sEs status
rÀras also correlated wi th help seeking in the past but thi s
association no longer pertained to the current help seekers.
overal1, the resufts suggest that the sampre of current help
seekers is representative of help seekers in general.

rt might be heJ-pf ul at this time to review the subsampres

which will be utilized in the forlowing anaryses. Table 4

lists each sample's abbreviated name, its size, and

definition.

The following section outlines the resurts of severar
factor analyses which were used to reduce the data in
preparation for further multivariate analyses.

Factor Anal'zsgs of Expectation and Fear Items

The questionnaire contained 33 statements refl_ecting
possible fears or concerns which help seekers might hord

regarding the process of seeking herp. rt arso contained 35

statements reflecting expectations about the process of
therapy. Both sets of variables v¡ere factor analyzed

separatery in order to reduce the number of variables being
compared between groups and to identify meaningfur factors
or dimensions measured by these two sets of variables.
Principle factor anarysis r¡¡as utirized to identify factors
made up of variabres sharing a common variance. The squared

multiple correlations between a variable and the rest of the
variables were used as the initial estimates of communality,
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Table 4

Name, Size, and Definition of Each Sample or Subsample

Samp1e Name Abbreviation N Definition

General public 187 À11 members of the
public who returned
a questionnaire.

Non-he1p seekers NHSs 151 Members of the
general public who
reported never having
sought counselling in
the past.

Previous help previous HSs 36 Members of theseekers general public who
reported having
received counsel-ling
in the past 

"

Help seekers HSs 54 AII pSC and K-W

:'å:::;, ill, í:::""u
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ofThe factor analyses were calculated based on a pooling

the HSs, previous HSs, and NHSs. This created a sample of
241 individuars (i.e., all of the general pubric and alr of
the clients were included in the analysis). prior to
pooring the HSs and the general public, the homogeneity of
the dispersion matríces of these two sampres was tested
using Box's M. No significant differences were found

between the two groups for either the fear items (gox's M =

850.3, p = "02) or f or the expectation items (Box's tvl =

1 01 7.5, p = "02) "

Fear rtems. Factor analysis of the fear items identified
nine factors each with an eigenvarue greater than one

(naiser-Guttman criterion). Examination of catteLil s scree

Test (rigure 2) and the eigenvarues associated with each

factor suggested retaining either the first four factors
(accounting for 37 "4% of the variance) or retaining seven

factors (accounting for 50"7% of. the variance). To aid in
the decision of which factors to retain, each of the factor
solutions extracting three through seven factors were

examined" The extraction of five factors resulted in a

f actor structure r.¡hich was stable and interpretable.
Extracting more than five factors resulted in single item

factors or factors of questionable reliabirity. Extracting
less than five factors resulted in the l_oss of some

potentially usefur data. chronbach coefficients of alpha

r1'ere.calcurated f or each f actor and they are reported in
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Table 5 " All f ive f act.ors had adequate inLernal

reliabiliLy, with alpha coefficients ranging from .51 to

"72. These five factors were retained for further analyses.

Table 5 also lists the variance accounted for by each factor
after rotation.

rt is desirabre to demonstrate that the factor structure
identified from the pooled sample, is equally applicable Lo

the help seekers. This is important because the help

seekers were sampled from a different population than were

the general public and, as already reported, the Box's M

test of the homogeniety of the dispersion matrices between

the two groups had a trend towards significance"
Unfortunately, the help seeker's sample vras too small to be

factor analyzed independently. However, it was possible to
pool the HSs with the previous HSs from the general public

sampre to create a sampre of 93 individuals v¡ho were either
currently seeking help or had done so in the past.

The pooled sample was factor analyzed with a varimax

rotacion and five factors were extracted. The relationship
between these five new factors and the five originally
extracted from the pooled sample were compared using

coefficients of congruence (Harman, 1976) " These measures

are interpreted in a manner similar to product moment

coefficients. A coefficient of congruence does not,
however, represent a true correlation. Rather it represents

the degree of relationship between the factor loadings of
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Table 5.

Eiqenval-ues, variance Àccounted For, and Reliabirities
for each Fear and Expectation Factor

Number
of

Factor I tems

Perc entage
of

Variance
Àccounted

Eigenvalue For

Cumul-at i ve
Percentage

of Variance
Accounted

For Reliability

FEAR FÀCTORS

1

2

J

4

5

7

3

5

5

4

4.8

2"9

2"0

1"5

1nt"lt

14.0

7 "4

4.5

2"8

2"5

14. 0

21 "4

25 "9

28.8

31 "2

.73

"62

.59

"62

.5t

EXPECTATION FÀCTORS

1

2

3

9

9

I

8"0

¿"+

2"0

21 "2

5.0

3.7

21 "2

26 "2

29 "9

.85

't '1

.70

Ncte" Eigenvalues prior to rotation are reported.
variance accounted for was calculated after rotation.
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two different factors Laken from two different populations"

The five coefficients for Factors 1 through 5 were .94, .94,
.84, "73, and .84 This indicated that similar factor
structures existed in both the poored sample (ttre general

public and the current HSs) and in the sample of current HSs

and previous HSs" This lends some support to the decision
to pool the general public and the HSs for purposes of

:: f actor analyses.

l, For the purposes of future between group comparisons of
factor scores it is preferable to identify orthogonal

factors, as was done in this case" It is possibre, however,

that fear perceptions rnay be highly correlated and that the

varimax sol-ution distorted the true factor structure. To

test this possibility, an oblique rotation (oblim)

extracting five factors was arso performed. The resulting
factor structure vlas compared to the orthogonal solution.
The root mean sguare deviations between the fact,or loadings
on each pair of comparable factors was calculated (Harman,

1976). These scores represented the average deviations
between the factor loadings on two separate factors.
Deviations less than "10 can be considered indicative of
very simirar factors. The five deviations for Factors 1

through 5 were .06, .05, .07, .06, and .04 . This indicates
that the oblique solution identified the same five factors
as did the orthogonal rotation. Furthermore, of the 15

intercorrelations between oblique factors, only two exceeded
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.20, one being ,25 and Lhe other .30 . This indicates that
the f ear f actors lv'ere not strongly correl_ated wi th one

another, and supports the decision to utilize orthogonaJ_

factor scores for further between group comparisons. while

the orthogonal solution does not eliminate interfactor
correlations, it does minimize these correlations. This

makes the interpretability of between group differences
simpler and easier to understand.

Table 6 disprays the factor loadings for each of the five
fear factors" Examination of the factor loadings for Factor

1 indicates that this factor loaded heavity on "f might get

too embarrassed to tark about extremery personal probreffis",

"I doubt I would be abl-e to talk about my true feelings or

even admit them tc myself ", 'lr wourd be embarrassed tc telI
my f amily and f riends", "I woul-d worry I r+¡as being disloyal
to my famiIy", and "I would feeI like I was admitting
defeat". There were slightly lower loadings on "What I say

might get back to my boss", "The therapist would expose

things I would rather forget or not know", Others might be

disappointed that I didn't talk to them instead of a

therapist", and "f would worry how my relatives and family
woutd feel or react if I made real changes in my life".
?his factor r^¡as named "Too Embarrassed or Àshamed to Discuss

Problems or seek outside He1p", as it roaded highry on items

related to being too embarrassed to talk about personal

problems or Lo even admit to others (Íamily, Íríends, boss)
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Tab1e 6

FacLor Loadinqs

Analvsis of Fear

based on

I tems

Fac tor

Factor

I tem

Too embarrassed to talk
Couldn't admit feelings
Embarrassed to te11 family
Worry disloyal to family
FeeI I was admitting defeat

Might get back to boss

Expose things rather forget
Others disappointed in me

Worry how relatives react

Feel worse if talk
Therapist think I v¡as weak

Could trust my therapist
Therapist understand beliefs
Problems taken seriously
Therapist well adjusted

62

5B

É1

ç. ltJ=

51

44

40

36

36

30

29

13

04

08

03

02

14

13

12

21

02

15

78

65

tro

29

12

10

22

01

05

06

03

04

02

01

20

24

2B

05

14

08

17

09

04

16

12

07

07

06

00

01

25

18

39

09

16

09

13

13

00

11

24

05

25

10

11

10

11

13

19

07

05

02

14

Table continued". " "
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Table 6 (continued)

Factor

I tem

Easy to talk to therapist
Religious faith encouraged

Reassured mind is okay

Therapi st ' s values s imi lar
Therapist of any age okay

Asked to give up beliefs

Therapist interested in me

Therapist too well off
Family's role recognized

Get therapy only if serious

Friends-relatives adrnire me

Àlways wait for therapist

Take great effort to change

Therapy a lot of hassle

Easy to find therapist

26

11

03

03

18

16

00

1B

13

14

09

23

13

01

11

24

14

03

13

22

OB

01

11

12

00

33

24

23

13

14

09

25

20

-02
04

16

07

05

04

01

01

23

55

47

43

4t

32

24

09

29

- 01

13

42

02

19

13

05

15

06

1B

16

29

07

52

50

47

44

41

29

12

20

- 10

46

44

-32

Note. N = 241

of the general

loadings have

" Sample included all help seekers

public combined. Decimal points in

been omitted for clarity"

and members

fac tor
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t.hat one was seeking herp. Included is a sense of shame in
that one might not even be abre to admit to probrems and

feerings that one is admitting defeat. This factor incrudes
four items reflecting fears of what one's family wirr think
or react if outside herp is sought, perhaps the help seeker

perceives famiJ-y pressure to keep family problems within the
family, not to be disloyal to other family members by

seeking outside help, and not to make changes that are

contrary to family wishes (worry about family's reaction to
changes ) .

Examination of the factor loadings on the second factor
indicates that the items most heavily weighted were "r wourd

always be able to trust my therapist", "The therapist would

fu1ly understand and varue my curtural or traditionar
beliefs", and "The therapist would take arr of my problems

seriously". This factor v¡as named "Therapist rrustworthy
and Understanding" as it represents a belief that a

therapist will not intentionally harm someone and that he or

she will make every effort to understand and value the hetp

seeker's opinions.

Factor 3 loaded heavily on "rt would be easy to tark to
the therapist and explain why I am upset,,, ,'My religious
faith and beliefs wourd be strengthened and encouraged", and

"I wourd be reassured there was nothing wrong with my mind".

There were srightly lower loadings on "The Lherapist would

have values simirar to my o!¡n", and "A therapist of any age
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wourd be just as helpfur to me"" This factor appears to
reflect a belief Lhat the therapist wirl be easy to talk to,
reassuring, and will have values similar to t.he help seeker.

Therapy wiIl involve either some form of religiously
oriented counselling or at least lead to the herp seeker's
religious faith and beliefs being strengthened. The item "r
would be asked to give up some of my moral beliefs and

values had a loading of only .29 on this factor but it
supports the interpretation that the help seeker is
expecting a focus on examining and changing one's belief
system" This factor was named "Therapist shares Beliefs and

Values " .

"The therapist would be very interested in me as a
person" loaded highly in a negative direction on Factor 4"

"The therapist v¡ourd be sure to recognize the important role
my family and friends play in my problems and worries" and

"The therapist would take all of my probrems seriously",
also had moderate to low negative l-oadings. There were

moderate positive loadings on "The therapist might be too
weII off financially to understand or "tune in" to my

problem" and "T wourd onry seek psychotherapy if my problems

were extremely serious". This factor was named "Therapist
rndifferent and uncaring". The therapist is perceived as

being uninterested in the help seeker and as too welr off to
understand the help seeker's problems" Similarly, the

therapist may fail to take the help seeker's problems
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seriously and perhaps be somewhat blaming as the Lherapist

may fail to recognize the role of the help seeker's family
in his or her problems. Talking to a therapist is
apparently an aversive process and the help seeker would

seek help only for problems which a therapist would have to

consider serious.

Factor 5 loaded strongly on "It would take a great deal

of time and effort to make any real changes in my life or

situation", and "Finding a therapist, making an appointment,

and getting to each appointment would create a lot of

hassles and difficulties". There was a much lower (- "32)
but negative loading on "It would be easy to find a

therapi st I could af f ord to see " " Thi s f actor v¡as named

"Therapy Inconvenient and Inaccessible".

In summary, the five factors extracted by factor analysis
of the f ear items !¡ere as f oIlows:

1 " Too Embarrassed or Ashameo to Discuss problems or

Seek Outside Help

2. Therapist Trustworthy and Understanding

3" Therapist Shares Beliefs and Values

4 " Therapi st I ndi f f erent and Lïncaring

5" Therapy Inconvenient and Inaccessible
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Expectation rtems" Factor anarysis of the expectation
items identified 10 factors each with an eigenvalue greater
than one. Together they accounted for 61"4% of. the variance
within the items. Examination of cattelils scree Test
(rigure 3) and the eigenvarues associated with each factor
suggested reÈaining either two factors accounting for 40"3%

of the variance within the items or seven factors accounting
for 52%. To aid in the decision of which factors to
retain, the factor sorutions extracting two through seven

factors each were examined. The extraction of three factors
proved most stabre ano interpretabre. Table 5 disprays the
variance accounted for and the chronbach coefficients of
arpha for each factor" The coefficients of arpha ranged

from "70 to .85.

As vras done wi th the' f ear i tems , the expectat ion i tems

were also factor ¿¡3]yzed. on the samp].e of HSs and previous

"l=" 
The coefficients of congruence between the factors

extracted from ùhe entire pooled sampre and from the help
seekers and previous help seekers sample were .98, .96, and

.97" The same factor structure existed in both sampres.

oblique rotations were arso carried out and once again,
the obrique and varimax solutions yierded very similar
findings (root mean sguare deviations between paired factors
of .09, .01, and "08). The correlations between the oblique
f actors were al-so 1ow, v¡ith onry one correration ( "37)
exceeding .30 " Based on these findiDgs, the three
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orthogonal factors were reLained for comparisons between

groups.

Table 7 displays the factor loadings for each of the

three expectation factors. Examination of the factor
loadings for Factor 1 indicates that the items most heavily
weighted were "The therapist woul-d anaryse my personality
and point out areas I need to change", "The therapist wourd

exprain why r have certain probJ-ems", "The therapist would

teIl me what is wrong with Dê", and "The therapist would

teII me what to do or show me a nevr way to solve my

probIem". There v¡ere moderate weightings on "f would get a

lot of advice on how to solve my problems", ,,The therapist
woul-d focus on how to change my behavior", "The therapist
would identify my character traits which contribute to my

problems", and "r would learn to increase my wirl power so I
could better control my behavior"" There vras a lower

loading on "The therapist would try to cheer me up by

pointing out things I do we1l". This factor was named

"Explanation and Àdvice".as it crearly represents an "advice
columnist" approach of expraining why the herp seeker has a

problem follor+ed by advice and recommendations for change.

The second factor loaded heavily on "The therapist wourd

point out how r should behave", "The therapist would measure

ny brain v¡aves to identify any mental problems", "r might be

asked to give up some of my moral beliefs and principres",
"The therapist. would tell me to do things r would rather not
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Table 7

Factor Loadinqs Based on

Analysis of Expectation

Fac t or

I tems

Fac tor
I tem

Ànalyse personality, areas to change 76

Explain why I have problems G7

Therapist tell me what's wrong 66

Therapist tell me what to do 65

Get a lot of advice 59

Focus on how to clrange behavior 53

Identify traits causing problems 51

Learn to increase will povrer 51

Cheer me up-point out what I do well 40

Learn a new life philosophy 39

Learn to be less emotional 39

Help me put my feelings into words 39

15

08

24

25

30

13

tt

04

21

00

34

17

58

56

51

48

47

45

02

11

11

OB

10

13

11

29

34

36

23

27

Point out how I should behave

Measure brain $iaves-idenL:. f y problems

Àsked to give up moral beliefs
Àsked to do i:hings I'd rather not

LikeIy receive a drug prescription
Try to change my mind about things

2tr

27

07

14

00

27

12

25

18

01

00

05

Table continues" " "
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TabIe 7 (continued)

Fac tor
I tem

Therapist analyse my dreams

Recommend hobbies or books

Give me tests to identify disorder

Give details of medical problems

Changed without knowing how

Therapist listen while I talk

Learn to meditate

Practice what I need to learn

Encouraged to take chances

Teach me nevr skilIs
Reassured nind is okay

What I am versus want to be

Give me assignments to do

Religious faith encouraged

Therapist discuss own life
Sympathy, support and encouragement

Discover role of upbringing

18

41

20

23

09

10

25

38

06

39

12

30

01

21

00

10

00

43

42

41

34

27

tb

11

02

10

- tt

10

03

10

25

27

12

00

30

)q

03

18

25

09

5B

tra
JL

46

42

39

36

35

32

30

29

26

Note. N = 241 . sarnple included all help seekers and members

of the general

Ioadings have

public combined. Decimal points in factor
been omitted for clarity.
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do'1, "f would very likely receive a drug prescription", "The

therapist would try to convince me to change my mind about

some things", "The therapist would analyse my dreams to
discover the cause of my problems", "The therapist would

recommend hobbies or books to take my mind off my worries",
and "The therapist would give me tests to identify my

disorder". this factor was named "Diagnosis and

Confrontation". It reflects an expectation that therapy

wirl include some type of testing designed to identify some

mentar disorder, followed by prescriptions or directives to
remedy the problem. Rather than simply expecting advice,
however, the help seeker apparently expects the therapist to
be quite confrontive and perhaps authoritarian. The help

seeker expects to be told to give up some of his or her

moral beliefs and to change his or her mind about some

things. The help seeker also expects to be told to do

things he or she wou1d rather avoid" Thi s f actor
incorporates a perception that therapists are very directive
and controllirg, perhaps like a traditional- physician who

diagnoses the patient's problem and then directs the patient
to correct the problem" For the help seeker, it is a

passive process as the therapist takes responsibility for
diagnosing deficiencies, identifying the solutions, and then

directing or convincing the help seeker to change.

The third factor loaded highly on "I would learn to
meditate to increase my peace of mind", "The therapist would
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herp me practice what r need to learn", and "The therapist
would encourage me to take chances and be less fearfur".
There were lower loadings on "The therapist would teach me

new ski1ls such as assertiveness and rel-axation", "r would

be reassured there was nothing wrong with my miDd", "The

therapist would point out the difference between what r am

and what I want to be", "The therapist would give me

assignments to do outside of the therapy sessions" and "I
would learn a new life philosophy to help me rook at the

brighter side of rife". This factor $¡as named "Teaching New

coping skills"" The help seeker expects to develop their
coping skitts and learn new ways to dear with problems. The

therapist acts in teaching role, helping the client to
identify goars (difference between what they are and what

they want to be) and actively teaching the help seeker new

ways to obtain these goaIs. This contrasts with the

previous factor in which the therapist focused on

identifying problems instead of goals and on directing the

help seeker to change rather than teaching them specific
skiIls"

In summary, factor analysis of the expectation items

identi f ied the f o1l-owing three f actors :

Explanation and Àdvice

Diagnosis and Confrontation

Teaching New Coping Skills

1"

2"

?
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Data Analysis for Testinq HvÞoLheses

The following section provides a brief overview of the

type of data analysis utilized to test the hypotheses and

the rational underlying the interpretation of the results.
Multivariate analyses of variance were used to compare the

perceptions held by the various groups referred to in each

hypothesis" For clarity, and to reduce the number of

variables per mul-tivariate analysis, the perceptions related
to fears were examined separately from those related to

expectations.

Multivariate analyses, untike repeated univariate tests,
take into account the correl-ations between dependent

variabl-es within each group and can identify common trends

within the data" In other words, know.ing the value of a

single variable for any subject may not significantly
predict group membership, but knowing the value of an

individual's scores on a number of variables, all with

cornmon trendsr frây improve the accuracy of predictions about

group membership" The multivariate analyses can identify
those dependenL variables which significantly contribute to
group differences but which might not have been significant
given repeated univariate analyses" The multivariate test
also helps to avoid the inflation of alpha associated with
repeated F tests and conseguently protects the familywise

Type I error raLe "
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The facLor scores utifizeA in the between group

comparisons are based on orthogonal factors which are

theoretically uncorrerated" rf the factors were totarly
uncorrelated, then the multivariate analyses would not be

required. The multivariate tests woul-d have no specific
advantages over doing repeated univariate tests with
uncorrelated variables. Even orthogonally derived factors,
however, have some intercorrerations present and for this
reason, multivariate analyses were utilized.

An alpha level of "05 vras used throughout this
investigation to identify demographic and network

differences between subsamples. Multivariate tests
examining each of the main hypotheses regarding perceptions

were tested at the "01 confidence level. A rerativery
stringent alpha level was chosen to test the main hypotheses

in order to protect the experiment-wise error rate. There

remains, however, a possibility that some analyses may have

achieved significance by chance, given that 27 MÀNovAs v¡ere

required to examine the study's nine main hypotheses.

A significant murtivariate result meant that at least one

dependent variab.le , or some combinat ion of dependent

variables, differed significantry between the comparison

groups. rf the overall murtivariate test was significant,
then post-hoc analyses were utirized to identify which

specific variables differed across groups" univariate F

tests, discriminant function coefficients, and structure
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coefficients were examined for each variable" The

univariates were tested at an alpha level of .05.

The reader is reminded that univariate resurts indicate
which variabl-es significantly differed across groups on an

individual basis. The discriminant analysis derives weights

for each dependent variable. These weighted variabres, when

summed, produced a composite score which maximally

discriminated between the comparison groups" The

standardized discriminant weights applied to each dependent

variable r.¡ere examined post-hoc to identify variables
contributing the most to the discrimination between the

groups.

Standardized discriminant weights, Iike Beta weights in
multipre regressionr ffiay be small when there is redundancy

between the dependent variabres (i.e., if two variables are

highly correlated, only one will be needed to discriminate
between groups and only one will have a large discriminant
weight) " In the majority of multivariate analyses, however,

the dependent variables are orthogonal factor scores.

Conseguently, redundancy and suppressor effects are

minimized. Nonethel-ess, structure coef f icients ( the

correlation of each dependent variable r+ith its composite

score) are also reported.

The reader is reminded that the variables with
significant univariate results but 1ow discriminant weights
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may simply represent a chance finding. In the opposite

direction, variables with nonsignificant univariate results
may sti1l contribute to discrimination between groups (as

part of a trend or in a suppressor relationship) r,¡hen

considered in relationship to other dependent variables.
These variables may be identified because'of their large

standardized discriminant weights" Suppressor effects
should be considered when standardized discriminant weights

are large but the univariate is nonsignificant and the

structure coef f ic ient i s Iow.

The factor scores utilized in the majority of the

analyses which fol1ow are standardized scores and were

carculated by summing the cross-products of the standardized

score given each variable multiplied by its factor
coefficient. The mean standardized factor scores and

standard deviations are presented in the results section but

such scores provide no indication of whether a group

actually "agreed" or "disagreed" r,rith a perception. It is
of general interest, however, to know which perceptions each

group actually endorsed" This information is descriptively
presented in Table B These factor scores have been

computed by summing the mean scores given each item which

was heavily loaded on each factor and then dividing this sum

by the number of items included in the factor. This

produced a mean factor score ranging from one to seven.

Perceptions w-ith mean ratings falling into the categories
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Tab1e I
Àgreement Ratinqs wiLh Fear and Expectation Factors for
Current and Previous Help Seekers and Non-Help Seekers

Group

Current HSs Previous HSs Non-help Seekers

Agree
(mean factor scores of 4"6 S.5)

E1 , 83, F2 F2 E1 , E3, î2
¡¡either Àgree nor Disagree

(mean factor åcores of 3.S-- 4"5)

F3, F5 81, ,83, F3, F5 82, F3, F5

Di sagree
(mean factor scoies of 2"5 3.4)

82, F1, F4 82, F1 , F4 F1 , F4,

Note: HSs = help seekers

r1 = Too Àshamed or Embarrassed to Discuss problems or seekOutside Help

F2 = Therapist Trustworthy and Understanding

F3 = Therapist Shares Beliefs and Va1ues

F4 = Therapist Indifferent and Uncaring

F5 = Therapy Inconvenient and Inaccessible
E1 = Explanation and Àdvice

E2 = Diagnosis and Confrontation

E3 = Teaching New Coping Skills
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described in the Lable have been grouped together to
indicate how strongly each group agreed with each

perception. Note that differences between categories are

not necessarily statistically significant and that groups

may statistically differ on a perception even though that
perception fal-1s within the same general category for both
groups.

Hvpothesis One: Help Seekers versus Non-heIp Seekers

Comparison of HSs and NHSs: Fears. A one-way

murtivariate analysis of covariance (¡¿eNcove) was utirized
to compare the fear perceptions of HSs and NHSs with the

effects of gender and age partialled out. Gender and age

were utilized as covariates as HSs were younger than NHss

and tended to be over-representative of women" Differences
in fear perceptions between HSs and NHSs might be attributed
to these demographic differences between the groups. No

gender by group or age by group interactions were

significant, A (5, 159) = ,96, p = "42 and Å.(.]0, 31g) =

"96, p = "76 respectively, supporting the appropriateness of
a MANcovÀ analysis.a The MÀNCovA indicated that there vrere

significant differences between HSs and NHSs, independent of
gender and age differences between these two groups, 

^(5,

a For brevity, covariate by group interaction analyses willnot be report.ed in future MÀNcovA anaryses. The reader
may be assured that whenever MÀNcovÀ analyses have beenutilized, there have been no significant ãovariate bygroup interactions present.
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166) = .87, p = '001" The cannonicar correlation between

Lhe cannonical variable and group membership was .35,

indicating that 12% ot the variance in group membership

could be accounted for by differences in fear perceptions,

after the contribution of age and gender were removed.

sixteen percent of the variance in group membership was

accounted for by fear perceptions when the contributions of
age and gender v¡ere not partialled out. Tabre 9 presents

the means, standard deviations, univari.ate ÀNOVAs,

standardized discriminant weights (snws), and structure
coefficients (scs) for each fear factor. Based on the

univariate tests, HSs were more likely to endorse Factor z

(rnerapist rrustworthy and understanding) than were the

NHSs. NHSs r¡rere more likery to support Factor 4 (rherapist
Indifferent and uncaring). Examination of the sDWs support

these findings. HSs were discriminated from NHSs by a large
positive loading on Factor 2 and a strong negative loading
on Factor 4" These results indicate that HSs, compared to
NHSs, had fewer fears about what would happen in the actual
encounter with a therapist" The HSs perceived therapists as

more trustworthy and understanding and as more 1ikely to be

interested in them and to be caring and nonjudgementar,

Comparison of HSs and NHSs: Expectatig¡s. À MÀNCOVA

analysis v¡as utilized to compare HSs and NHSs on their
expectations of therapy with the effects of gender and age

partialled out. The MÀNCovÀ was not significant, A (3, 168)
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Table 9

Significance Tests Comparing Fear Perceptions of Hel

With Age and Gender Partialled Out

1) Too Embarassed to Seeh llelp

2) Therapist Trustr+orthy

3) Therapist Shares Beld.efs/VaJ"ues

4) Therapist Indifferent

5 ) Ther:apy Inconven ien t

Factor

Note. SDI,I = standardized discrín¡inant

HSs = help seekers. Degrees of freedom

Iulean S tarrclarclized
Score s

Seekers and Non-hel

NHS s

"08

-. 05

.10

.18

-.07

tIS s

-. 15

.36

-.26

-.24

.2I

S tandard
Deviatíon

Seekers

weight; S(l = strtrcture coef f icienE;

for univariate tests: 1, 170.

.ot

.85

.81

.80

.75

1.1 .30

B ,2 .005

0"9 .33

Ir "4 .001

2.3 . 13

SDI^l

_ ,)\

.52

- "29

- "64

.43

SC

- ))

.59

-.20

-.68

.31

NHSs = non-help seekers;
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= " 98, p = .49 indicating t.hat these groups did noL dif f er

in expectations with the effects of age and gender

cont rol led "

Comparison of HSs and NHSs: Ranqe of problems Treated.

The questionnaire included a list of eight problem areas and

asked each respondent to rate how qualified they believed
mental- heal-th prof essional-s \4'ere to treat each problem" À

MANovA was used to compare the ratings given by HSs to those

given by NHSs" The MÀNOVA was signif icant /\ (8, 187) = ,89,
p = .005, and the results are reported in Table 10 . Based

on univariate results, the HSs perceived professionals as

more quarified to treat bad habits and child problems than

did the NHSs" This finding is confirmed by the multivariate
analysis which jndicates that bad habits had a strong

negative loading and child problems a moderate negative

loading" Brain disorders, criminal behavior, and financial
concerns had moderate to low positive weightings, arthough

the last two had structure coefficients close to zero

suggesting they served only in a suppreesor relationship.
Overal1, these results indicate that HSs perceived

therapists as more quarified to provide herp for bad habits
(""g", smoking, overeating) and, to a lesser degree, for
child misbehavior" There was a weak trend for NHSs to
perceive therapists as more qualified to treat brain
disorders or injury.
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Table 1 0

Heþ Seekers versus Non-Help Seekers on How Oualified
Professionals are to Treat Eiqht problem Areas

Problem Àrea pF

Standardi zed
Discriminant

We i ght
Structure

Coefficient

Fears and anxieties

Habits (".g., smoking)

Headaches-bac kaches

F inancial worries

Criminal behavior

Child misbehavior

Legal concerns

Brain disorders-injury

'l .3

11 .9

0.8

0"0

0.1

4.0

0.0

2"6

"25

.001

.38

"84

"73

.05

" B6

"11

- "12

-,80
.04

.38

"41

-"48

- "25

"47

- "23

-"70

-"17

.04

.06

- " 40

- " 03

"32

Mean Ratings

NHSs HSs

Fears and anxieties
Habits (""g., smoking)

Headaches-bac kaches

Financ ial worries

Criminal behavior

Child nisbehavior

Legal concerns

Brain di sorders-in jury

tro

4.5

3.4

?o

4.8

5"2

3"2

4"6

6"1

E?

3.6

3.9

4"7

5.6

3.2

4"0

Note: Degrees of Freedom for ANOVas = 1 , 1gq 
"
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Summary: Hypothesis One. In summary, the results
partially support hypothesis one. The evidence indicates
that the HSs and NHSs held perceptions significantry
different from one another. compared to NHSs, HSs had fewer

fears and concerns about therapists and and about what would

happen in an encounter with a therapist. The HSs perceived

therapists as more trustworthy and understanding and

expected the therapist to be interested in them as a person

and non judgemental about their probJ_ems.

contrary to hypothesis one, HSs and NHSs did not hotd

significantly different expectations about the process of
therapy when gender and age differences between these groups

were controrled. Also contrary to expectations, HSs did not
believe that therapists treated a greater range of problems,

than did NHSs. They did, however, believe that mentaL

health professionals were more quarified to treat "bad

habits" (such as smoking or over-eating) and child
misbehavior" There was a weak trend for NHSs to berieve
that mental health professionals were more quarified to
treat brain disorders or injury"

Hvpothesis Two: Diffçrences Across wirrinqness to seek Herp

Hypothesis two predicts that there should be significant
differences between the perceptions of NHSs who were the

most willing to seek help and the perceptions of NHSs who

were the least willing to seek he1p, To test this
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hypothesis, the NHSs were t.richotimized into three equal

size groups based on their scores on the willingness To seek

Help scale (wrsu). As described in the method section, high
scores on the wrSH Sca1e represented a recognition that some

peopre need psychotherapy, confidence that psychotherapy

would be herpful, and a willingness to use professional help
if needed. Prior to examining group differences, the
varidity of the wrsH scale r,¡iIl be examined and its
correlation with other demographic variables explored.

willinqness To seek Help scale. The wrsH scale had good

internaL reriabitity based on e chronbach's alpha of .85.
Good predictive ability v¡as arso evident in that previous
HSs had signif icant]_y higher WTSH scores (U = 85) than did
the sample of NHSs (U = 75), F(1, 77) = 18"7, p = "0000. No

comparisons between current HSs and NHSs were possible, as

current HSs were not asked to comprete the T,lrsH scare.

Examining the sampre of NHSs, it v¡as evident that \¡¡omen

had significantly higher scores (U = 79) than men (U = 73),
F(1,77) = 7.5, p = "007. older individuars also had more

positive attitudes than did younger ones (high scorers had a

mean age of 51 versus 39 for low scorers), F(2r 130) = 7.7,
p = .0007. High wrsH scores were also associated with
higher scores on the preference for menlal hearth
professionals index, indicating that those who preferred
professionar herp to lay herp were also more willing to seek



professional heIp, F(2, 135) = 5.

differ across WTSH, F(2, 116) =

P = .006'

, P. = "87"
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SES did not

Comparison of Fears Across ÍrTillinqness to Seek HeIp. À

MANCovÀ, utilizing age and gender as covariates, indicated
that there were significant differences in fear perceptions
across the three WTSH groups, ,\(10, 238) = .71, p = .000"

Age and gender r¡¡ere used as covariates as both were

correrated with T^ITSH. The cannonical correlation v¡as .s2,
indicating that 27% of the variance in reported willingness
to seek help courd be accounted for by differences in fear
perceptions, even with the contributions of age and gender

removed. Tabre 11 presents the resurts of this analysis.
rnspection of the univariate ANovAs, reveals that the high
and moderate wrsH groups were more likely than the row wrsH

group to endorse Factor 2 (Therapist Trustworthy and

understanding). Those least 1ikely to seek help v¡ere more

1ikely to endorse Factor 1 (Too Embarrassed or Àshamed to
Di scuss Prob]erns or seek Help) and Factor 4 ( Therapi st
rndif f erent and uncaring). Às wirlingness to seek her-p

decreased, there was also a corresponding increase in the

endorsement of Factor 5 (Therapy Inconvenient and

rnaccessibre)" Examination of the sDWs confirms these

findings" Factor 2 has a moderate positive loading, whereas

Factors 1 and 4 have low negative loadings. Factor 5 has a

strong negative loading. rndividuals who v¡ere very wirling
or moderat.ely wiJ.ling to seek herp perceived most strongry

a
J,

14
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r.l Table I 1

Si

with Age and Gender Partialled Out

ificance TesËs Comparing Fear Perceptions Across lJillin

1) Too Timbarassed to Seelc Help

2) Therapist Trustworthy

3) Ti-rerapist Sha.res Beliefs/Values

4) Therapist Indifferent

5) Thcrapy Inconvenient

Factor

Note. SDl.l = standarclized discriminant

Degrees of freedom for the univariate

Mean St¿rndardized
Sccl re s

High

-. 09

.11

aa

-.03

-. 35

ess to Seek llel

Med

.03

.16

.13

.07

-. 0B

Low

.32

-.53

.59

.35

S taudard
Deviation

r'reight; SC = strLlcture coef f icient

Ëests : 2, L23 .

.84

.90

.83

.80

.73

3.3

6"6

') -l

6.0

I0.2

.04

.002

.07

.003

.000

SDl,l

- ??

.18

-.31

-.6r

qn

-"38

.51

.34

-.51

-.66
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that therapisLs were trustwort.hy and understanding and that
the therapist. would be interested in them, caring, and

nonjudgemental. They arso reported less embarrassment or

shame about discussing problems or seeking outside
assistance than did those reporting the greatest reÌuctance

to seek help" Às willingness to seek help increased, there
v¡as also an increasingly strong perception that therapy

would be convenient, accessible, and could be accomplished

with a minimum of effort"

There were two fears (perceiving little shame or

embarrassment about discussing problems or seeking help and

perceiving little inconvenience or difficulty in finding a

therapist) which discriminated across wirlingness to seek

help but not between HSs and NHSs. This suggests that those

who theoretically agree that seeking help is a good idea may

have perceptions somewhat different from those individuals
who actually seek help (i"e., fears may change as one

actually considers the rearity of seeking herp or some of

the perceptions held by those willing to seek help may not

be related to actual herp seeking behavior) " rt is arso

possibre, however, that those most willing to seek help and

actual HSs have similar perceptions, only the reference

groups each was compared to (i.e", those less willing to
seek help and NHSs) may be very different. Two identical
groups cornpared to different reference groups would identify
separate sets of discriminaLing fears. To clarify this
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issue, the fear perceptions herd by the group of NHSs who

were most wirling to seek help (ttre upper one third of the
wrsH distribution) rÁrere compared to the fear perceptions
held by the HSs. Age was used as a covariate as the two

groups dif fered on this variable, F('l , 105) = 66.0, p =

.0000" À MANcovÀ indicated significant differences in fear
perceptions between HSs and those most r,rilring to seek help,
À(S,89) = .79, p= "001. Table 12 displays the
multivariate and univariate .resurts. Examination of the
univariate ÀNovÀs indicates that the HSs were more Iikely to
endorse Factor 5 (therapy Inconvenient ald Inaccessibre).
Examina.tion of the sDWs and scs confirm this finding. Both

have strong positive loadings on Factor 5" Factors 3 and 4

have strong negative loadings on their SDWs but they have

nonsignificant univariate resurts. The scs for Factors 3

and 4 are also weaker than their sDWs suggesting that the
two factors have a partial suppressor relationship with
Factor 5. rn other words, they may contribute to the
discriminant f unction's abirity to discriminate bet.ween

groups but there are not significant differences in the mean

values assigned these factor by the two groups

These results indicate that HSs, compared to those most

willing to seek herp, had greaLer concerns that finding help
might be difficult and time consuming.
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Significance Tests Comparing Fear Perceptions between Help Seekers (ttSs)

and Non-he1p Seekers I^Iho l^iere Most l^lilling to Seek Help (l^iTSH)

1) Too Embarassed to Seelc Help

2) Therapist Trustrvorthy

3) Therapist Shares Beliefs/Values

4) Therapist IndifferenE

5) Therapy Inconvenient

Factor

Note. SDI^I = star-rdardized discrirninant weight; SC = s'Eructure coef f icient

Degrees of freedom for the univariate tests: 1, 93

Nlean Stanclardized
Score s

I{TSH

-.09

.11

.32

-.03

-.35

HSs

-. I5

.36

-.26

-.24

.2I

S tandard
Deviation

.85

"70

?o

.72

-70

0.3

t.7

?o

J.J

t0.3

.60

.18

.06

.07

.001

SDi^I

-.06

l. 1

-.60

-. 50

'7)

SC

.10

.26

_ 1c¡

-.36

.63
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Comparison of ExpectaLions Àcross WTSH. A MÀNCOVA

indicated that the three expectation factors did not

discriminate across the three levels of wrsH, with age and

gender partialled out, Â (6, 230) = .95, p = .29,

Comparison of Tvpes of Problems Treated Àcross WTSH. A

multivariate analysis indicated that the NHSs most wilring
to seek professional help did not significantly differ from

those least willing to seek help on their ratings of how

qualified mental health professionaLs were to Lreat various
types of problems, "A ( 16, 256) = .84, p = " 13 

"

Summary: Hypothesis Two. These results confirm that
individuals expressing the greatest wilringness to seek help

would have the fev¡est fears about the process of
psychotherapy" compared to those l-ess willing to seek herp,

those most willing to seek help had fewer fears about the

behavior of a therapist. They perceived therapists as more

trustworthy, understanding, nonjudgemental, and as more

interested in the help seeker as a person. Those most

r+i11ing to seek help also perceived fewer interpersonai or

practical costs in seeking he1p. They reported less

embarrassment and shame about discussing problems or seeking

help and perceived therapy as more accessible and convenient

than did those less willing to seek he1p.
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Contrary to hypothesis two, expectations about the

process of therapy did not differ across wiltingness to seek

help. Perceptions of how qualified mental health
professionals were to treat various disorders also failed to

discriminate across willingness to seek heIp"

Another unexpected finding was that fear perceptions

which discriminated HSs from NHSs were somewhat different
from the fears discriminating across WTSH" Both HSs and

those most willing to seek help had fewer concerns about the

therapist's expected behavior. Both groups h'ere

discriminated from their comparison groups by their
perceptions that therapists !rere trustworthy, understanding,

caring, and interested in their clients. Those most witling
tc seek help also perceived fewer personal or social costs

in seeking help than did those less willing to seek he1p.

These perceptions did not discriminate HSs from NHSs,

however. In fact, HSs compared to those most willing to

seek help perceived therapy as more inconvenient and less

access ible "

Hvpothesis Three: Preference for Mental Health Professionals

The preference for mental health professionals index

(p¡crp) was used Lo divide the NHSs into three approximately

egual size groups representing high, medium, and low

preference to receive help from mentar hearth professionars

as opposed Lo non-ment.a1 health professionals or Iay
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resources" The predictive validity of this scale is
supported by its ability to significantly discriminate NHSs

(U = - "3) from both current HSs (U = 7.5) and previous HSs

(u = 5.4), F(2, 230) = 12.2, p = .0000. women had a

significantly stronger preference for help from

professionals as opposed to lay resources than did men (mean

scores of 3"7 and .5 respectively), F(1, 226) = 4.7, p =

.03. There were no age, F(2r 134) = "58, p - "56, or SES,

F(2r 12O) = 1.07, p = "34, differences across PMHP. The

perceptions of groups differing on PMHP will be examined

next "

Differences in Fears Across PMHP. À MANCOVA using gender

as a covariate indicated that fear perceptions did not

differ across PM}{P, Å.(10, 244) = "89, p = "07"

Differences in Expectations Àcross PMHP. A MANCOVA using

gender as a covariate indicated that there were no

significant differences in expectations across PMHP, A(6,
232)="82,p=.83.

Comparison of Types of Problems Treated Àcross PMHP. A

multivariate analysis indicated that NHSs preferring
professional hel-p did not differ significantly from those

preferring lay help on their ratings of how gualified

professionals were to treat various problem areas, r\, (16,

268) = ,81, p = "03.
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Summarv: Hypothesis Three. Hypothesis three was not

supported as neither fears nor expectations differed across
PMHP" Furthermore, those preferring professionar help to
lay help did not report that professionaÌs were more

qualified to treaL a broader range of problems.

Hvpothesis Four: Differences in perceptions across Gender

comparison of Men and women: Fears. A MANovA indicated
that fear perceptions did not discriminate across gender

within the non-help seeking sample, Â(5, 1Zg) = .97, p =

"61.

Comparison of Men and Women! Expectations. A MANOVA

indicated that men and women in the non-herp seeking sample

had different expectations about the process of
psychotherapy, ¿\ (3, 124) = .80, p = .000. Examination of
the univariate results in Table 13 indicates that men more

strongly endorsed Factor 2 (Diagnosis and confrontation),
whereas women more strongly endorsed Factor 3 (Teaching

coping skills) " Examination of the sDWs and scs confirms
these findings. Factor 2 has strong negative loadings and

Factor 3 has strong positive Ioadings.
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Table 13

ioLs Across Gender

i) Exp lanation and Aclvice

2) Diagnosis and Conflontation

3) Teaclring Neru Copiug Skil ls

Fac tor

Note. SDI'l = standarcl izecl discrinrinant rveiglrL; SC = sLl:ucture coeff icierrt.
Degrees of freedom for the univariaËe tests: 1, 126.

IIean S tand¿¡rdi zed
Scores

Men

.09

.44

-.22

lnlomen

"08

-.12

.L9

S tandard
DeviaLion

.78

.81

.80

0.0

L7 .3

B.B

ot

" 000

.004

SÐI^]

-.08

-.84

"67

SC

-.01

-.76

.54
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Types of Problerns Treated: Di f f erences ^A,c ross Gender . À

multivariate analysis indicated that men and women d.id not

differ in their ratings of how qualified mental hearth
professionals were to treat
problems, A(8, 131) = .93,

various types of mental health
p - .35.

summarv: Hvpothesis Four. Hypothesis four was partiarly
supported" As predicted, men and women differed in their
expectations abouL the process of therapy. Men expected the

therapist to be nore directive in terms of prescribing
solutions and intervening medically, however, men tended to
expect more confrontation and perhaps conflict with an

author i ty f i gure than r.¡as expec ted .

Contrary to predictions, both sexes equally expected

explanation and advice and opposite to hypothesis four,
r¡romen expected more coping ski lls training than did men.

No specific factor measuring insight oriented therapy

ernerged from the factor analysis. To test the hypothesis

that women expected therapy to be more insight oriented than

did men, men and women in the non-help seeking sampre were

compared on each of the four singre items hypothesized to
represent a non-directive, insight oriented treatment.
These items v¡ere "the therapist will mostry risten whire ï
do most of the 'talking", "the therapist wirl point out the

difference between what I am and what I want to be", "the
therapist will herp me put my feelings into words so r can
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understand them", and "I will discover how my problems

rel-ate to my upbringiDg". Repeated univariate tests
comparing men and women across alI of these variables v¡ere

all nonsignificant, F(1 , 137) = .83, p = .36, F(1, 138) =

.10, p = .74, F(1, 137) = .06, p = .80, and F(1, 136) = "22,
p = .63 respectively" Contrary to hypothesis four, women

did not expect more insight oriented therapy than did men"

The prediction that men would have more f ears than r¡¡omen

about the process of seeking professional help was not

supported. The results also failed to support the

hypothesis that Ì.romen wouLd belíeve that mental health
professionals were qualified to treat a broader range of

problems 
"

Hvpothesis Five: Differences in Perceptions Àcross Aqe

ComÞarison of Fears Across Àge" The NHSs v¡ere

trichotimized into three approximateLy equal size groups

representing younger respondents (18 37 years of age),

middle age respondents (38 50 years of age), and older

respondents ( 50 years and oloer ) . A MANOVÀ was calculated

to examine how fear perceptions differed across these three

age groups. The overall multivariate test was not

significant, u\.(10, 248) = .86, p = .05, indicating there

r¡ere no significant differences in fear perceptions across

age.
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Comparison of Expectations Àcross Aqe" À MÀNOVA

examining how expectations differed across age groups r¡¡as

significant, A (6, 240) = .87, p = .01. Examination of

Table 14 indicates that older respondents expected more

Àdvice and Explanation (Factor 1 ), and that the oldest group

(those over 50 years of age) expected a greater focus on

Diagnosis and Confrontation (Factor 2) 
"

al-so had strong positive SDWs and SCs"

Both these factors

Comparison of Types of Problems Treated Àcross Aqe. À

multivariate analysis indicated that the NHSs' ratings of

how qualified mental health professionals vrere to treat
various types of problems did not vary across age, ,Â. ( I S,

254) = .90, p = .63"

Summary: Hypolhesis Five. Hypothesis five was partiatly
supported" Contrary to predictions, fear perceptions did

not discriminate across age. Concerns about loss of self
reliance and betrayal of family were included in Factor 1

(too Embarrassed or Àshamed to Discuss Problems or Seek

Help) ¡ut this factor did not discriminate across age. AIso

contrary to expectations, the ratings of how qualified
mental health professionals were to treat various problems

did not vary across age"

The hypothesis that expectations would differ across age

was supported. O1der respondents expected more advice and
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Table 14

Significance Tests Comparing Expectations Across Age

1) Explanation and Advice

2) Diagnosis and Confrontation

3) Teac:lring Ner,r Coping Ski l1s

Fac tor

Note. Sl)l,l = standardized discriminanr weiglrt; S(:

Med = 38 - 50 years of age;01der = 51 years of

Ilean S Eand¿¡rdizecl
Scores

Young Med Older

-.22

-.02

-.02

.16

.03

-.t4

Standard
Devia Eion

.26

.40

.12

= strucLure c<.¡efficicnt; Young = 18 -

age and older. Degrees of freedoms for

.78

.80

.80

4.4

3.6

1.0

.0i

.03

.38

SDII

.7r

.66

.11

SC

.74

.69

.24

37 years of age;

univariate: 2, I22.
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explanation and more medical interventions. In addition,
the older respondents were found to expect the therapist to

be more authoritarian and confrontive than did the younger

age 9roups.

Hypothesis Six: Differences in Perceptions across SES

HSs and NHSs did not differ in socioeconomic status, F(1,

168) = 1.2, p. = "26. Similarly, socioeconomic status was

not found to discriminate across WTSH, F(2, 116) = .1, p =

.87 " Previous HSs, however, v¡ere f rom a higher SES

background than were either the current HSs, F(1, 77) = 7.6,

p = "007, or the NHSs, F(2, 203) = 3"1, p = .02" The

previous HSs, current HSs and the NHSs had mean SES scores

of 51 " 8 , 43.1 , and 45 "9 respectively.

Although heJ.p seekirrg did not correl-ate with SES in this

study, the perceptions held by different SES classes are of

general interest to therapists who might want to anticipate
and alleviate possible misperceptions of their clients" The

following section examines v¡hether percept.ions varied across

SES "

Comparison of Fears Across SES" The NHSs were

trichotimized into three approximately equal size groups

representing Iow, medium, and high socioeconomic status.

Fear perceptions did not discriminate across these three

groups, Ér (10, 222) = 92, p = .51,
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Comparison of Expectations Across SES. À MANOVÀ anatysis

indicated no differences in expectations across SES within

the non-he1p seeking sample, Å.(6, 214) = "94, p = "37.

Comparison of Tvpes of Problems Treated Across SES" A

MÀNOVA indicated that ratings of how qual-ified professional-s

were to treat various disorders did not vary across SES

within the non-help seeking sample, Â(16, 226) = .78, p =

" 03 "

Summary: Hypothesis Six. Hypothesis six was not

supported as perceptions and qualification ratings were noL

related to the respondents' socioeconomic status.

Hypothesis Seven: Network Type and Help Seekinq Behavior

The questionnaire elicited information regarding each

person's social- netr+orks and indexes v¡ere constructed which

classified each respondent's network depending on it's

network size, density, proportion of kin (pROpnrn), and it's

average degree of helpfulness (oeeHelp). The following

section examines hypothesis seven, which predicted that

network type would discriminate HSs from NHSs. Prior to

analysing group differences, the network characteristics

associated with genderr âge, and SES wiII be documented.

These analyses were conducted on the entire sample of the

general public 
"
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A MÀNOVÀ indicated that there l{ere signi f icant

differences in neLwork characteristics across age, Â(8,
280) = .84, p = "002, gender, ft(4, 142) = .92, p = "02, and

SES, ¿L (g ¡ 254) = "87, p = .03" Às can be seen in Table

15, older respondents had denser, more kin-dominated

networks. The lowest socioeconomic group had denser, more

kin dominated networks than did the medium or upper classes

(rab1e 16)" The highest socioeconomic group rated their

netv¡orks as more heJ-pful than did the medium or lower class

groups. Lastly, inspection of Table 17 indicates that men's

networks were denser than those of women.

The four netv¡ork measures r{ere generally uncorrelated

with two exceptions. There was a moderate correlation

between PROPKIN and density (r = .54, p = .000), and PROPKIN

had a very smalt but significant correlation with DEGHELP (r

= .15, p = .05). Às one might expect, kin dominated

networks tended to be denser (network members knew one

another) and had a very slight tendency to provide more help

to their members.

To examine the association between network type and

actual help seeking behavior, the network characteristics of

HSs were compared to those of the NHSs. A MANCOVÀ utilizing

age and gender as covariates revealed significant

differences between these two groups, N (¿, 109) = .84, p =

"001 (rable 18)" Both the univariate and multivariate

results clearly demonstrate that HSs had significantly less
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Table 15

Network Characteristics Across Age

Netrvork Varíable Young Med Older Deviation F p SDi^l SC

--:-------

NeEr+ork Size

Dens i cy

Proportion of Kin

Degree of Helpfulness

Note. SDI^] = stanclardizecl

Density ar-rd Proportion of

years of age; Older = 51

Age Group

4.7

49.8

52.0

4.8

4.8

57 "3

66.2

5.I

cliscriminanL weiglrt; SC = strttcture coe-tf icient;

I(in are expressed as percerÌbages; Young = 18 - 37 years of age; Med

years of age and o1der. Degrees of freedom for univariate tests: 2'

4.2

75.5

77.L

4.9

S tanda rd

r.9

34.6

29.6

r.2

1.1

6.9

10.0

0.0

.31

.001

.000

.46

.04

-.38

-.73

-. 10

.26

-.75

-.93

-. 15

=38-50
L43.
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Table 16

Network Characteristics Across Socioeconomic Status

Netlork Variable High Mecl Low Deviacion F p SDI,I SC

Netruork S ize

Dens ity

Proportion of Kin

Degree of Helpfulness

Note: SDtr'l = standardized

iJensity and ProporEion of

Socioeconomic Status

5.0

52.3

57 "7

5.2

4.6

52.3

59.7

4.7

discriminanE weighL; SC = structure coefficient"

Kin are expressed as percentages.

4"5

68. B

7T.B

4.6

Standard

r.9

32.t

29.2

1,)

.7

3.3

2.8

3.4

.47

.04

.06

.03

)o

-.39

-. 38

.74

)q

- .57

-.57

.62
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Table 17

Netrvork Characteristics Across Gender

NeËwork Size

Dens i ty

ProporEion of Kin

Degree of LIelpfulness

¡lote. SDIJ = standardizecl

Ìiensity an<l Proporbion of

Gender

4.4

67 .9

60.7

4.7

discriminant rveiglrt; S(l = strt.tcture coef f icient

Kirr are expressed ¿ìs i)ercert tages .

4.7

53.1

62.0

5.0

S tandard

1.9

J4+. J

29.3

1.2

0.6

6,0

0.0

1.3

.4s

,01

.80

"26

-.26

1 .08

-.70

- .45

- )1

,69

-.Q6

-.31



dense (sparser) networks than did the NHSs.

were also rated as less helpful.

144

HSs'networks

Summarv: Hvpothesis Seven. Hypothesis seven was

partially supported in that HSs had Less dense and Iess

helpfuì- networks than did ¡¡gSs. Contrary to predictions,
however, Lhe HSs' networks vrere not any smaller than those

of NHSs, nor less kin dominated"

Hypothesis Eiqht: Network Characteristics and WTSH and pMHp

À MANOVÀ was utilized to compare the four network

variables across the three levels of willingness to seek

help, The multivariate test was not signif icant, A(9, 216)

= "92, p = .33. The network variables also failed to

discriminate between groups differing in their preference

for help from mental health professional_s as opposed to fay

he1p, A(8, 218) = "92, p = "36" These resul-ts fail to

support hypothesis eight. Those most willing to seek help,

and those most preferring help from professionals, did not

have networks any different from those individuals Iess

willing to seek help or those preferring lay help to
professional help"
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Table lB

Comparison of

r^rith Age and

the Netrvork Characteristics or Hgþ-I-g.gk..LlxsÐ-eBq Äo3:þ.lf-!S"t SIg-$E!Ð

Gender Partiallc-r Out

Networlc Varial¡1e

Netrvork Size

Dens i ty

Proportio¡r of Kin

Degree of tlelpfulness

Note: SDI^I = standarclizecl

Density and Proportion of

l.lean Value

HSs

4.9

39 "5

50.2

4.2

NHSs

c1íscríminaL'rt r,reight; SC = structure coef f icirjnt

I(in are expresseil as percelìtages.

4.5

66.9

66.2

5-2

S Ean clard
Deviation

r.9

JJ. Õ

29.6

r.6

0.4

10.9

3.0

i0.3

E1

. 001

.08

.002

SDW

-.11

-.72

-.01

-.70

SC

.14

- 1'.)

-.38

-.70
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Hvpothesis Nine: Differences in Perceptions Across Networks

Differences in Fears Across Netv¡ork Variables.

Multivariate analyses were utilized to compare fear
perceptions across each network variable within the non-help

seeking sample" Fear perceptions did not significantly
discriminate across groups differing on density, A (10, 194)

= "82, p = .04, PROeKIN, A (10, 248) = .88, q = .12,
DEGHELP, r\( 10, 250) = .97 , p = " 99, or network size, À( t O,

253) = .90, p = "28"

Differences in Expectations Across Netv¡ork Variables.
Expectations failed to discriminate across density, A.(6,
188) = "96, p = .66, PROPKIN, 

^(6, 
238) = .97, p =.78,

DEGHELP, A(6, 238) = .96, p = .64, or network size, .\(S,
242) = .96, g_ = .56.

Summary: Hypothesis Nine. Hypothesis nine was not

supported as perceptions did not discriminate between

networ k cha rac te r i st i c s .

Comparison of Ç:¿fre.nt_ HSs and Previous HSs

While not one of the original hypotheses of this
investigation, the availability of a pool of previous help

seekers provided the opportunity to contrast the perceptions

of current HSs with those who had experienced therapy" Such

a comparison tentatively identified how per.ceptions rnay be
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altered by therapy. It also identified how clients recall
the therapeutic process after termination" These

comparisons may identify perceptions held by current HSs

which are inaccurate or unrealistic. The small sample sizes

involved, however, suggest that the data be considered

speculative at this time.

Comparison of HSs and Previous HSs: Fears. A MÀNCOVÀ was

utilized to examine whether fears discriminated between

current HSs and previous HSs" Às the two groups differed in

â9ê, E(1, 88) = 19"2, p = .000, a MANCOVÀ partialling out

age differences was utilized" The multivariate test v¡as

significant, Â(5, 69) = .82, p = .01, and the results are

reported in Table 1 9

Both the univariate and multivariate results indicate

that current HSs perceived therapists as more trustworthy

and understanding than did previous HSs (Factor 2). The

univariate results suggest that current HSs v¡ere more

embarrassed about discussing problems or seel<ing help than

were the previous help seekers (Factor 1 ) " Factor 1,

however, has a relatively low SDw (-"27) which questions the

certainty of this finding.
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Table 19

Sisnificance Tests

and Previous Help Seekers (PHSs) with Age Partialled Out

Compari

1)

2)

3)

4)

s)

Too Ernbarassed to Seek llelp

Therapist Trustwo.rthy

Therapist Shares Beliefs/Values

TherapisE Indifferent

Therapy InconveniertL

Factor

Fear Perceptions Between Current Hel

Note. SDW = stanclardize<l cliscrirnina¡rt rveight; SC = struct-ure coefficient; Degrees of freedom for

tlre univariate tests: 1, 73.

Mean Stanclardized
Scores

CHSs

-. 15

.36

- "26

- "24

.2r

Seekers (cHss)

PHSs

-"JJ

- "32

-. i4

-.26

.1i

S t.andard
DeviaLion

.82

.87

.77

.74

.83

1.3

13.9

0.0

0.0

0.1

.01

.000

.99

.96

.74

SDI^]

-.27

-.97

-. 1r

-.09

-. 1B

SC

-ot

.00

-.01

-. 0B
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ComÞarison of HSs and Previous HSs: ExpecLations. À

MANCOVA comparison of the expectations held by current help

seekers and previous help seekers, with age controlled,
revealed no signif icant dif ferences between the two groups, A
(3, 71) = .90, p = "07 "



Discussion

The following discussion examines how perceptions of menLal

health services may influence an individual's decision to
seek professional help. It should be noted that the

discussion which foLlows appries specifically to perceptions

of outpatienL mental health services" Help seekers from

inpatient services or other set.tings were not sampled and

the general public's perceptions of such settings were not

examined" The generatizability of these results to settings
other than outpatient mental health services remains

unknown.

The discussion begins with an examínatÍon of the

relationship between perceptions and help seeking behavior,
followed by a discussion of the irnplications for improving

mental healLh services. Differences in perceptions across

gender, âgê¡ and socioeconomic staÈus are t.hen discussed and

the relationship between neLwork norms and help seeking is
reviewed, Lastly, the limitations of the research are

reviewed and possible directions for future research

explored "

150
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Perceptions and Helþ Seekinq

Fear Perceptions: Tnfluence on HeIp Seekinq. HeIp

seekers in this investigation perceived therapists as more

trustworthy, understanding, interested, caring, and

nonjudgemental, than did non-heIp seekers. Help seekers

clearly perceived therapists in a more positive light than

did non-help seekers" Although fear perceptions are only

one of many factors related to help seeking behavior,

approximately 16% of the variance in group membership could

be accounted for by the respondents' fear perceptions. When

the variance accounted for by age and gender were partialled
out, perceptions sti1l accounted for approximately 12% of.

the variance in help seeking behavior.

ThiS investigation also examined the differences in

perceptions between non-heJ-p seekers who expressed a sLrong

wi]lingness to seek help versus those less willing to do so.

Non-help seekers who reported a high willingness to seek

help had apparently resolved all of the decision points in

favour of seeking help. They recognized that some problems

are psychological in nature, believed therapy to be an

effective resource for psychological symptoms, and expressed

a personal willingness to seek such help should they

experience a problem in the future. As one rnight expect,

the fears which discriminated help seekers from non-help

seekers also discriminated across willingness to seek
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professional- help. Those reporting the greatest wiliingness

to seek help were discriminated from those less willing to

seek help by their stronger belief that therapists r,¡ould be

trustworthy, understanding, interested, caring, and

nonjudgemental" Differences in fear perceptions accounted

for 27% of the non-heIp seekers' expressed willingness to

seek heIp, even with the contributions of age and gender

removed.

The above findings suggest that positive perceptions of

therapy may encourage individuals to seek help, whereas

fears and concerns may dissuade people from seeking therapy.

it would be improper to conclude, however, that fear

perceptions were causally related to help seeking. There

may have been a third variable which vras causally related to

both help seeking and fear perceptions. However, group

differences in fears were not accounted for by genderr ãgê,

or socioeconomic status. It is conceivable that the

positive perceptions held by hel-p seekers were a result of

their decision to seek help, âs opposed to being a

contributing factor to that decision" In other words, once

the decision to seek help was made, help seekers may have

convinced themselves that the t.herapist would be unusually

trustworthy and understanding, or especially caring,

interested, and nonjudgemental. This would be supported by

cognitive dissonance theory, which predicts that perceptions

change to reduce the anxiety produced when cognitive beliefs
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conLradict one's actual behavior. Àdditiona1ly, the help

seekers may have sought information about therapy after they

made the decision to seek help but prior to the first

interview. However, all the perceptions which discriminated

help seekers from non-heIp seekers also discriminated across

v¡illingness to seek help. This suggests that the heJ-p

seekers' positive perceptions may have existed prior to

their decision to seek he1p" À conclusive answer to these

questions must await longitudinal research.

Perceptions of therapists as trustworthy, understanding,

caring, and nonjudgemental appear to be the major factors

associated with help seeking behavior. This supports

Tinsley and Harris' (1976) tinding that college students

seeking college counselling expected to see a genuine,

accepting counsellor they could trust" They also support

Fisher et a1.'s (1g82) assertion that individuals may react

more favourably to aid if they perceive a help giver as

having positive motives and favourable intent"

Fisher and colleagues reviewed numerous studies

indicating that when aid recipients made positive

attributions about a helper's motives, they were more likely

to find the aid supportive, to reciprocate nore, to accept

more aid, and to engage in less self heIp" One could assume

that a perception of therapists as trustworthy and

understanding is very similar to perceiving therapists as

having favourable intentions. If so, the present results
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appear to support and extend the findings from t.he recipient

reaction to aid Iiterature" Positive attributions about

help givers (in this case therapists) not only correlated

with increased willingness to seek heIp, but also

discriminated help seekers from non-heIp seekers.

The outcome of this study also supports DePaulo's (1982)

hypothesis that individuals might avoid seeking help for

fear the therapist will dislike them" HeIp seekers and

those most willing to seek help were those most like1y to

perceive a therapist as interested in them, caring, and non-

judgemental.

Às noted, positive perceptions of therapists

discriminated both help seekers from non-heIp seekers and

across willingness to seek he1p" Those most willing to seek

heIp, however, were also discriminated from those less

willing to seek help by their greater beliefs that therapy

would be convenient and accessible and that the process of

getting help would not be an embarrassing or shameful

experience. In other words, non-help seekers most willing

to seek help not only perceived therapists in a more

positive light, than did those less willing to seek heIp,

but also perceived fewer practical or social costs in

seeking help.

The above findings suggest that those who reported a

strong willingness to seek help may have held perceptions of
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therapy which were even more positive than those held by

actual hel-p seekers. This hypothesi s was part ia1Iy

supported by a comparison of the perceptions held by help

seekers to those held by the non-help seekers who were most

willing to seek heIp. Those most willing to seek help

perceived therapy as more convenient and accessible than did

actual help seekers. There were not, howeverr âDy

signíficant differences between help seekers and those most

willing to seek help on the fear of being too embarrassed or

too ashamed to discuss problems or seek help"

The above findings suggest two possibilities. First,

help seekers may embark on the help seeking process with

perceptions similar to those held by the non-help seekers

who were most willing to seek heIp. As the help seeking

process proceeds, however, they may begin to perceive

therapy as l-ess accessible and fess convenient. Once the

help seeker experiences difficulties in finding affordable

services or confronts the reality of waiting lists, the help

seeker may perceive therapy as less accessible than they had

initially expected.

There is a second explanation for the above findings. As

noted, non-help seekers who reported a low willingness to

seek help tended to perceive therapy as less convenient and

less accessible" Once these individuals experience

significant distress and are in need for help, however,

practical concerns about inconvenience and inaccessibility
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may have littIe influence on actual help seeking behavior

Distressed individuals may seek help despite their
perceptions of the process as expensive or time consuming

The role which embarrassment and shame play in help

seeking behavior remains unclear" Non-help seekers had no

greater fears of embarrassment or shame in disclosing

problems or seeking help than did actual help seekers"

Clearly, the average member of the public was not deterred

from seeking help because of these fears. However, non-help

seekers who reported the greatest reluctance to seek help

(those in the low willingness to seek help group) reported

greater fears of ernbarrassment and shame, than did those in

the medium to high willingness to seek help groups" Whether

these fears of embarrassment and shame actually deterred

these respondents from seeking help cannot be ascertained

from the data. The data does suggest that the relationship
(if any) between fears of embarrassment and actual help

seeking is relatively weak. Therefore, the following

discussion of the role of embarrassment in help seeking

should be considered speculative"

The fear of embarrassment and shame in disclosing

problems or seeking help appears to reflect several related

constructs" First, there was a fear of disclosure as

reflected in two factor items, namely "I vrould be too

embarrassed to discuss problems" and "I would be unable to

admit my true feelings, even to myse1f"" Fischer & Turner
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(1970) factor analyzed 31 sLatements reflecting attitudes
toward mental health services. They identified a factor

they named "Interpersonal Openness", which vras similar to

the fear of discl-osure items identified above" Fischer &

Turner's factor represented a willingness to disclose
personal information and to openJ.y discuss personal

problems. Fischer & Turner's findings, in conjunction with

the present results, support the possibility that fears of

disclosure may be related to help seeking intentions.

One could hypothesize that individuals are embarrassed to

ask for help or to disclose problems because societal norms

encourage self reliance and family privacy. Violating these

norms might result in feelings of shame, gui1t, lowered self
esteem, and feelings of incompetence. Such feelings were,

in fact, included in the embarrassment factor (..g", "I
would fee1 as though I were admitting defeat", "I would

worry I was being disloyal to my famitt:') Perhaps those

least willing to seek help feared thaL the admission of

problems and the need for help would lead to feelings of

defeat and lowered self esteem" Perhaps they were also

concerned that significant others would think less of them

f or seeking help (e.g., "I r^'ould r{orry about how my

relatives would react).

The correlation between willingness to seek help and

embarrassment or sharne in seeking help supports the findings

of williams & Williams (1983). The authors reported that
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subjects rejecLing welfare aid (in analogue situations)
reported greater fear of embarrassment and greater worry

about loss of self esteem, than did those willing to accept

such assistance. Gurin et a1" (1960) reported a similar
finding. Respondents to a national survey reported that

feelings of shame were one of the major reasons they had

avoided seeking heIp, Booth & Babchuk (1972) also reported

that individuals seeking medical help frequently discussed

with friends and advisors the potential pain and

embarrassment associated with a proposed treatment.

One could speculate that although embarrassment and shame

may relate to one's willingness to seek help, this fear may

not be a critical determinant of help seeking behavior

(recall that this fear did not discriminate help seekers

from non-heIp seekers). Perhaps the most critical variable

is the help seeker's perception of how trustworthy and

understanding a therapist will be. Even though an

individual may be embarrassed or ashamed to seek he1p, an

individual might proceed v¡ith therapy if he or she expected

the therapist to be trustworthy, understanding, caring, and

interested in their welfare. Such a therapist would not use

disclosures against the help seeker and would be unlikely to

perceive the help seeker as incompetent" Consequently, help

seeking would be less threatening to one's self esteem.

Furthermore, if one is assured regarding the therapist's

confideniiality, ihe possibility of others reacting
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negatively to the help seeking attempt would be lessened.

Fears of embarrassment might influence one's willingness to

consider help but the most critical help seeking determinant

may be perceptions of the therapist's trustworthiness. This

hypothesis is speculative, but it is supported by the

present f indings.

When the perceptions of previous help seekers v¡ere

compared to those of current help seekers, the relationship
of fears to help seeking was further clarified" Compared to

current help seekers, previous help seekers perceived

therapists as Iess trustworthy and understanding but

reported Iess embarrassment about seeking help or disclosing
problems" They did not differ from help seekers in their
perceptions of how caring or interested in the help seeker a

therapist might be" This suggests that the help seekers'

perceptions of therapists as caring and interested v¡ere

relatively "accurate". Furthermore, once one has

experienced the process of getting heIp, concerns about

being too embarrassed to disclose problems or admit to

needing help appeared to have lessened" Perhaps help

seekers do not find themselves as stigmatized or as ashamed

of seeking help as they initially expected. Alternatively,

therapy may have altered their beliefs such that help

seeking was no longer considered an admission of failure or

incompetence. The comparison of current and previous help

seekers also suggesis that current help seekers may have
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held somewhat unrealistic expectations about just how

trusLworthy and understanding a therapist would be. This

suggests that current help seekers may have "over-idealized"

the therapist to some degree" These conclusions are based

on cross-sectional data comparing relatively smatr1 samples

of current and previous help seekers" These conclusions

should be considered speculative at this time.

Contrary to hypothesis three, fear perceptions did not

differ significantly across the preference for mental health

professionals index. This index did not ask respondents

whether they would or would not seek he1p, rather it
questioned whether a respondent would refer friends to

mental health professionals or to non-mental health care

providers. The Iack of differences in fear perceptions

across this index suggests the public held no particular
fears about seeking help from mental health professionals,

as opposed to other helping resources, such as general

practitioners, clergy, or friends. In other words, the

fears associated with seeking help from professionals likeIy
applied to help seeking from all sources. This is contrary

to the initial hypothesis that differential perceptions of

helping resources would determine a respondent's preference

for one source of help over another

Tire above section has examined the relationship of fear

perceptions to help seeking behavior. It has been clearly
documented that help seekers had significantly more positive
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perceptions of therapist.s than did non-heIp seekers. These

findings, however, should not be consLrued as evidence that

non-help seekers held "negative" perceptions of mental

hea1Lh professionals. In fact, the opposite is true. If

only the absolute rankings given each fear are considered

( i " e. , consider ing onì.y a ' crude measure of whether a group

"agreed" or "disagreed" with each fear factor), then non-

help seekers, current help seekers, and previous help

seekers atl had basically positive attitudes toward

therapists and seeking help" As was outlined in Table B in

the results section, neither current help seekers, previous

hetp seekers, or non-he1p seekers, actually "agreed" (i.e.,

a mean factor score above 4"5 on the 7-point scale) with any

of the negatively r+orded f ear factors (e.g", Therapist

I ndi f ferent and Uncar ing ) . Furthermore , none of the groups

"disagreed" (mean score less than 3"5) with any of the

positively srated fear factors (e"g", Therapist Trustworthy

and Understanding).

Examining the absolute agreement ratings, it was evident

that non-heIp seekers perceived therapists as trustworthy

and understanding" They expected therapists to be caring,

interested in their clients, and nonjudgemental" They were

unsure if therapists would share their beliefs or values and

were unsure if therapy would be convenient and easily

accessible" Non-help seekers did not expect to be Loo

embarrassed or ashamed t.o discuss problems or to seek help.
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The general perceptions of current and previous help

seekers could be considered similar to those of the non-help

seekers just described (at least in terms of the rank

ordering of the fears within each group). It should be

noted, however, that the help seekers more strongly agreed

with some of. the positive items and more strongly disagreed

with some of the negative items. These findings confirm

research which has found that help seekers and the general

public perceive mental health services in a generally

positive light (e"g", Cook et âI., 1984; Dawes and Lewis,

1972; Lorion, 1974) "

Expectations: Influence on Hefp Seekinq. Contrary to the

initial hypothesis of this investigation, expectations

regarding the process of therapy did not vary between those

willing to seek help versus those less wi1ling, or between

those preferring professional versus those preferring non-

professionaL help, Àlthough help seekers and ncn-help

seekers had different expectations, these differences were

accounted for by gender and age and will be discussed in a

latter section. The lack of an association between

expectations and help seeking supports an earLier study by

Lorion (1974), which concluded that client attitudes toward

help seeking (as measured by the ATSPH scale, from which the

WTSH scale was deri.ved) were uncorrelated with treatment

expectations (as measured by another instrument, the

Treatment Expectation Survey).
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Although expecLations did not discriminaLe across

willingness to seek help or between help seekers a.nd non-

help seekers with age and gender controiled, it is of

interest to documenL the actual expectations held by the

respondents. There follows a brief summary of the non-help

seekers'expectations regarding the process of therapy.

This descriptive overview is based on the non-he1p seekers'

agreement ratings with each of the three expectation

factors.

The non-he1p seekers expected therapists to explain the

cause of their problems and to give advice on the resolution
of their difficulties" They expected the therapist to teach

them new coping skiIls, such as meditation, and to encourage

them to practice these nevr skiIIs. The non-help seekers

were unsure whether therapists would use tests to diagnose

disorders" They were also unsure if therapists would be

directive and perhaps even confrontive in their atternpts to
change the hel-p seekers' beliefs and behavior" The help

seekers held similar perceptions, although they disagreed

with the perception that therapists would diagnose some

disorder and be directive or confrontive"

Summary: The Influence of Perceptions on Help Seekinq.

The help seeking model presented in the introduction
post.ulaLed that the choice of a helping resource depends on

a help seeker weighing the potential benef its o't seeking
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hetp against the costs involved. This sLudy confirms

Fischer & Turner's (1970) finding that previous help seekers

perceived greater benefits in seeking help than did

individuals who had never sought therapy. Compared to non-

help seekers, previous help seekers in this investigation

scored higher on the willingness to seek help scale.

Previous help seekers were more Iikely to perceive

professional services as an appropriate resource for

emotional problems and to believe in the efficacy of

psychotherapy (differences in willingness to seek help could

not be compared between help seekers and non-heIp seekers

because the help seekers did not complete the willingness to

seek help scale) "

This investigation also suggests that individuals who

seek help or who' express a v¡i Il ingness to seek help 
.have

fewer fears or concerns about the process of seeking therapy

(i.e., perceive fewer costs involved). Both help seekers

and those most willing to seek help were more 1ikely to

perceive therapists as trustworthy, understanding,

interested, car ing, and nonjudgemental " I n fact , help

seekers may have had unreafistic perceptions of just how

trustworthy and understanding a t.herapist might be" Those

who expressed a willingness to seek help also perceived

fewer practical or social costs in seeking help. Àlthough

concerns about the convenience and accessibility of therapy

were related Lo l.¡illingness to seek heIp, these concerns
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were not directly related to actual- help seeking behavior.

The relationship between help seeking and concerns about

being too embarrassed or ashamed to discuss problems or seek

help remains unclear.

Àlthough fear perceptions discriminated help seekers from

non-he1p seekers and across willingness to seek heIp,

expectations about the process of therapy faited to

discriminate help seekers from non-help seekers, when the

contributions due to age and gender were removed. It would

appear that most people hold similar perceptions of the

process of therapy, with the exception of the gender and age

differences yet to be discussed.

The original help seeking model postulates that the

choice of a helping resource depends not only on a cost-

benefit analysis but also on perceptions of which helping

resources provide the help required" The following section

examines this issue.

Ranqe of Problems Treated by Mental Health Professionals.

A comparison of help seekers and non-help seekers indicated

that help seekers perceived mental health professionals äs

more qualified to treat bad habits (such as smoking, over-

eating, or drinking) and to a lesser degree child
misbehavior. There was a trend for non-help seekers to
perceive mental health professionals as better qualified to

treat brain disorders or brain injury. This suggests that
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those who seek help may be more likely to perceive

therapists as treating specific behavioral disorders as

opposed to organic illnesses or disease. Those who believe

therapists are trained to deal with organic disorders may

hesitate to seek help from mental health professionals if

they believe their problems are not organic in nature.

These differences in expectations may reflecL a weak belief

that people who seek help must have something "wrong with

their brain" or that they are "mentaIly iÌI"' Such a

conclusion is supported by an Australian study (t"turphy et

â1., 1978) which found that 75% of the general public

considered psychologists and psychiatrists as more involved

in medical than psychological or social problems"

The differences between help seekers and non-heIp seekers

on their beliefs about the range of problems treated by

mental health professional-s h¡ere generally small and

restricted to only three of eight problem areas. Moreover,

these findings werÈ not replicated when comparing

qualification ratings across willingness to seek help'

preference for professional help, gender' ager or

socioeconomic status. This indicates that differential
perceptions regarding the range of problems treated by

mental health professionals were restricted to only one

comparison group. Other demographic or comparison groups

alt held sirnilar perceptions regarding the range of problems

treated by mental health professionals. Consequently, Lhese
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percepLions seem unlikely Lo account for the public's choice

of one helping resource over another, especially their
preference for non-mental health care professionals such as

clergy, general practitioners, or lay helpers" As noted

previously, the non-he1p seekers held no specific fears

about seeking professional help any more than seeking lay

he1p. Therefore, the public's preference for help from non-

mental health professionals is likely determined by factors

other than negative perceptions about professional help or

major misperceptions regarding the range of problems treated

by mental health professionals (other possible factors

include: social customs and norms, recommendations of

friends, availability of services, etc. ) .

Perceptions and HeIp Seekinq: Implications" The outcome

of this investigation emphasizes the importance of the

public image of mental health professionals" if the public

are going to utilize mental health services they must have

faith that therapists are trustworthy, understanding,

interested in the welfare of help seekers, caring, and

nonjudgemental" The overall public image of the professions

is quite positive at the present time, suggesting that the

mental health professions have succeeded in alleviating many

of the public's concerns. Nonetheless, professional

associations must continue to ensure that their professions

are well regulated, have high standards, and vigorously

control ethical violations" Professional associations must
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ensure that their positive reputation continues to be

deserved and that. their positive attributes are weII

publicized in the community.

The first contact with mental health services is likeJ-y a

crucial poinL for help seekers. Help seekers are evaluating

the validity of their perceptions of therapists and their
fears and expectations wilI either be alleviated or

confirmed. Initial telephone contacts with clients and the

initial intake procedures provide an excellent opportunity

to address a help seeker's fears and concerns. In many

agencies, however, these services may be the ones performed

by staff with the least clinical training. Given that many

clients fail to keep intake appointments and many drop out

of therapy prematurely, one must question whether

professionals are adequately addressing their clients'
initial concerns. Therapists may need to take greater

account of a help seeker's fears and worries during the

earJ-y stage of help seeking " Mental heal-th programs should

ensure that initial contacts with clients convey the

impression that staff are trustr^¡orthy, understanding,

concerned, and caring" Despite the reality of waiting

lists, intake workers or clerical staff should not convey

the irnpression of being too busy to take personal interest
in each client. It might also be useful- to immediately

alleviate concerns about confidentiality or blame" Early

therapeutic contact needs to focus on "joining" with the
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help seeker, establishing trust, and demonstrating interest,
empathy, and a strong nonjudgemental neutrality.

The results of this research also suggest that public

education campaigns might stimulate a greater willingness in

people to consider utilizing mental health services.

Educational programs might focus on: (a) portraying help

seeking and the discussion of problems as a healthy and

effective option for coping with emotional or behavioral

problems; (b) reducing the stigrna and embarrassment

associated with the disclosure of problems or seeking of

help; (c) advertising services which are available,
accessible, and convenient; and (d) ensuring that the public

recognize the range of problems which are suitable for
mental health interventions. While an education campaign

based on the above principles might stimulate a greater

interest in help seeking (from both professional- services as

well as other resources), it remains uncertain whether such

a program would stimulate actuat help seeking behavior.

The present resul-ts suggest there would be few if any

benefits in developing programs designed to educate the

general public about the actual process or techniques of

therapy. Contrary to expectations, non-heIp seekers did

not, in general, expect more directive interventions or more

specific skill training than did help seekers. As will be

seen in later discussion, however, expectations differed
across age and gender" Educational programs targeted
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specifically to these two groups might encourage men and

older individuals to make greater use of mental health

resources "

Perception of Mental Health Services: Gender Differences

The present research confirms the oft reported ratio that

female help seekers outnumber males two to one (70% ot the

help seekers in this study were women). This research also

conf irms that vromen, compared to men, report a greater

willingness to seek help (rischer and Turner, 1970)" They

afso had a greater preference than men to seek help from

mental health professionals, as opposed to non-mentaf health

care providers"

Comparison of Fears Across Gender. The original
hypothesis that men would have more fears about seeking

help, than would women, was not confirmed" This suggests

that men do not avoid help seeking due to specifi'c fears or

concerns about the process of getting professional help.

ÀLternatively, men may have been more Iikely than rvomen to

minimize or downplay their fears. This possibility is

supported by Maccoby & Jacklin (1974) who found that men,

compared to women, were less Iike1y to report fears or

anxieties on self report inventories (despite similar IeveIs

of actual anxiety) "
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Comparison of Expect.ations Àcross Gender. While fears

did not discriminate across gender, there were significant
differences in each gender's expectations about therapy

(although the differences were not as originally
hypothesized). Contrary to the initial hypothesis, both men

and women expected therapists to explain the cause of their
problems and to offer advice. Às hypothesized, however, men

were more 1ikely to expect therapists to give tests and to

diagnose some disorder" AdditionaIly, they vrere more 1ike1y

to expect therapists to be very directive and even

confrontive in their attempts to change the help seekers'

beliefs and behavior (..g., "the therapist would point out

how the help seeker should behave", "the therapist would ask

the help seeker to give up moral beliefs and values", "the

therapist would ask the help seeker to do things they would

rather 'not do" ) . þlen apparently perceived therapy as a

somewhat passive process in which their deficiencies \.¡ere

diagnosecl and their beliefs and behavior challenged. Such

an expectation may conflict with mal-e norms of self rel-iance

and independence (Cooke et af., 1974) " If true, this
perception might partially account for men's under-

representation in the help seeking population and thei.r

lower scores on the willingness to seek help scale.

McLatchie and Draguns (1984) reported findings which

support the conclusion that men might avoid. seeking

professional help if they expect their basic beliefs or
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values Lo be questioned. The authors examined attit.udes

held by 152 Protestant church members and discovered that

those with the most conservative religious beliefs reported

the strongest perception that mental health professionals

would try to alter their beliefs in therapy. Such

individuals preferred to seek help from clergy, who would be

less 1ike1y to challenge their fundamental beliefs.

Men perceived therapy as somewhat more medically oriented

than did women (in the sense that they expected testing,
diagnosis, and speci fic directives regarding a "cure" ) .

This suggests that men may have perceived therapists as more

"expert" than did women. Such a finding would be consistent

with the results of Tinsley & Harris (1976), Balch et al.
(1978) and Tinsley et al. (1980), who all reported that men

expected more expert and directive therapists"

In contrast to men's expectations for a directive,
confrontive therapist, women perceived therapists as

reassuring teachers who would encourage them to develop and

practice new coping skills and to try nev¡ experiences.

Women perceived therapy as a medium for personal growth and

expected to take greater responsibility for developing nev¡

skiIls, rather than expecting directives or ans'ders f rom the

therapi st "

Men' s percept ions vrere somewhat s imi lar to the

perceptions held by clienLs who ierminated therapy
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premaLurely, as identified by research 20 to 25 years ago"

Heine & Trosman (1960) for example, reported that drop-outs

from therapy anticipated a passive-cooperative role for

themselves in therapy and expected diagnosis and

prescriptions of medicine. Continuers, more like v¡omen in

the present research, expected active collaboration, advice,

and help changing behavior. Overall & Aronson (1963) al-so

reported that all clients tended to expect a medical-

psychiatric interview with the therapist taking a very

active but permissive role. Over the past two decades, many

therapies have incorporated a greater skill building or

behavioraf change component" In some ways, women's

perceptions appear to have "kept pace" with these changes,

whereas men have maintained a more traditional view. The

women's movement has encouraged women to alter their roles

and develop new skiIls. Perhaps these forces have heJ.ped to

shape women's expectations about the process of therapy"

Perceptions of MenLal- Health Services: Aqe Differences

As noted in the introductionr â9ê has been found to be

one of the best predictors of the utilization of mental

health services (tischler et a1., 1975)" OIder individuals

are extremely under-represented in the mental health seeking

population and elderly individuals seldom seek such help.

This finding was confirmed by the present study, âs only 8%

of help seekers were over 50 years of age r compared to 38%

of the non-help seeking sample"
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Despite older individuals not seeking heIp, it is

contradictory that older respondents, compared to younger

respondents, reported a much greater willingness to seek

professional- he1p. Contrary to expectations, older

individuals had no greater preference for 1ay helpr ãs

opposed to help from mental health'professionals. Older

respondents also reported no greater fears or concerns about

seeking professional help than did younger respondents"

These findings contradict previous literature reports that

older individuals may prefer non-mental health care

professionals or lack faith in mental health services (..g.,

Waxman et âf., 19841 Gurin et al., 1960)" the sample of

"ofder" individuals in this survey, however, included aIl
individuals aged 51 and up. This group may not be

representative of the "elderly', a term usually reserved in

the literature for those at least 65 years of age or o1der.

O1der people with negative perceptions of professional help

might al-so ha.¿e been less ì-ikely to return the

questionnaire " RuIing against these explanations, however,

is the fact that the rate of help seeking for individuals in

the age 51 plus category was significantly depressed,

despite that age group also reporting the greatest

willingness to seek he1p" In many ways, older individuals

believed that psychotherapy vras effective, useful, and they

were even willing to seek such help if needed. Àt the same

time, they felt they had little need for such help. There

is no evidence, however, that older people have a lesser

prevalence of emotional or mental disorders.
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The apparent contradiction between older people's greaLer

willingness Lo seek help versus their actual help seeking

behavior may be partially accounted for by their perceptions

regarding the process of therapy" OIder respondents had

somewhat outdated perceptions of therapy when compared to

younger respondents. Older respondents expected more

explanation and advice. They also expected a greater

medical focus, with the therapist diagnosing disorders and

directing or even confronting the help seeker to make the

changes required. The fact that both men and older

respondents expected a directive or even confrontive

Lherapist, supports the possibility that this perception

partially accounts for these Lwo groups being under-

represented in the help seeking population,

Perceptions of Mental Health Services: SES Differences

Socioeconomic status did not discriminate help seekers

from non-help seekers suggesting that socioeconomic

differences may no longer be strongly associated with

seeking outpatient mental health services, at least in the

two settings surveyed. This supports similar conclusions

drawn by others such as Tischler et al. (1975) " It is
possible, however, that some socioeconomic differences may

have been masked. The non-heIp seeking sample is likely

less representative of lower socioeconomic classes, as is

the usual case in survey research" Not only are fower

socioeconomic groups less likely to respond, but those who
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are illiterate, Iiving in rooming houses or institutions, or

who were simply Lransient are unlikely to have been included

in the survey" Obviously, the present results are not

applicable to these groups. The lack of socioeconomic

differences betr¡een help seekers and non-help seekers within

the present sample is, hov¡ever, supported by the lack of an

association between socioeconomic status and scores on the

willingness to seek help sca1e. This supports earlier
findings, based on student and client samples, that positive

help seeking attitudes and socioeconomic status tend to be

uncorrelated (e.g., Lorion, 1974) .

l.Ietwork Characteristics: Relationship to Help Seekinq

The reliability and validity of the network measures used

in this study remains unknown. Previous research in this
area has relied upon face-to-face, structured interviews to
gather the data defining network variables, such as density,
proportion of kin, size, and helpfulness of network. The

present research utilized a paper and pencil format to

measure these constructs. Respondents may have

misunderstood the directions or misinterpreted the intent of

the guestions" As this was the final section of the

questionnaire, others may have rushed through the section

due to fatigue. Às a result, the validity of the network

measures remain unclear. Given this uncertainty, the

results and the following discussion should be considered

tentat i ve .
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Às hypothesized, help seekers rated their networks as

less helpful than did non-help seekers. This supports the

hypothesis that individuals seek professional help if their

social network fails to provide the help required.

Contrary to the initial hypothesis, help seekers'

networks v¡ere no smafler than those of non-help seekers "

This contradicts the findings of previous studies which

consistently report a negative correlation between network

size and help seeking. Network size in the present study,

however, \,¡as def ined quite dif f erently than in previous

research. This likeIy accounts for the discrepancy in

findings. The present study defined network size as the

number of confidants with whom a respondent discussed

emotional problems. This is not a measure of one's overall

social support network as'defined in most previous research

(networks are more usually considered to include all

indi.viduals who provide a person with support or help, not

just those in which an individual can confide in)"

Consequently, netv¡ork size, as defined in the present study,

cannot be directly compared to network size as defined in
previous research.

There may be a second explanation for the lack of an

association between network size and help seeking behavior.

1t is plausible that help seekers sought out more confidants

because they had problems for which they needed help. In

this case, the variable network size may have very little
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relationship Lo the overall síze of an individual's support

network. Non-heIp seekers might have reported more

confidants if they too had problems for which they needed

he1p. ClearIy, both definitional differences and

methodological problems preclude firm concl-usions regarding

the relationship of network size to heJ-p seeking behavior.

There was a trend for the proportion of kin within a

network to be associated with help seeking behavior. The

contribution of this variable to the discrimination between

help seekers and non-help seekers, however, vtas redundant to

the contribution of density (recall that density and

proportion of kin Ì.¡ere moderately correlated). The weak

relationship between proportion of kin and help seeking

behavior raises two possibilities" Perhaps the increased

mobility of people within society has lead to friends

providing much of the help traditionally supplied by family"

Family and relatives may not be such a vital- resource to

individuals as they were in the past" It is also plausible

that, although kin may provide more help in certain

circumstances (especially when physical or material aid is

required), in other circumstances family members may

increase stress and contribute to emotionaf or adjustment

problems" Hirsch (1978, 1980), for example, found that

women with dense, family-oriented networks felt greater

pressure to conform to family norms and to avoid radical

changes in iheir role, than did women with sparser networks.
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Perhaps this accounts for t.he weak relationship between kin

and help seeking in the present study. The helpfulness of a

network may depend not on the presence of family, but rather

on the type of help required and the types of change needed.

This hypothesis is consistent v¡ith the very low correlation
found between proportion of kin and ratings of network

helpfulness "

As initially hypothesízed, network density was found to

significantly discriminate help seekers from non-help

seekers. Individuals with dense networks were less likeIy
to seek professional heIp, than were those with sparser

networks. This finding is consistent with the general

research literature" There are at least three possible

explanations for the association between density and help

seeking: (a) Denser networks may have stronger norms

prohibiting outside help seeking and may present a consensus

on appropriate solutions. They may also provide less

information regarding treatment alternatives; (b) denser

networks may provide more assistance precluding the need for

help; and (c) denser networks may be more Iikely to accept

and normalize deviant behavior, thereby reducing the need to

change.

The first option, that dense networks have stronger norrns

prohibiting outside help seeking or provide Iess information

about treatment alternatives, was not supported. There was

no association between density and either expectations or
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fears. Contrary to this study's hypoLhesis and the

speculation of authors such as Gourash (1978), McKinlay

(1973) , or l.ialker et a1 , (1977 ) , there !¡as no evidence that

any one network type held specific expectations, beliefs, or

norms which v¡ere different f rom other network groups. if

dense networks had greater prohibitions against help

seeking, this should have been reflected in greater fears or

concerns about hurting others or of being stigmatized. Such

fears, however, were not significant" Evidence that dense

networks provide Iess inforrnation about outside treatment

resources was also lacking" Expectations about the process

of therapy or perceptions of the availability of therapy did

not vary across network density.s Furthermore, individuals

with dense networks reported no lesser likelihood of seeking

professional help on the willingness to seek help scaIe,

than did individuals r+ith sparser networks. Similarly,

members of dense networks failed to report any greater

preference for help f rom non-mental health professional-s.

Dense networks did not appear to present any strong

normative prohibitions against seeking professional he1p"

It should be noted that there was a trend for members of

dense networks to report greater fears of embarrassment and

shame about seeking help or disclosing problems, than did

s It is possible that awareness of treatment resources
depends upon the exisLence of a friend-kin boundary (i.e"
the presence of a group of friends independent of the
family), rather than simply the overall density of the
network. This hypothesis could not be examined as
separate measures of kin and family densities were not
obta i ned "
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members of sparser netv¡orks ( ttre univar iate p value was .01

but the overall multivariate test was not significant with a

p value of .04). This finding was not considered

statistically significant and should not be further
interpreted. The possible relationship between density and

perceptions of therapy as an embarrassing and shameful

experience, however, highlights the need for further
research utilizing network measures with proven reliability
and validity"

It has been suggested that dense networks provide more

assistance than do sparse networks, thereby reducing the

need for treatment. Dense networks may provide some form of

treatment in lieu of professional help. The presence of a

high proportion of kin vras not strongly related to help

seeking. Therefore, it appears there may be some factor

specific to density which provides treatment, other than

simply the presence of greater family support" This factor
may be a sense of belonging to some form of group or strong

supporL network" Density reflects a grouping of individuals
who know one another. If simply being "famiIy" is not the

key factor, then the "curative" aspect may be the belonging

to a close-knit group of friends and associates, either
informally or through more formal channels such as clubs and

organizations. If true, density refl-ects a measure of

"social embeddedness", a term used by Berkman & Syme (1979)

to describe individuals with many social contacts and who
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belonged to many groups or organízat ions" Based on a

prospective study, Berkman & Syme discovered that socially
embedded individuals had significantly Iower mortality rates

than did those who were less embedded, The "curative"
factor may include not only the greater aid available in a

dense network but more importantly for mental health, dense

networks may provide a sense of belonging and identity as

we 11

Àpparently contradicting the above hypothesis is the fact

that the rated helpfulness of a network correlated very

weakly r.¡ith its density. I f dense networks provide greater

assistance one would expect a much stronger correlation. A

methodological problem may explain this finding. Each

respondent rated their network members on their
"helpfulness" and these scores were averaged to determine

the network's average degree of helpfulness. This

procedure , however r may have underest imated the heJ-pf ul-ness

of larger and denser networks. For example, a network

consisting of one confidant with a helpfulness rating of

seven (most helpful) was considered more helpful than a

network of four conf idants, two with ratings of seven and

two v¡ith ratings of six (average helpfulness = 6"5).

Intuitively, however, the second network should be more

helpful overall. I f denser networks are in fact more

helpful than sparser networks, it is likely Lhat this

associat.ion would have been obscured or even reversed
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because of the methodological problems with the measuremenL

of net$¡ork helpf ul-ness. Given the data col-lected, t.here i s

no better scoring system available. In retrospect, however,

respondents shoutd have given one rating of their network's

overall helpfulness.

The Iast possibte explanation for the association between

density and help seeking postulates that dense networks may

accept devíant behavior, thereby alleviating the need for

change" The present data cannot test this possibility" One

could speculate, however, that cohesive networks may not

only provide "treatmeot", but may afso accept a member's

problems without demanding change. rn a sense, dense

networks may function much Iike group therapy; providing not

only treatment but also a sense of acceptance of both the

individual and his or her probJ-ems. This does not imply

that dense networks are always posiLive. Dense networks may

dissuade individuals from making needed role changes and, by

accepting problerns, such neLworks may encourage the

maintenance of emotional disorders.

It is noteworthy that men had denser networks than diö

women and older individuals had denser, more kin dominated

networks than did younger people. Men through their work

may belong to a tighter circle of friends or perhaps through

sports or social contacts they engage in more group

activities. Perhaps women engage in more one to one

retationships. The greater density in the networks of older
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people compared to younger ones may reflect their greater

contact with kin and perhaps the greater number of years

they have had available to develop friendship groups or

belong to organízations"

Both men and older individuals were less likely to seek

professional help than were v¡omen or younger people, raising

the possibility that this relationship was partially

accounted for by the differences in their network density.

while speculative, men and older people may find greater

acceptance of their problems within their networks and feel

less pressure to change. They may also have access to more

"treatment" through group cohesion and support" À group of

men meeting for an evening at the bar, for exampler may

accept and even encourage behavior or atlitudes within their
group which appelr problematic to their spouses" Vlhile a

member might admit there are problems, the cohesive nature

of the group may reduce the tension associated with the

problem and decrease the probability of any member seeking

help or even attempting change"

Implications: Gender, &_, and Network Perceptions

Men and older people's tendency to perceive therapists as

directive and confrontive has several implications for

public education programs" Perhaps men and older people

might be re-educated to perceive therapy as an opportunity

to enhance problem solving ski11s. This mighi counter their
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expectations that therapists judge people and give

directives to change. Treatment programs might also

emphasize the educational or skill building aspects of their
program. Men and older people might perceive such programs

as less threatening to their self reliance or independence,

They might also perceive less stigma in attending an

educational program as opposed f-o "getting he1p".

Whereas it seems plausible that men might avoid seeking

help for fear that therapists wiIl be overly directive or

confrontive, this explanation seems Iess applicable to older

people. Unlike men, the older respondents reported a

stronger willingness to seek help, than did younger

respondents" They also expected more advice and

explanation. These differences, combined with the older

people's greater expectation for testing and diagnosis,

suggests that they perceived therapy as quite medically

oriented. It also suggests that older respondents may not

have considered a directive or confrontive therapist as

undesirable. older respondents may have perceived

therapists as expert helpers, who were perhaps

authoritarian, but nonetheless heIpfuI. If true, older

people may have perceived therapists as sirnilar to a

traditional physician who diagnoses a problem, offers

explanation and advice, and gives directj.ves to change.

If older people perceive therapists as offering services

similar to those offered by physicians, they may be
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encouraged t.o seek help for emoLional problems from their
general practitioner. Older people may have established a

caring and trusting relationship with their physician and

see no advantage in seeking the same service from someone

they knov¡ less weIl" They might also be reluctant to seek

advice or guidance frorn a person younger than themselves, as

would be the case with rnost mental health professionals. Àn

older person's family physician would likely be of a similar
age. Consequently, the physician might be perceived as

having more Iife experience and more wisdom to offer. They

might al-so prefer advice and directives from a peer as

opposed to someone substantially younger than themselves.

This hypothesis is supported by research indicating that 88%

of the elderly would seek help for depression from their
family physician, whereas only 40% woutd consider seeking

help from mental health professionals, even when severely

depressed (Waxman et al. , 1 984 ) .

Perhaps older members of the public might benefit from

educational programs about the nature of psychotherapy" If
older people recognized the specific benefits of mental

health services over traditional medical treatment, they

might be more willing to utilize professional help.

It is tempting to assume that these findings have

implications for therapists working with older clients or

men. However, the age and gender differences identified
Ìrere based on the sample of non-he1p seekers, It remains
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unknov¡n if age and gender differences in percept.ions exist
within a client population" Several researchers (Calhoun,

Dawes, & Lewis, 1972; Lorion, 1974) have failed to find
gender differences in clients' attitudes toward seeking

help" This contrasts with the strong gender differences

found in student and college populatiorrs (fiScher & Turner,

1970). Clearly the perceptions of men and older people in
general may not represent the perceptions held by male

clients or older help seekers"

While it remains unclear whether the age and gender

differences found in the non-help seeking population apply

to help seekers, the results suggest several possibilities
that therapists should consider" First, men and older

clients, especially those who have been pressured into
getting helpr ftây be more like1y than their counterparts to
expect testing, diagnosis, and directives regarding the

changes they should be making. If true, men and oLder

individuals may react more defensively to guestions than do

women or younger people. They may also be overly sensitive

to challenges of their beliefs" Therapists might reduce

such fears by recognizing and reinforcing their clients'
adaptive beliefs or behaviors, while encouraging them to re-

evaluate whether some beliefs or behaviors may be

contributing to their problems.

As mentioned, there is a second interpretation of these

results" Male clients, and older help seekers especially,
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may actually expect and prefer an experL, directive
therapist. If true, such clients might perceive a non-

directive therapist as lacking in skil1s and generally

unhelpful. Older people may al-so expect more explanation

and advice than the therapist wishes to provide" If the

therapist fails to deliver in these areas, clients might

terminate tberapy believing the therapist has little to

of fer "

The present data cannot clarify which, if either, of the

above two hypotheses are true" Rather, the findings suggest

that therapists carefull-y assess the expectations of male

clienLs and older help seekers" The findings also

underscore the need for further research examining age and

gender differences in expectations within a help seeking

populat i on .

In this study, perceptions of mental health services

failed to discriminate across socioeconomic status,

suggesting that the classes surveyed have similar fears and

concerns related to seeking help and similar knowledge about

the process of therapy. Similarly, there was no evidence to

support the hypothesis that different networks would hold

specific fears or expectations regarding professional heIp.

with the exception of the different help seeking norms held

by men and women and across age groups, there was no

evidence that normative expectations were unique to any

other social group. Perhaps increased media attention to
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menLal health issues has ensured that most members of

society have received similar information and have

formulated similar opinions regarding mental health

services" Perhaps mental health agencies have also

succeeded in making their services more visible and more

accessible to all social groups.

Limitations of this Research

This investigation is one of the first studies to

tentatively identify the perceptions of mental health

services held by both help seekers and the general public.

It is also one of the few to investigate the relationship of

perceptions to help seeking behavior. The results of this

investigation, however, must be interpreted in light of the

study's ]imitations.

The results are based on a questionnaire survey and the

limits inherent in this design must be recognized" The

return rate from the general public !¡as reasonably good,

suggesting the public sample is representative of the

Engtish speaking, Iiterate population of Winnipeg" Like all

mail surveys, however, the sample is likely over-

representative of higher socioeconomic classes. Given the

broad distribution of socioeconomic classes which did

respond, and given the lack of association between

perceptions and socioeconomic status, it is this

researcher's opinion that the overall results have not been
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unduly affected by this sampling bias. The perceptions of

individuals at the very bottom of the social scale and of

those who are illiterate or non-English speaking, however,

remain unknown "

The help seekers' return rate \,ras under 50%, raising
concern that their results may not be highly representative

of help seekers in general. The lack of follow-up like1y
accounts for the help seekers' Iower return rates when

compared to the general public" Às returns vrere anonymous,

there is no method of determining whether non-responders

differed significantly from those who participated" It is
difficult to speculate vlhy some help seekers chose not to

respond. Perhaps they were in greater distress or had

greater fears about help seeking and did not wish to
exacerbate them by dwelling on them" This questions whether

the help seekers' general-ly positive views might not have

been an artifact of a selection bias, Unfortunately, there

is no way to verify this possibilì.ty without further
research to compare the perceptions of responders and

nonresponders" Until further research is completed, this
factor limits the conclusiveness of these findings.

Questionnaire research presents a number of other

Iirnitations. The respondent could only rate the items

presented and there vras no opportunity to qualify one's

response. Perceptions or.views not listed could not be

addressed. It is quite possible that the identified
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perceptions may noL be a complete representat.ion of people's

attitudes or expectations. Given the extensive pre-test.s

and interviews, however, it is this researcher's opinion

that the research taps the public's most salient concerns

and bel ief s .

The possibility of an inflated experirnentwise error rate
has already been discussed. À1so h'orrisome is the

reliability and vatidity of the overall questionnaire. The

stability and reliability of the factor structure and the

construct validity of the factor scores remain unknown" The

factor scores were based on factors consisting of three to
nine items each and the coefficients of al.pha ranged from a

barely adequate .51 to a more reliable value of .85"

Clearly, the present results must be considered tentative
until further research confirms the validity and stability
of these factors.

SimilarIy, the reliability and validity of indexes such

as the preference for professional help scale and the

indexes used to measure the network variables remains

unknown. The valid measurement of network variables is
difficul.t, even in face to face interviews. One must

question the validity and reliability of network inforrnation

collected through a written question and ansv¡er formatr ês

was used in the present research.
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There are, of course, other sources of possible bias,

such as respondents misreading instrucLions or

misunderstanding the meaning or intent of a statement"

There is no evidence that this occurred extensively in the

present study and the use of a pre-test sample eliminated

most areas of confusion prior to the final survey.

The limitations of correlational versus causal research

has been addressed throughout- the discussion"

Future Research

Future research in this area might refine and validate

the survey questionnaire. The present research has served a

preliminary function of identifying possible fears and

expectations which might influence help seeking behavior.

Future research must develop more reliable and valid scales

to measure these identified constructs" Redundant or non-

discriminating items should be dropped from the

questionnaire and nevr items should be generated to measure

each factor" À more thorough item analysis needs to be

conducted and the content validity of each scale examined"

The factor structure should also be verified on several

different populations. Once more reliable scales are

developed, the construct validity of each scale can be

examined.

Longitudinal research to better examine the causal rol-e

perceptions play in the heip seeking process would clarify
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the present f inclings. Although percept ions may correl-ate

with help seeking, there is no direct evidence that
perceptions are causally related to help seeking behavior"

Perceptions might weII change after a decision to seek help

is reached. Longitudinal research could document the

perceptions held by a randomly selected group of subjects

whose future help seeking behavior could then be followed.

This approach would directly identify perceptions 1ikely to

facilitate help seeking.

À second approach to longitudinal research might involve

providing educational programs regarding mental health

services. The help seeking behavior of the audience could

be followed for several years time and compared to that of a

control group" This approach would identify perceptions

which are causally related to help seeking and test the

feasibility of using educational programs to alter help

seeking behavior "

Ä briefer and more val-id instrument could also be used to

document a new client's expectations of therapy. Such a

questionnaire could examine the relationship between client
perceptions and therapy outcome or premature termination"

The present questionnaire may tap fears and concerns related

to help seeking which earlier questionnaires (whjch focused

more on expectations about therapists' orientations) have

neglected. Perceptual differences across gender and age

might also be documented on a client sample" The potential
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benefits of specifically addressing clients' fears or

expectations at the beginning of therapy could also be

addressed "

Future research might also explore the actual behavioral

correlates associated with various perceptions (".g., do

those expecting a medical focus in therapy seek help from

general practitioner's rather than mental health

professionals?). Once the role of perceptions in help

seeking behavior is fu1ly understood, professionals will be

in a better position to ensure that services are available

to all those in need and that therapy is responsive to a

help seeker's expectations and concerns.
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À Literature
Appendix A

Review of Àttitudes Toward Help
Seek i nq

The attitudes which an individual holds toward professional

help are likely to reflect the probability of that person

seeking help (although for severe problems or distress,

almost all individuals may seek help and attitudes may have

a lesser influence). Help seeking attitudes are evaluative

judgements reflecting the sum total of an individual's

beliefs, ideas or opinions about the process of seeking

help. The understanding and measurement of people's

attitudes can help to identífy those beliefs or opinions

which may deter certain groups or individuals from seeking

help. This hypothesis led Fischer & Cohen (1970) to develop

a standardized summated rating scale designed to measure the

favourableness of one's attitudes toward seeking

professional help (arspH scale). This scale consisted of 31

items reflecting possible attitudes or opinions about the

help seeking process. Since the deveJ.opment of this scale,

there have been a number of studies which have investigated

whether there are attitudinal differences in various groups

which di f ferent ia1ly ut il- ize helping resources. The studies

by Fischer & Turner ('1 970 ) and Fischer & Cohen (1972 ) have

been reviewed in greater detail in the introduction to this

paper" OnIy brief mention lras made of the later studies

which extended Fischer and Turnerfs original work. The

following review examines these studies and several others

in greater detail.
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To review, Fischer & Turner (1970) found that v¡omen and

previous help seekers had significantly more favourable

attitudes toward help seeking than did men or those with no

previous contact with professional heIp" Àuthoritarianism

and internal versus external locus of control were also

correlated with attitude scores" Fischer & Cohen (1972)

gave the ÀTSPH scale to 487 male and 502 female students and

found that help seeking attitudes vrere independent of a

student's social class of origin but did correlate with

Ievel of education (independent of age)" The attitudes of

third and fourth year university students were more

favourable than first or second year students which in turn

Í¡ere more favourable than the attitudes of high school

students. Jer+ish students had more favourable attitudes
than Catholics or Protestants and psychology majors scored

higher than other disciplines"

Calhoun , Dawes , & Ler^'i s (1972) admini stered the ATSPH to

45 mal-e and female adult outpatients at a university
psychology clinic" The authors found no significant
differences between the sexes which contrasts with the

student sample investigated by Fischer & Turner (1970)"

Colhoun et aI. also reported that severity of a client's
disorder was negatively correlated with their attitudes"
The nnore severe a person's disorder, the less favourable

Lheir attitude toward seeking professional heIp. This

^..--^-!^ !ì.-^ 1----^!1-^^.:- !1^^! J:^! :--- Ã ^!L:L..1^^>uuPLrr L5 Lr¡E ¡rytJl,LrrcSrÐ LlrclL dÞ LrlSLrE:55 r,¡¡urcd.ÐcÞ c1 LLlLutlcÞ
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likely play less of a role in the decision Lo seek help.

Therefore, highly distressed help seekers are more Iikely to

include individuals with more negative attitudes"

WoIkin, Moriwaki & williams (1973) had 69 female college

students complete the ATSPH" Their sample was comprised of

three subsamples representing white middle cIass, black

middle c1ass, and black lower class subjects. Contrary to
Fischer & Cohen's (1972) findings, middle class blacks had

more favourable attitudes than did the lower class blacks"

There were no significant differences between classes or

races on any of the four factors (recognition of need for
he1p, tolerance of stigrna, interpersonal openness,

confidence in mental health professionals) when they were

analyzed separately" Of most interest was the finding that

there were no differences in the attitudes of middle class

blacks and whites suggesting that differential attitudes
were independent of race" The addition of a lower class

white sample would have substantially strengthened these

conclusions.

Lorion (1974) trad 90 applicants for outpatient treatment

complete the ÀTSPH as well as the "Treatment Expectations

Survey" (TES ) " The TES was a 29 ít.em questionnaire which

listed potential therapist behaviors and asked each

respondent to indicate whether they expected such behavior

(21 iterns v¡ere included from the original questionnaire

developed by Overall & Aronson, 1963). Factor analysis of
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the TES idenLified the following six factors: 1) Supportive-

directive, 2) Treatment. duration, 3) Dynamic, 4) Medical, 5)

Passive therapist, and 6) Medical diagnosis (tfre literature

utilizing the TES is explored in greater detail in Appendix

B)" Lorion concluded that a client's sex or socioeconomic

level was unrelated to their help seeking attitudes as well

as treatment expectations. He also found no correlation
between favourableness of attitudes and any specific

expectations about treatment. Às all clients are likely to

have generally positive attitudes toward help seeking, as

well as similar expectations, it does not seem surprising

that attitudes were found to be unrelated to treatment

expectations. The selective effects of help seeking may

also account for the failure to find a relationship between

attitudes and gender or attitudes and socioeconomic status"

Rapoport (1976) gave the ATSPH to 90 lower class clients

at a mental hygiene clinic" As in the previous studies, the

lower class clients had generally favourable attitudes

although of particular interest ltas the significant
relationship between attitudes and continuation in

treatment" Early dropouts had more negative attj-tudes

toward therapy

Cash, Kehr, & Salzbach (1978) examined the relationship

between help seeking attitudes and perceptions of a

therapist's expertise, trustworthiness, regard, empathy,

genuineness, and helpfulness, À sample of 21g female
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undergraduat.es completed the ATSPH and rated the behavior of

a therapist based on audiotaped excerpts of an enacted

counselling session" The results confirmed that the ÀTSPH

discriminated those who had previous professional help from

those who had not (significant differences were found on the

whole scale score as well as each of the four factor

scores). Favourable attitudes vrere also significantly
associated with more positive ratings of the therapists on

all six of the variables measured. The results suggest that

a client's attitudes may influence their perceptions of

their therapist which in turn (extrapolating from the data),

nright influence the outcome of therapy.

Ze1dow & Greenberg (1979) asked 80 university students
(AO male and 40 female) to complete the ÀTSPH and an

"Attitudes Toward Women Sca1e". Previous help seeking was

marginally correlated with attitudes but contrary to Fischer

& Turner (1970), no sex differences were evident. Previous

research had found that women with liberal sex role

attitudes had negative perceptions of physicians and

hospitals (Greenberg & Fischer, 1977) but contrary to
expectations, liberal sex role attitudes were positively

correlated with positive attitudes tov¡ard professional help.

The authors speculated that liberal women may reject the

passive patient role but perceive therapy as an active,
collaborative venture which does not threaten individual
autonomy "
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Dadfor & Friedlander (1982) administered the ÀTSPH to 300

international student.s studying in the midwestern U.S".

Factor analysis identified three factors; 1) Appropriateness

of seeking help, 2) Stigma-privacy, and 3) Preference to

cope alone. European and Latin students held significantly

more positive attitudes than did African and Àsian students.

The authors speculated that cultural- differences in

authoritarianism, restrictiveness, and acceptability of

outside help may have accounted for the differences in

attitudes. No sex or education differences were found

although ttre range of education was very restricted" As in

previous research, previous help seekers had the most

¡tositive attitudes on all three factors. Atkinson'

Ponterotto, & Sanchez (1984) also reported that Vietnamese

college students held more negative attitudes toward

counselling than did englo-Àmerican' students.

Scott, Balch, and Flynn (1983) administered an

abbreviated 9 item version of the ATSPH to 403 members of

the public in Tuscon Arizona. They reported that based on

this public sample, higher socioeconomic classes had more

positive attitudes toward seeking professional heIp. The

limited number of items administered questions the validity

of these findings,

Lastly, Mclatchie & Draguns (1984) surveyed 152

protestant church members and students and reported that

there was no correlation between attitudes measured by the
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ATSPH and theological conservatism. More conservative

members, however, preferred seeking help from clergy or

professional-s who held religious beliefs similar to

themselves" They v¡ere suspicious that most mental health
professionals were against their beliefs and would try to

alter their beliefs in therapy.

Summary

The literature suggests that clients and students

generally hold positive attitudes towards seeking

professional help" These attitudes do not appear to

correlate with social class in client and student samples

although there is weak evidence that social class

differences exist in the general public" Àttitudes of

clients and international university students do not appear

to vary based on sex, yet other evidence suggests that sex

differences do exist in a broader sample including high

school and community college students (females holding the

most positive attitudes). It appears that university males

and those seeking help have attitudes similar to those of

women in general" Men and women of the general public,
however, like1y differ in the attitudes they hold. The

evidence also indicates that previous clients, regardless of

sex, socioeconomic status, or culture, tend to have more

positive attitudes than do non-he1p seekers. Whether help

seekers sought help because they held positive attitudes or

whether their positive attitudes are a result of seeking

help is as yet unknown"
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A major limitation of the research examining atLitudes

toward heJ,p seeking i s that all but two of these

investigations have utilized client or student samples.

These populations limit the generalizability of the results.
Clients have made the decision to seek help and hence are

likely to aIl have reasonably positive attitudes" Students,

especially university and college samples, tend to be

upwardly mobile and from the higher socioeconomic strata.
Their increased verbal ski1ls and education may make

psychotherapy more attractive and their attitudes more

favourable. In fact, Fischer & Cohen (1972) have documented

the positive correfation between attitudes and education.

No studies have adequately examined how attitudes vary

within a public sample and as a result, Do definitive
statements regarding the effects of socioeconomic, sex, or

culture are possible" Nor is j.t clear exactly what beliefs
or expectations contribute to positive or negative

attitudes. Factor analyses have indicated that favourable

attitudes include a belief that help is not a stigmatlzing

experience, a belief in the efficacy of therapy, a greater

recognition of a need for help, and a greater willingness to

discuss personal problems. Further research needs to

identify rnore specifically what expectations or beliefs are

related to positive attitudes toward help seeking. This is

the focus of the present investigation.



Àppendix B

À Literature Review of CIient Expectations

Since the 1950's there has been substantial interest in the

expectations which clients have about therapy and the

possible effects of these expectations on premature

termination, the process of therapy, or therapy outcome.

During the 1950's there was considerable speculation that

discrepancies beLween a therapist's actual behavior and the

behavior expected by a client might lead to the client being

confused, disappointed, and dissatisfied with therapy

(chance, 1957; Kelly, 1955). Many authors were concerned

that disconfirmed expectations would Iead to communication

problems, premature termination, or poor therapy outcome.

Goldstein (1962) revi.ewed the expectation literature up to

that time and identified two types of expectations which he

considered to be important variabtes; 1 ) prognostic

expectations and 2) participant role expectations. The

first related to the client's expectations about the

efficacy of therapy (probability of success) and the second

was defined as the expected behavior of client and

therapist. Prognostic expectations have been widely studied

as part of the literature on expectancy effects on the

process and outcome of therapy (see Garfield & Bergin (1978)

f or a brief review of that literature). Of more rel-evance

to the present research has been the studies of participant

role expectations. This research has followed two tracts;

2.13
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some investigators have examined the effects of disconfirrned

expecLations on therapy and others have simply documented

expectations. The following discussion reviews the major

studies which have identified specific client expectations.

As the focus of this paper is the effect of expectations on

the decision to seek help, the Iiterature related to

disconfirmed expectations wiIl not be specifically reviewed"

In 1958, Àpfelbaum published a study of the expectations

held by clients at a university psychiatric clinic. Using a

Q-sort technique, Apfelbaum identified three types of

expectations: 1 ) the nurturant therapist; caring,

protecting, and non-critical, 2) the critic; analytical,
critical, and demanding, and 3) the model; well adjusted,

diplomatic, but not protecting" Apfelbaum's work influenced

the direction of research over the following decade" Most

investigators directed their attention to identifying the

type of therapist expected by various client groups. Most

emphasis was on identifying the therapist's style or

technique or the personal qualities of the therapist. Much

of the research reflected the ongoing controversy within the

mental health field regarding the appropriateness of

directive versus non-directive therapy or an analytical
versus behavioral approach"

Fieine & Trosman ( 1960 ) fraa 46 psychiatric clients

complete an attitude questionnaire about therapy" Those who

terminated prematurely anticipated a passive-cooperative
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role f or themselves and expected medic ine or diagnost i.c

information. Continuers (over six weeks) expected active

collaboration, advice, and help in changing behavior"

Overall & Aronson (1963) ora11y administered a 35 item

"Treatment Expectations Survey" (TES) to 40 lower class

outpatients at a university hospital. The items were chosen

to represent five therapist orientations: 1 ) active-

directive, 2) medical, 3) supportive, 4) passive, and 5)

psychiatric-psychological" The questionnaire v¡as

administered to each client prior to therapy and then

immediately after the first interview"

Clients were found to expect all five orientations from

the same therapist but these results may well reflect a yes

set by the respondents. The authors report that the clients
generally expected a medical-psychiatric interview with the

therapist assuming an act.ive but permissive ro1e.

Cornparison of pre and post interview expectations (visual

examination) revealed that the greatest discrepancy between

the expected behavior and the actual behavior of the

therapist lay in the medical, active and supportive

categories, The authors also found that clients with the

Iargest discrepancy between expectations and actual

treatment were the least Iikely to return"

Rapaport (1976) replicated overall and Àronsonrs (1953)

results on a sample of 90 lower elass paLients at a mental
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hygiene clinic " Rapaport reported that Lhere r¡rere l-arger

discrepancies in expectations between therapists and drop-

outs than between therapists and remainers. Àgain the drop-

outs expected a more directive, supportive therapist and a

stronger medical orientation.

In a follow-up to their original study, Àronson & Overall
(1966) used the same questionnaire to compare the

expectations of 79 lower and middle class clients from a

psychiatric outpatient clinic" The authors concluded that

the lower class clients expected a more medical, supportive,

directive, and active therapist than did the middle class.

Both groups, however, expected therapists to focus on

psychological issues "

Using the TES (witn f ive additional items), william.s &

Williams (1967 ) studied 587 black and white outpatients from

three hospital clinics" Rather than relying on the

predetermined scales, the authors factor analyzed the TES

and identified the following five factors: 1 ) diagnostic,
2) history of somatic i11ness, 3) active-medical, 4)

support ive-opt imi st ic , and 5 ) advice-guidance . Conf i rming

earlier findings, the authors reported that lower

socioeconomic status clients had significantfy different
expectations than did middle class clients on all but the

first factor" ÀIl- clients, however, had at least a

superficial awareness that therapy was psychologically

or i ented .
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Lorion (1974) examined the treatment expectations of 9O

caucasian outpatients from three socioeconomic classes.

Prior to treatment, each client completed a questionnaire

consisting of 21 of Lhe 29 items on the TES and an

additional I items related to treatment duration. Factor

analysis yielded six factors: 1 ) supportive-directive, 2)

treatment duration, 3) dynamic orientation, 4) medical

orientation, 5) passive therapist, and 6) medical diagnosis"

Contrary to earlier findings, no socioeconomic differences
were found. Gender was also unrelated to expectations

except that middle class women anticipaLed less support and

direction than did other groups. Overal1, clients did not

anticipate a highly active, supportive, problem solving

therapist" Instead, they expected to discuss emotional

problems with a therapist whose primary function would be to

listen" The addition of an upper socioeconomic group would

have strengthened the findings"

Balch et aI " ( 1 978 )

findings regarding the

tempted to clarify the inconsistent

Iationship between socioeconomic

at

re

status and expectations. The authors developed a

questionnaire utilizing 16 items from the TES (three

reworded) and added four of their own. The questionnaire

was administered to 317 caucasian outpatients from a

community mental health center, both prior to the initial
inLake interview and immediately aft.er the f irst. session.

Factor analysis yielded four factors including: 1)
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2) medical, 3) non-direcLive, and 4)

supportive. The authors concluded that the same general

factor structures !¡ere identified as in previous studies

(which all used almost identical items) but they found no

reliable association between expectations and social cIass,

sex, marital status, or treatment progress (atthough males

expected more advice and direction; a result consistent with

Apfelbaum (1958). Discrepancy between pre and post

expectations was not rel-ated to premature termination. À1I

clients had strong expectations for a directive, advice

oriented exchange"

Using their own questionnaire, Richards & Richards (1979)

examined married individuals' expectations about marital

counselling. The published report is very brief but the

authors reported that 60 psychology and social work college

students evidenced concrete expectations about the process

and content of marital counselling" Two-thirds expected

active guidance and skill training" Expectations were not

found to differ based on sex or marital adjustment. The

authors concluded that there ldas considerable discrepancy

between the students' expectations and the practices of some

contemporary marital therapists"

The research reviewed in this Àppendix represents the

major studies which have examined client expectations

regarding the process of therapy or counselling" There have

been many related studies which have specifically
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investigated the effect.s of disconfirmed expectations on

therapy but these studies are outside the mandate of this

review" The types of expectations such studies have

examined are generally similar to those reviev¡ed in this
paper 

"

Summary

To summarize, early research concerning client

expectations suggested that lower socioeconomic clients

expected more active, supportive, and medically oriented

therapy than did the higher socioeconomic clients. Later

research has questioned whether such class differences still

exist (at Least r+ithin client populations)" Recent research

suggests that all clients recognize the psychological nature

of therapy, although there is stiIl a strong expectation for

a directive, advice oriented exchange. within client

samples it appears that sex differences may be disappearing.

As mentioned previously, Duckro et a1. (1979) reviewed

the expectation literature and concluded that expectatiorrs

have been imprecisely defined and globaIIy assessed. The

reliability of measures used to identify relevant dimensions

has also been questioned and some studies have been

vulnerable to a pos i t i.¿e response bias "

Of greater importance to the present research is the

reLevance of these findings to the public's perceptions of

therapy and the implications for help seeking. One problem
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is that client expectations are unlikely to be

representative of the public in general; afteral1, clients
have decided to seek therapy and likely have some

information or knowledge which resulted in their seeking

heIp. Consequently, the generalizabí1ity of these findings

to the general public is unknown. Perhaps the greatest

factor which Iimits the relevance of this literature to

public expectations research is the different goals of the

tv¡o areas. The client expectation research has

traditionally focused on identifying those dimensions or

expectations which are believed to hinder the continuation

of therapy. Theoretical issues have also influenced many

researchers to focus on expectations regarding the

therapists' style, orientation, behavior, or personal

qualities and in identifying and measuring various

dimensions of the client-therapist relationship" while

these expectations my influence the outcome of therapy, some

of them may be l-ess likely to strongly influence the

public's help seeking behavior. it seems unlikely that the

public would base their decision to seek help on issues such

as their expectations about the therapists' style or

theoretical orientation. The present research attempts to

broaden this research by examining a wider range perceptions

and expectations and investigating their relationship to

help seeking behavior"



Appendix C

Student PerceÞtions of Counsellinq Centres

Student perceptions of counselling centres have some

relevance to the present research, as student perceptions

may be similar to the perceptions of mental health services

held by the general public. Although much of the following

research i s in some v¡ays an extension of the cl ient

expectation Iiterature (the focus of the research was to

develop a questionnaire for students seeking counselling),
many of the perceptions examined and the findings reported

have relevance to the present research.

Snyder, Hilt, & Derksen (1972) administered a 70 item

questionnaire to 181 undergraduate psychology students.

Twenty-nine of the items were grouped based on homogeneity

ratios to produce the following six scales: effectiveness of

counselling, information about the counselling process

(conveni.ence of counselling wouLd have been a more

appropriate l-abeI), information about the centre, stigma of

counselling, and counselling readiness. No between-group

comparisons vlere reported and all interpretations were

simply h¡ased on the extent to which each scale score

deviated from its midpoint. The results suggested that

students were not concerned about stigma, believed

counsel-1ing to be effective, but had little knowledge of the

facilities available or the process of counselling" Further

results were not reported in the published article but

-221-
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comparisons of help seekers with non-help seekers would have

been he1pful. ÀIthough methodological considerations limit
the interpretability of this study, the investigation is

noteworthy as one of the first to examine Lhe perceptions of

college counselling services held by non-help seeking

students.

Several authors in the late seventies reviewed the

expectation literature and concluded that most research had

narrowly focused on only a few of the possible dimensions

related to client expectancies (Duckro et al., 1979; Tinsley

& Harris, 1976) " To counter this problem, Tinsley & Harris
(1976) designed the first extensive questionnaire to examine

student expectations regarding a counsellor's behavior and

styIe. Tinsley & Harris selected 73 items and assigned them

to seven scales to represent expertise, genuineness, trust,
acceptance, understanding, outcome, and directiveness. Nine

items describing counselling procedures were also included.

A total of 287 psychology undergraduates completed the

questionnaire and their expectations were compared across

gender and class year. The results indicated that students

expected an experienced, expert, genuine, and accepting

counsellor they could trust. Students were Iess certain

whether the therapist would understand their problems or be

able to help. These results raise the possibility that

str¡dents' expectations about therapists' behavior may be

t-:-l-- 
-^^:!:.-^ --^! !l-^-- a^:'r !^ -^^t- 1-^1- :t !l-^-- l^rdJ.r -Ly lJvÞl LJ- vE yEL LI¡EJ .ilrclJ !drr- L(J 5CE11, r¡Cl.ÀJ Lr L¡¡gJ L¡1,)

not expect to be understood or helped"
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The authors also fdund t.hat the students' strongest

expectation vras to talk about t.heir personal concerns and to

see an exper ienced counsel-1or. There hTere moderate

expectancies to understand the purpose of what happens in

therapy and to discover the cause of their problems. Few

expected homework or assignments.

Tinsley & Harris also reported that males were more

Iikely to expect directiveness, whereas females expected

more acceptance and a longer duration of therapy" O1der

students expected l-ess experienced therapists and sophomores

expected greater acceptance than did seniors.

Tinsley, Workman, & Kass (1980) developed an even more

extensive questionnaire called the Expectancies About

Counselling Questionnaire (eeC)" It consisted of 135 items

representing 17 hypothesized dimensions. Attempts v¡ere made

to incl-ude items relating to (a) client attitudes and

behaviors, (b) counsel-1or attitudes and behaviors, (c)

counsell-or characteristics, (d) characteristics of the

counselling process, and (e) quality of outcome.

The authors had 446 psychology students complete the

questionnaire and factor analyzed the results using the

scores on each of the 17 dimensions as the factor items.

Four factors v¡ere extracted representing: (a) personal

commitment (client expects to be responsible, open,

motivated); (b) facilitative condiLions (expecLs counsellor
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to be genuine, trustworthy, accepLing, tolerant' conc."t",

confronting; (c) counsellor expertise (expects counsellor to

be expert, empathic, directive); and (d) nurturance (expects

counsellor to be accepting, self disclosing, nurturant,

attractive). There were no between class differences but

v¡omen vlere f ound to show greater personal commitment, expect

more facilitative conditions, and expect less expert

counsel-lors than did men. There vJas also a trend f or v¡omen

to expect more nurturance"

The respondents also rated their expectations on 13 items

related to the process and outcome of counselling (..g.,

take psychological tests, see a counselfor in training,

receive information). These items v¡ere correlated with the

identified factors to aid in the interpretation of the data.

Personal commitment \,¡as posit ively related to the expectancy

to take tests, do assignments, to understand the purpose of

what happens in an interview, and to continue for more than

three sessions. Those expecting facilitative conditions

were more like1y to expect to understand the purpose of what

happens in an interview, to continue more than three

sessions, and to believe that counselling involved more than

just answering questions or receiving information' Those

expecting expert counsellors al-so expected to only get help

for serious problems, to only answer questions, to get help

in one or t.wo sessions, and to solve their problems once and

for all. Lastly, those expecting a nurturanL counsellor

expected to get the help they needed after several sessions.
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The same questionnaire vras used by Ka-Wai, Yuen, &

Tinsley (1981) who reported that compared to Chinese,

African, and Iranian students, American college students

expected a counseLlor to be less directive and protective,

and expected themselves to be more responsible for
improvement. The non-American students expected a more

passive role with a directive, nurturing authority figure.

Tinsley, Brown, de St " Àubin, & Lucek ( 1 984 ) used the EÀC

questionnaire to compare 236 university students on their
perceptions of different help givers. Students expected

that in helping sessions with a psychologist or psychiatrist

they would be more open and motivated and that the session

would be more concrete, immediate, and beneficial than a

session with a career or college counsellor"

The studies by Tinsley and colleagues have been a major

step j.n examining a broader range of student perceptions of

college counselling centres and in documenting gender

differences in perceptions. It remains unclear, however, if
student perceptions of such centres are similar to the

public's perceptions of community clinics or hospitals"

Most students perceive counselling centres as more

appropriate for vocational or academic concerns than for
personal or emotional difficulties (GesIo & Karl, 197a;

Wilcove & Sharp? 1971), raising the possibility that results

based on student populations may not generalize to the

public at large" The present research explores this issue
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further by examining a broad range of perceptions held by a

sample of the general public. The relationship between

perceptions and help seeking behavior is also investigated.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF M.ANITOBÁ PSYCHOLOGIC,{L SERVICE CENTRE \)Tinnipeg, lvlanitoba
Canada RìT 2N2

(204\ 174-9222

Dear (Nlaræ of Clji€nt),
This survey is part of a program by the Psychological Service

Centre, University of Manitoba, Ëo improve our ufiderstanding of our
clientts viewpoints and opinions about mental health services.
Knowledge of our clientts perceptions and concerns can help us improve
o.rt r"rnices and make them roore relevant to our clientrs needs"

This survey is also part of a larger research program which
examines the general publicts percepËions of mental health services.
This research is being condircted by myself under the direct supervision
of Dr. Lillian Esses, Department of Fsychology, University of Manitoba.
The research v¡il1 help us betËer understand which beliefs or opinions
encourage people to utilize our services and identify some of the
concerns which díscourage people from seeking assistance. This
information can help us design better public information programs
and make our services more available Ëo those who need them.

As an individual who has decided to use our services' your ideas
and beliefs can make a valuable contribution to this progran. I
know it is not a good time to ask you to conplete a questionnaire and

I am sure you have other concerns which are more important ats this Lime.
UnforËunately, an important. asPect of our survey is to identify
our clientts concerns before their ideas are influenced by the actual-
experíence of therapy or counselling. For Ëhese reasons we would be
'n"iy gt"teful if you could spare the time and energy Ëo comPlete the
enclosed quesËionnaire.

The quesËionnaíre is compleEely anonymous and eonfidential and

you need not identify yourself òh the questionnaíre. Simply return
it in the enclosed, sËamped envelope. Completion of the survey is
optional and your decision to participate r¿ill have no influence on

the services you lvill be receiving.

Thank you for taking Ëhe tirne to read Èhis letËer and I hope
you will be able to compleLe the survey. Should you have any questions
or concerns regarding this survey please conËact Christine Loff at
47 5-1280 "

S incerely,

J *l

David Ricketts, M"A.
Psychological Service Centre
University of Manitoba



THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBÂ PSYCHOLOCICAL SERVICE CENTRE Winnipeg, Manitoba
C¿nada RiT 2N2

(204\ 171-9222
Dear (Nan^e of Client) ,

This survey is part of a progran by the Psychological Service Centre,
university of Manit.oba, to improve our understanding of our clientts
viewpoints and opinions about mental health services. Knowledge of our
client's perceptions and concerns can help us improve our services and
nake them more relevant. to our clientts needs.

This survey is part of a larger research program r¿hich examines Lhe
general publicts percept.ions of mental health services. This research is
being conducted by myself under the direct supervision of Dr. Lillian Esses,
Department of Psychology, University of Manitoba. This research røil1 help
us better understand which beliefs or ôpinions encourage people to utilize
our services and identífy some of the concerns which discourage people from
seeking assístance. Thís inforrnat,ion can help us design beËÈer public information
programs and rnake our services more avaialable to those r¿ho need them.

As an individual vrho has decided to use our services, your ideas and
beliefs can make a valuable contribution to this program. I know it is not a
good time to. ask you to compleËe a questionnaire and I am sure you have other
concerns which are tnore important at this time. Unfortunately, an important
aspect of our survey is to identify our clienËrs concerns before their ideas
are influenced by the actual experience of therapy or counselling. For
these reasons v¡e would be very graceful if you could spare Èhe time and
energy to complete the enclosed questionnaire.

I recognize thaË you and your family are seekíng famíly therapy for help
i¡íth famíly problems or with problems relating to one family member.
Consequently sorne questions on Ëhis survey may be inappropriate for you as Ehey
reflect expectations about individual counselling. I r¿ou1d appreciaEe that
when necessary, you anserer Ëhe questions as though you yourself ¡¿ere seeking
individual therapy. Please note that specific perceptioris or expect.ations
about fanily or group therapy have not, been included in the survey.

The questionnaÍre
not ident,ify yourself .

Completion of the survey
have no influence on the

is eompl-etely anonynous and confidenEial and you need
Simply return it in the enclosed, stamped envelope.
is optional and your decisíon to participate r¿ill
services you will be receiving.

Thank you f or taking the time t,o read this letter ..and I hope you will be
able to compleEe the survey. Should you have any questions or concerns regarding
the survey please contact Christine Loff at 475-L2BO"

$i-.oro'lv. 
^ 

. .

Davíd Ricketts, M.A.
Psychological Service Centre
University of Manitoba
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835 King Street West, Kitchener, Ontario N2G 1G3. Telephone 742-3611

G. A. COX F,A.C,H.A.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Dear Sir/Madam,

This survey is part of a program by the Kitchener-I^Iaterloo
Hospital to ímprove our understanding of our clíentf s vier.opoints
and opinions about mental health services. Knov¡ledge of our client I s
perceptíons and concerns can help us improve our services and make
them more relevant to our clientrs needs"

ThÍs survey is also part of a Larger research program which
examínes the general publicts perceoËions of mental health servíces.
Thís research ca.n help us better understand whích beliefs or opinions
encourage neople to utilize our services and ídentify some of the
concerns r¡hich discourage people from seekíng assistance. This
informatiorr can help us design better public informatÍon programs and
make our services more available to those rntho need them.

As an individual r¿ho has decided Eo use our services, your ideas
and beliefs can make a valuable contribution to this prograrn. Ï
know it is not. a good time Eo ask you Ëo complete a questionnaire
and I am sure you have other concerns r¿hich are nore ímport.ant at, this
time. Unfortunately, an important aspect of our survey is to identify
our clientrs concerns before their ideas are influenced by the actual
experi.ence of therapy or counsellíng. For these reasons we would be
very grateful if you could spare the time and energy to comolete the
enclosed quest.ionnaire.

The questionnaire is couipletely anony-mous and confidential and
you need not identify yourself on the questionnaire" Sínrply return
it in the enclosed, stamped enïeJ-ope. Completion of the survey ís
g3,æ, and your decisíon to partícípate will have no. ínfluence orl
the services you wil-1 be receívíng.

Thank you for taking the t.irne to read thís letter and I hope
you r,rill be able to complete the survey. Should you have any questions
regardíng the survey or if the survey raises any concerns please call
Ðr. Debby Zwej-g, ax 742-3611,'ExËension 4230,

Sincerely,

David Ricketts, M.A.
OutpatienÈ DeparEment
Kitchener-Waterloo Hospital
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835 King Street West, Kitchener, Ontario N2G 1G3. Telephone 742-3611

G, A. COX F,A,C.H-A

EXECUT¡VE DIRECTOR

Dear Sir/Madam,

This survey is part of a program by the Kitchener-Waterloo Hospital to improve
our understanding of our client's viewpoints and opinions about mental health
services. Knowledge of our clientrs perceptíons and concerns can help us
improve our services and make them nore relevant to our client I s needs.

This survey is also part of a larger research program which examines the
general public's perceptions of mental health services. Thís research can
help us better understand r¿hích beliefs or opinions encourage people to
utilize our servj.ces and identify some of the concerns l¡hich discourage people
from seekíng assisËance. This information can help us design better public
information programs and make our servíces more available to Lhose who need them.

As an individual who has decided to use our servíces, your ideas and beliefs
can make a valuable contríbution to this progran. I know ít is not a good
time to ask you to comp1ete a questionnaíre and I am sure you have other concerns
t¡hich are more important at this time. Unfortunately, an important aspect of
our survey is to identify our client t s concerns before theír ideas are influenced
by the actual experience of Èherapy or counselling. For these reasons we would
be very grateful Íf you could spare the time and energy to complete the enclosed
questionnaire.

I recognize that you and your farnily are seekÍng faruily therapy for help
l¡íth family problems or with problems relaËing to one faruily member. Consequently,
some questions on this survey may be inappropriat.e for you as they reflect
expectations about indivídual counsellíqg. I vrould therefore appreciaËe, that
when necessary, you answer the questions as though either yourself or a fanily
member was seekíng índivídual therapy. Please note that speeifíc perceptions or
expectaËions about family therapy or group therapy have not been included in
this survey.

The questionnaire is compleËely anon)¡rnous and confidential and you need not
identify yourself on the questionnaire" SÍmply return it in the enclosed,
stamped envelope. Completion of the survey is q_p!iqtt.! and your decisíon to
participate vrill have no Ínfl-uence on Ëhe services you will be receiving"

Thank you for takÍng the time Ëo read this l-eËter and I hope you will be
able to complete Èhe survey" Should you have any questions regardíng the
survey, or Íf Lhe survey raises any concerns, please call Dr. Debby Zveíg
at 742-3611, Extension 4230

Sincerelye 
À

_*\ 
o

ìr.ri¿ *i"t"..",;.;
Outpatient Department
Kitchener-tr^Iaterloo HospiËal

.:
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TNFORI'IATION REGARDTNC RESEARCH AT THE P. S. C.ã-Æ

Dear Colleague,

I an conducting a research orogram aE the P.S.C. which is part
of r,ry dissertat.ion examinine the oublic's perceDtions of professional
help and Ehe ímplications for help seekíng" The PurPose of the research
is to empirically identify and conpare the perceotions and exoectaEíons
of both help seekers and the general public regarding Èhe process
and ouEcome of therapy. Particular emphasis will be placed on j-dentifying
and comparing the perceotions people have of the procedures associated
with professional help and the worries and concerns people have
about seeking help froro mental health professionals. Differences in
the perceptions of help seekers (clients) and non-help seekers (the
general public) may identify those expectations or beliefs which are
likely to facilitaÈe or hinder help -seeking.

The research at the P.S.C" requires thaÈ adulü clients seeking
servíces be surveyed by a ¡oail out o_uestíonnaire prior to Eheir
beginning therapv (either prior to their intake meet,ing or at least
prior to their being seen in therapy). This ûeåns that many patients
u'hom you see will have completed the quesEionnaire prior to their first
aopoinËment with you. ïhile the research does not directly involve
Ëheraoists, I Lhought you should be aware of the nature of this research
and itrs possible implications. Iollowing is a brief summary of the
research and the procedures utilized. A-,iopy-o$--trhe quesLionnaire.ànd qhe lette
is in each inÈake book. Included in the summary is a section díscussing
the possible ÍmplicaÈions of the research for therapists.

S uqm a rZ_ o :E__Re s_e ar g h

The entire study entails. a rnail out questionnaire survey of 350

randomly selected members of the general public living in the ciEy of
Winnipeg. The general public's perceptions r,¡ill be'coupared to Ehe

perceptions of first-Eime help seekers at boÈh the P.S.C. and the Out-
patient Department of the Kitehener-l^laterloo Hospital. Approximately
40 clients vrill be surveyed from the P.S.C. The go.:l of this research
is to identify those perceptions facii-itative of help seeking. For
this reason it is importanÈ that clients be surveyed before they begin
therapy as the process of Èherapy itself rnay well influence a client's
perceotions 

"

In regards Ëo t.he research at Ëhe P.S.C., the c.lie.nts surveyed will
be those over lB years of age. For adolescenls under lB and ç'ho are seen
with their familÍes, the questionnaire l¡ill be sent to one of t,heir parents.



Seriously disturbed patients or paÈienÈs in crlsis r¿í11 be excluded to
avofd undue pressure frou being exerted on a help seeker in a Èine of
crlsls.

The questlonnaire and covering letter v¡111- be roailed Eo consentíng
clients v¡ho wíll be asked to reÈurn them in an enclosed, staÐped envelope.
A,s Ehe quesE,j.onnalre J-s anonymous, there would he no follow-up or
reuinder letters for Èhe cller.È sample.

The q.uestionnaire consists of five sectfons and is at,tached to Ehis
surmtary.The najor section consists of stat,ements represenÈing opinions
and beliefs about what rnight happen in psychotherapy or counseling.
Clients are asked t.o rate oa a 7-poinÈ scale hoç¡ strongly they agree or
dísagree wlth each staEernent. Ttre randornly ordered staEenenEs have been
chosen to reflect posslble expectat.ions about the procedures or Process
of Eherapy as well as possibl-e concerns about seeking help. The statenent,s
have been chosen to reflect the followíng categories (four or five
stat,enents per category): embarassnentu lack of int.eresÈ by the therapist,
confidenÈ1aIity, cost, availabiliËy of servlces, loss of self reliance,
and fear of receiving negatlve feedback. Items reflecÈing the process
of therapy include beliefs about the duration of Ë,herapyo the type of
person who seeks therapyu and the technÍques or procedures associeted
wlth therauy. The techniques w111 be grouped a priorf- to reflect Ehe
followÍng categories: medicalo supportive-philoso¡rhical, advice-guidance,
behavioral, collaboratJ-ve explorationo causal-inslght" and testing-diag,nosis.
Factor analysis ç¡111 eventually determfne the underlytng facEors
represented by Ehese itens.

The covering leeter is also'aÈtached. IÈ explains Eo the clfents
Ëhe purpose of Èhe research and informs them that the ouestlonnaire is
coupletely anonFlous and that completÍon of the ó-uestfonnaire l-s optional .

Cllents aïe assured Èhat theÍr decision to respond r¡ill in no way
ínfluence the services provlded. The letter also gfves uy assiscant's narne and
telephone nu¡aber should Ëhey recuire additional information or have any
concerrrs or quesÈIons regarding the research. The front page of the
questionnaire should also ansrrer any questions not ans\tered in Ehe covering
letteT "

Inplfcations for Tþerapists

IÈ is possible Èhat the guestionnaÍre rnight fncrease a new cllent?s
concerns about the naE.ure of therapy or Ehe conseq.uences of seeking help.
I have trÍed to minlmize Ehis problen by ensurlng thae the ç¡ordlng of
ltens is balanced for both positive and negatlve trording. CllenÈs also
have ê name and telephone number to call should they have any concerrls.





Tnformation Reg,arding Research at tle K-W ligspita!

June I, L9B4

I am conducting a research orogram here at K-I/ Hospital which
is part of a dissertaLion examini.ng the publicus perceptions of
professional help and the implications for helo seeking. The purpose
of the research is to empirically identify and compare the perceptions
and expectatÍon of both help seekers and the general public regarding
the process and outcome of therapy" ?articular emphasis vrill be placed
on identifying and comparing the perceptions people have of the
procedures associated vrith professÍonal help and the r¡Torries and concerns
people have abou¡ seeking help from mental health professionals.
Differences in the perceptions of help seekers (clients) and non-help
seekers (the general public) may identify t.hose expect,ations or beliefs
which are likely to facilitat,e or hinder help seeking.

The research at the hospítal requires that adult patients seeking
servíces from ihe OPD adult and adolescent teams be surveyed by a mail
out o.uestionnaire prior to their beginning therapy (either before being
seen at intake or at least prior to their being seen by their therapist).
This means that many patients whom you píck up afEer June 10 rví1l have
completed the questionnaire prior to their first appointment !¡ith you.
Idhile the research does not directly involve therapists, T lhought' you
should be aware of the na¡ure of this research and it's possible implications.
Attached is a bríef suurmary of the research and the pt:ocedures utilized.
The questíonnaire and covering letter are also attached" Included in the
summary is â section discussing the possible ímplications of the research
for therapists.

S_urmary_ qf_Bgsearch

The entire study entaíls a mail out questionnaíre survey of 350

randomly selected members of Èhe general public líving in the city of
l,JinnÍpeg. The general public's perceptions wíl-l be cornpare-rl to the
perceptions of fírst-time help seekers at the Psychological Service Centre,
University of Manitoba, and at the Outpatient Department of the K-W

Hospital. It is proposed that approximately 35 clíents be surveyed from
Ëhe K-W HospiÈal. The goal of this research is to identify those
percept,ions whích are facilitative of help seeking. For this reason it
ís important that clj-enÈs be surveyed before they actually begin therapy
as the process of therapy itself may well influence a clientts perceptions.

In regards to the research here at K-W Hosoital, the clients
surveyed will be those seeking help from the adulË and adolescenE teams '
For adolescen¡s under the age of tB and who are being seen with their
families, the quesl:ionnaíre wil-l be sent to one of their parents.



poËential clients r,¡ill be identified in consultation with Gary and Pam

who will be asking clients for their consent to participate. Any

seriously disturbed paEÍents or patients in crisÍs v¡ill be excluded to
avoíd undue pressure from being exerted on a help seeker in a time of
crisis.

The questionnaire and covering letter rn¡i11 be mailed to consentÍng
clients who will be asked to return thern in an enclosed, stamped envelope.
As the questíonnaire is anonymous, there rvould be no follow-up or
reminder letters for the clienË sample.

Questionnaire and Covering Letter Design

The ctuestionnaire consists of five sections and is atÈached to this
summary.The rnajor section consists of étatemenÈs representing opinions
and belíefs about what might happen in psychotherapy or counseling.
Clients are asked to rate on a 7-point scale how strongly they agree or
disagree with each statemefit,. The randomly ordered statements have been

chosen Èo reflect possible expectations about the procedures or process

of therapy as roell as possibl-e concerns about seeking help. The statements
have been chosen to reflecÈ the following caEegories (four or five
statements per caEegory): embarassment, lack of j-nterest by the therapist'
confidentíal-ity, .oãt, availabíliÈy of servíces, loss of self reliance,
and fear of receíving negative feedback. Items reflecting the process

of therapy include ¡ãtiefs about the duration of therapy, the type of
person rirã s.eks therapy, and Ëhe technío-ues or procedures assocíated
wíth t.heraoy. The techniques vrill be grouped a priori to reflect the
following categories: medical, suÞportive-philoso5rhical, advice-g'uidanceo
behavioráI, collaborative explorationo causal-insight, and ÈesËing-diagnosis'
Fact,or analysis will eventually deËermine the underlying factors
represented bY Ehese ítems.

The covering letter ls also aÈtached. It explains to the clients
the purpose of tñe research and informs them that the questíonnaire ís
courpletely anon)¡mous and that completion of the ouestionnaire is optional.
clients are assured that their decísíon eo resPond will ín no way

influence the services provided. The letter also gives my name and

telephone number should Èhey recuire addiÈional information or have any

concerns or questions regarding the research. The fronË page of the
questíonnaire should also "o"tát 

any questions noË answered in Lhe covering
let ter "

Implicatíons for TherapÍsts

It is possible thaË the quesLÍ-onnaire might increase a ne\¡I client's
concerns about the nature of Èherapy or the consequences of seeking help'
I have tried to minimize Ehis problem by ensuring that the wording of
items is balanced for both positive and negative wordíng. Clients also
have my name and telephone number to call should they have any concerns"
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PERCEPTTONS 0F MENTAL HEALTTi " ERVTCES

QUESEIQNNAIRE

The accompanying letËer describes the purpose of Ehis survey and exnlaíns
why you have been asked to oarticiDate. The following information should
auswer some of the other ouestions you may have"

llho is being asked to participate?

I{hat haopens to my returned
ques ti-onnaíre?

hTho '¡i11 be able to see my
aues tionnaire?

Three hundred households trere randomly
selected from Ëhe I^Iinnipeg City Directory.

All the informatj.on you provide is strictly
confidential" All survey research at Lhe
University of ManiËoba is supervised by an
ethical reviev¡ board to protect your privacy.
The information from the surl'eys r¿i1I be
grouped or ''Dooled'' toget,her. Neither your
name nor individual answers will aopear in
any result.s or reporÈs. Please note thíìt--tlìe
return envelopes are nurnbered t,o facilitate
follor¡ up of missing returns.

Yes., but only if you enclose a slip of oaper
¡vith vour name and address. I.le r,¡ill gladly
maíl you a summary report,.

**
Note:

l^7i11 I get a cooy of the results?

Thre original questioruraire was pri:rted irr bcoklet form.



Irrhy should I participate?

I^lhat if I knor¡ very 1itt1e about
psychotheraDy or mental health
s ervices ?

Hor¿ should I complete the
ques tionnaire?

Lrlrat is t'Þsychotheranytt orttcounsellíngt'?

iy'haË are "mental health
professionalsrt?

Your participation is of course optional
but, if our research is to be accurace
and useful o a very high participatíon
rate i-s essential. As the number of
individuals surveyed is 1ímited, your
opiníon ís very ÍmoortanE to us.

Even if you know very little about
psychotherapyp have few strong feelings,
or even very negaËive perceptions, your
reply is equally inportant and useful.

Please cornplete it truthfully and wit,hoçit
discussing it with other oeople. Do not
spend too rouch tÍme on any one question
as your first ans\rer or feeling is usuallv
correct. There are no right or vrrong
anse/ers and this is not a tesE of anv kind

Psychotherapy (a1so cal-led counselling
or professional help) is a service
provided by menÈa1 health professionals
Èo help oeople wíth personal or family
problerns. This rnay include emotíonal.
behavioral, or relationship irroblems or
any other problems resulting in worryo
stress or unpleasanL feelings.

These are professionally trained individuals
who provide psvchotherapy or courlselling,
For the purpose of this surveyo they should
be considered to include psychologists,
os;*chiatristso social workers, and
psychiatric nurses.



QUEST]ONNAIRE

r\ Below is a list of opinions and beliefs about what might happen in psychotherapyor counselling. Please circle the number which describes hãr strongly you agreeor disagree wiLh each statemenÈ.

Circle "I" if you
Circle "2" if you
Círcle "3" if you
Circle "4" if you
Circle "5" if you
Circle "6" if you
Circle t'7" if you

Each statement begins:
.ÌF T RECEIVED PSYCHOTHERAPY OR COI]NSELLTNG.

uy f riencls and relatives would ad.mire me f or seeking help.

I ç¡ould learn a ne\í life philosoohy to help me look at the brighrerside of life. I

problerns ...... I

STRONGLY DISAGREE
DISAGB.EE
SOMEI'IHAT DISAGREE
NEÏTHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
SOI.,IEI,IHAT AGREE
AGREE

STRONGLY AGREE

(n cnHOx=
O 14 cn i/)
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the Eherapist would explain why I have certain

Èhe therapist would focus on how to change my

the therapist would tel_l me whatts wrong with

behavior I

me... I

2345

2345

2345

234s

67

o/

67

ô/

the theraÞist r,¡ould analyse my personality and poinË out
areas I needecì to change

the therapist v¡ould mosÈly listen while r did most of the talking...,..

Ehe Èherapist would think I was weak or lacked common sense

I doubt I would be able to talk about nv true feelings or even adrnit
them to rnyself ..r..:.....

I would learn to be less emotional.

each apPointment I would spend a lot of time vaiting for my therapist..

Ëhe therapíst would likely be well adjusted and have few emoE.ional
problems of hís or her or^m.

I would be asked to give extensive details about past medical problems.

I r-¡ould get a lot of advice on how to solve my problems

Ëhe therapist r,rould
off my worries.

the therapíst would

recommend hobbies or books to take my mind

4567

4567

4567

567

567

567

1234567

L234567

t234567

I23
t23
r23

1234

r234
t234

J4

qÁ

56try Ëo cheer me up by poÍnting out Èhings I do well I
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1234567

1234567

1234 s 6 7

I might f eel ruorse at t j.mes if I t.alked about the Èhings that r¿7orrv me.

I would \rorry thac I was being disloyal to my family

uy religous faith and beliefs would be sÈrengËhened and encouraged

I r¿ouId be afraid that I was admiÈting defeaÈ...

Ëhe therapisE would tel1 me what to do or shovr me a new way to
solve ny problem....

the therapist would identify my character traitJ which contributeci
t.o my probleurs :....

the therapist would measure my brain r¡raves Eo identify any mental
problems L 2

I ç¡ould very like1y receive a drug prescription.. ...... I 2

the therapist would give xoe sympathy, encouragement and reassurance.... L 2

3 4 s 6'7

34 56

34567

3 4 5 6 7

34567

it. would be easy to find a therapisË I could afford to see

I would worry about how rny relatives and family would feel or reacÈ
if I nade real changes in my life, c. o.. ..,.. .......

The therapist v¡ouid teil ne to do things'I'd rather noÈ do.".

the therapisÈ would be very inÈerested in'mç as a Person.., ?..-..o

f would learn to increase mv will power so I could better "orrttoi 
ty

behavj-or .... !.. ¡.. ô c. e........

Ëhe therapist might change me r¡ithout ne even knor,ring hor¡ it happened..

I might be asi:ed to give ull some of my noral beliefs and principles". ".

the Èherapist roight be too well off financíallv Èo understand or
t'Ëune int' to rny oroblems... ... r. .. r.. .... r.. r.

I ¡¿ouId be reassured that there was nothing r.trong with ury rnind.

the therapist would point out the differences between ç¡haË I arn and
rvhat I want to be.., Ë,ace ..,"." 1

the therapisE vrould give me assignments to do outside of the therapy
' sessions.... .....! '.e..r.....0. 1

3 4 5 6

t2
T2
T2

t2
T2
I2

34567

34567

3 4 5 6 7

J4)þt

34567

3456r-

1234567

L234567

23 4

234

s67

56
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1234567

ihe.tlrer¿pist would point out hor,7 I should behave

I would discover how my problems relate to my upbringing....

the Ëherapist would encourage ne to take chances and be less fearful...

Èhe therapist would be sure to recogníze Ehe imoortant role my family
ancl friends play in my problems and v¡orries....r.or L

ï would be embarassed to te11 my family and friends... ..ô.... I

tire therapist would analyse my dreams to discover the cause of my
problems I

ï mÍght be told I needed electro-shock treatment i

the therapist. woulcl try Eo convince me Ëo change my mind about some
things .. !. á. . r o. c

Ëhe therapist would take all of my ¡:,:oblems serÍously. ".. c..

234567

2 3 4 5 6'7

234567

234567

1234 5 6 7

r234567

I would always be able to trust my therapist..

t.he Èherapíst would fully understand and value my cultural or
traditional be1iefs.... .. !.. i.. e.. ¡.....,.. '.. r. ' i

the therapist r¡ould try Eo help me put ury feelings ínËo l¡ords so that
I could understand them. .:"..r.r!..r..r..n..0r.¡.

I might €iet too embarassed to talk about extrenely personal problems. , .

Èhe therapis! r.'ould give me Èests to ident,ify rny disorder.... c.. !. ' '.. r

I would be afraid that whaË I say might get back Ëo others such as
my boss .. r..... r I

it would be easy to talk to the therapist and explain why I am upseÈ... I

Ëhe therapisË would help me practíce ç¡hat, I need to learn. !.. r..,.. r... I

I would learn to meditate to increase ny peace of mind.. r.. ¡ ' !.. o r.. o.. 1

_the.therapist. would discuss his or her or,m life experiences and rel-ate
them t,o my problems or síLuations.... r.., o . c q.. . c.. !.. o. 1

the t,herapist v¡ou1d have values sinilar to my o\ffI ..,.. r ' c.. r. i

others mÍght be disappointed that I didn't talk to them instead of a

therapist .. c.. .... '. I

I

I

1

t

t'rt,

234
234
234

234
234
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567

567

567

567

567

567
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234567

3456
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L234567
findíng a therapist, making an aDpoinEment ' and getting to each

appointmenE v¡ould creaËe a lot of hassles and dífficulties. .

the therapist. would teach me rievl skills such as assertiveness or
relaxatÍon"" ""'c' I

I would never be afraid of being told I needed to sÈay in a hospital
for ar¿hile.... 1

a therapist of any age would be just as helpful to ue I

it would take a great deal of effort and time to- make any real
changes in my lífe or situatíon ... o. I

I r"rould only seek psychoËherapy if my probleins lrere extremely serious. . 1

the therapist would expose things Ird rather forget or not knov¡...c.... I

3C 567

234567
2 3 4 5 6'7

234567
234567
234567

Belovr is a list of opinÍons or beliefs about psychotherapy or
counselling. As ín the prevÍous section, please circle the
number ç¡hích descrÍbes hor,¡ strongly you agree or disagree r^rith
each statement.

A person r,¡iÈh a strong character can get over uental conflicts
on their or,¡n and would have little need f or prof essional help " " . . .

Although there are clinics for people with menÈal troubles, I do
not have much faith in then .. c. ¡

I would $rant t.o get professional help if I r^¡as r,¡orried or upset for
a long period of t.irne

A person with a serious emotional disturbance r¿ould probably feel most
secure in a good mental hospital 0.. !. ..... c.. !

Ernotional difficulties, like many things, tend to work ouÈ by
thernseh¡es...... q.. r.. oô
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56
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If I belj.eved I v¡as having a mental breakdown, my first inclination

would be to get professional help.

If a good friend asked for rny advice about. a rnenÈal problemo I
might recommend that he or she seek professional help. ... r.. r

The ldea of talking about problems r¡ith a nenÈal health professíonal
strikes me as a poor r,ray to get ríd of emotional conflicts.... !...

A person with ernotional problens is not 1ike1y to solve thern alone;
he or she is 1íke1y to solve them with professíonal help

At some time in the fuÈure .I might wanL t,o have psychological
counselling. . .

I would rather be advised by a close friend than by a mental health
professional, even for a seríous emotional problem.. c..

If I r¿ere experiencing a serious emotional crisis at this point in my
lífe, I r¿ould be confident that I could find relief in
counselling or psyehoEherapy. o ot..c.r........... c..,.. c.. q.

There are times vzhen I have felt, coropletely lost and would have
welcomed professional help with a personal or euotional problem... I

A person should v¡ork out his or her own probleurs: getting psychological
counsellj-ng would be a last resort o.. a.. o.., I

I v¡ould rather live r¿íth certain mental- conflicts than go through the
orCeal of gelting professional help.0.r......... . r.., I

PsychoLherapy would have doubtful value for a person like myself.,..... 1

3456

34 56

345

Jq

234s6

34
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567

56

234567
234s67



II]. Belor,r is a list of problems people might need help v¡ith.
MenLal health professionals may or may not be qualífied
or trained to help peoole with each of these probleros
Please ci-rcl.e the number which indicaËes hor¿ r¡ell qualif iedor trained, you believe mental health professionals areto helo people r¡íth each of these problems.

Fears and anxíeties, .c..e ...c.Bad habits such as smoking, overeaËing, or drinking.,.
Backaches or headaches " .Financial problems and r¡orries. . .
CriminaL or unlar¡ful behavior... 0.... ... !..,..Childrenrs misbehavior. ..,có.,.ôc ,ó.r.Legal q,uestions or concerns... ..o.¡o..,.
Neurol-ogical (Brain) disorders.
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567
)b/
5ð7
567
567

IV.

a) A friend of yours is feeling very dep:iessed. and. sad and there
seems to be no clear reason why. your friend has felt thís .

way for several months. How helpful to your friend. would. the
following people be? (please circle the appropriate number)

Social worker.

NOT

AT ALL
HELPFUL

0.r.. 1. 2
General Practitioner (faurily ohysician)..,. ...... I 2
Psychologist .ô....... r 2
Clergl'man.
PsychiatrÍst.

HELPFIIT

345
345
345
3 4 s
345
3 4 5
3 4 5

VERY
HELPTT J

o/
67
67
67
67
67
67

L2
T2

Non-pro fes sional
Other family or

helpers
iriends 

"

(eg. faith healer, psychics) "..... T2
t2



b) For no apDarent reason, a friend of yours is so anxious,
nervous and tense that he or she can no longer sleep at
níght" Hor¿ helpful to your friend r¿ould Ehe following
people be?

A married couple you know is havíng marriage uroblems they
just can't seem to solve. How helpful to the couple would
the followíng oeoole be?

ist.

NOT
AT ALL
HELPFUL HELPFI]L

r2345

VERY
HELPF]-;I,

67
67
67
67
67
67
6'7

VERY

HELPFUi

Other fanily or friends....
Social worker
General practitioner (family physician).
Clergyman
D^--^Lir ÞyLr¡!dL!!ÞL. . I
Non-professional helpers (eg. faith healer, psvchic)...... " 1

Psychologist.. i

2345
234s

J

3

J

J

4

4
4
t+

NOT
AT ALL
HELP¡1]L HELPFUL

5

5
5
5

2

2

2

2

234567
234567
234567
234567
234567
234567
234567

c)

Non-professional helpers (eg. faith healer, psychic)..,.... i
Other farnily or frien<.1s.... .. o dc I
Soci.al worker.
General p
Psycholog
Clergyman

racËitioner (farnily physician)

Psychiatrist. . I



V.

a) Please lÍst the initials'of all adult persons (friends, relativeso sDouse and
family) r¿ho are important to vou and r¿ith whom vou discuss oersonal problems
or worries. Tt might be helpful to recall a recent emot.ional crisis and recall
r.¡ho vou snoke to or would have liked Lo have spoken to. If you r¡ould prefer not
to list initials, âDy leÈter or s\rmbols r¿ill do so long as vou recognize r¿ho
that Derson is. You rnay have only one or trro nanes on vour list, or you may have
cuite a few. There is no correct number"

Relation to
Yoursel-f

Initials (circle one)

How helpful is this
Dersont s suoport

and advice?

NOT
AT ALL VERY
HELPFU-L Ï]ELPFUL HELPFIIL

I234567

Hor,r ¡nanv other peoÐIe
on your list does this
person knovr and visitî

Family/Relative
Fríend

Fanrily/Re1atíveI234567
f'riend

Fanilv/RelativeI234567
Friend

Fanily/RelativeL234567
Eriend

Family/Relativel234567
Frienci

Family/RelativeI234567
Friend

Fanrily/RelativeL234567
Friend

Family/Relarivel234567
Friend

b) Please reviev¡ your list and in the second column circle either "Family/Relative'
or "Friend"o to indícaËe each personrs relation to yourself.

c) In the third column, please circle the number which descríbes how helpful you
find each personts suoport or advice

d) Lastly, please review your list again ancl for each oerson indicate, in the far
right column, how many of lhe oEher people on your list that person knoç¡s and
visits even when you are not r,¡ith Èhern.



t0

ADDTTIONAL ÏNFOR},IATTON

A.oø,

Sex:

Your 0ccupation:

Spousets 0ccupation:

MariEal SËatus: (
(
(
(

Single
Married
Livíng as Married
Separated or Divorced

ïf presenËIy retired or
unernployed, olease indicate
previous occupation.

) Yns
)No

lr,¡
Ìr0

YES
NO

( ) widov¡ed

Number of Children:

Religous Affilíation:

Ethnic Background or Origin:

l) Have you previously received psychotherapy or counselling
for a personal problem?

2) If you answered N0 to the last quesÈion Ehen please ansr¡7er
the next question. Have vou ever had a Dersonal problem
for which you might have used psychotherapy or counselling?

3) Do you have any friends or relatíves who have sought
psychotherapy or counselling?

4) How long do you think osychotheraFy or counselling lasts?
P1ease guess if unsure.

( ) ONE T0 THREE SESSIoNS

( ) srcHT T0 Tì/TELVE SESSIONS (2 - 4 months)

( ) MORE THAN TVIENTY-FOUR SESSIONS (more Lhan six months)

Thís is the end of the survey. I would like Eo Ehank you for your tíme

and energy in completíng this ouestionnaire. Your help is very much

aporeciated" Remembero if you wo.uld like a copy of the results of the

overall survey be sure to enclose a note with your name and address.

Additional cornments are welcomed and space is avaj-lable on the next page.



Do you have anv commenLs you would like Ëo add?



PERCEPTIONS OF MF.NTAL HEALTH SERVICES

QUESTTONNATRE

The accompanyÍ-ng letter ciescribes the purpose of this survey and explains
why you have been asked to participate. . The following information should
ansvrer some of the other questions you aay have:

Inlhen should I return Ehe
questionnaire?

Please complete and return it as soon
as possible" It is important that, it be
reËurnecl before your first apgointmerrt,

I{ho is being asked to partícipate? Al1 individuals making an apool-ntaent at
the Psychological Service CenÈre, Universiii
of Manit.oba. This survey program will
continue for several months.

\{ny should I partícipate? Your particioatíon is optional but, it-,
our research is to be accuraËe and useful,
rve need a very high participation rate.
As Èhe number of indÍviduals surveyed is
limited, your response and opinion is
very importanË to us.

**
lbrte: The origi¡al quesLionnaire was prjnted jn bookret form.



What happens to my returned
questionnaire?

Who will be able to see my
questionnaire?

Wíl1 I get a copy of the results?

How should I comoleLe the
questionnaire ?

After completing the questionnaire
should I discuss Ít with my
Èherapist or counsellor?

irrhaÈ if I knor.+ nothíng about
psychotherapy?

What is "psychotherapy" or
"counsellin¡þ

What are "mental health
pro fes sionalstt?

Your questionnaire is anon¡rmous and your
identity cannot be determined. All survev
research at the University of Manitoba
and the Psychological Servíce Centre is
supervised by an ethical review board.
The information from all q.uestionnaires
v¡i11 be g,rouped or "pooled" together.
Neither your name nor your indivídual
ansr^rers will appear in any of the results.

Yes, but only if you enelose a slíp of
paper wÍth your name and address. i^Ie
will gladly rnaíl you a summary of the resultr,:l

Please complete it truthfully and withouÊ.
discussíng it with other peoole. Do not
spend too much time on any one question
as your first ansr¡rer or feeling is usually
correct. There are no right or vrrong
ansr¡rers and this is not a, Ëest of any kind.

It is not necessary but if the survey
raises any concerns or questions about
therapy then feel free to discuss them
with your Ëherapist.

Even if you know nothÍng about psyehotherapy
or have few strong feelíngs, your reply
is jusL as important and useful.

Psychotherapy (also called counselling
or professional help) is a servíce
províded by mental health professionals
to help peopj-e with personal or faurily
problems. This nay include eruotional,
behavioral or relationship problems or
any other problens resulting in worry,
stress or unpleasant feel-ings.

These are professÍonally Ërained indÍviduals
who provlde psyehotheraoy or colrnselling,.
For Ëhe purDose of this survev, they should
be considered Èo include psychologists,
osychlatrísts, social workers, and
osychial-ric nurses c



QUESTIONNATRE

Below are a líst of opinions and beliefs about what might happen Ín psychoEherapy
or counselling. Please circle the number which describes ho¡.¡ strongly vou agree
or disagree with each staternent.

Circle r'1rr if you STRONGLY DISAGREE
Circle "2" íf you DISAGREE
Circle "3" if you SOMEI,I.HAT DISAGREE
Circle "4" if you NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
Circle "5" if you SOMEIITHAT AGREE
Circle "6" if you AGREE
Circle "7" if you STRONGLY AGREE

Each statement beglns;

"wErll l@y lB_lguNs¡lL¡trg. c.... c. o... o . o.',

my friends and relatives v¡il1 admire me.for seeking help

r v¡ill learn a new life philosophy which wí1-1 help me to look at

(n v)tsJO
ÃO ÈTt .â v)V{oì

!1 i!=Ft--ÞË,o
ø6)uurJÞi-
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r234567

the brighter side of 1ife. .. c ô.... r. o... I

Èhe therapist will explaín why r have these problems¡.. r,,.,......., c. 1

the therapist will focus on how to change rny behavior... . o. c.. ô ¡ c 1

t.he therapist r¡i11 Èell me r¡hat's r4Trong v¡ith me ¡... r r r., r,. ! r e ! ç. 1

234567

234567

234567
234567

the therapist will analyse my personality and point outareas ï need to change !....
the therapist will rnostly listen r¿hile r do most of the talkíng
the therapist nay think that ï am rn¡eak or lack coûrnon sense

r doubt r will be able to talk about Ey true feelings or even adnit
them to uryself ..... i..r.....!....ca

I v¡ill learn how to be less emotional. !..a.o1c.0..i.

my theranist..

i

I

I

1234567
r234567
r234567

234567

234567

234567

r234567
1234 5 6 7

12 34 567

r234567

1234567

each appoinÈment T wÍIl spend a lot of time waiting for

my ÈherapÍst will likely be well adjusred and. have fer,¡ emoÈionaL
problems of his or her ovm.

Ï v¡i1l be asked to give extensive details abouË past medical problems.

I wíll get a lot of advice on how to solve my problems"..

the Eherapist wíl1 recoun¡end hobbies or books to take my mind
off ny r^rorries

do ¡,¡e11Ëhe therapist wilJ- rry to cheer me up by pointing out things r



I might feel worse at times if I talked about the things Ehat uTorry rne

ï v¡i1l çrorry Ehat. I am being disloyal to Ðy f aruily . . r . .

my religous faith and beliefs will be st.rengthened and encouraged, . . r .

I will be afraid Ëhat I am admittÍng defeat.... ... ¡..,,. e c..

v) (n
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r234567
1234567
t234567

1234567
the Ëherapist will tell ure what to do or show me a ne\,7 way to solve

rny problem.... , û... ... o. ,..... I

the therapist will identify my eharacter traits -which contribuËe
to my problerns ..ô.. ..0... I

t.he therapist may measure my brain r¡raves to idenÈify any mental
problerns ¡..?. ..!.. .rô.... 1

I will very likely receive a drug prescription.. I

the therapist ürill give ne sympathy, encourageoent and reassurance. e.. I

it will be easy Ëo find a therapist whom I can afford to see I

I r,¡i11 vzorry about how ny relatives and family will feel or 'react if
I make real changes in my life¡.r.! ...r..!..o.rr'0..rr!¡?:rr I

the therapist will tell me to do things Ird rather noÈ do. ?. 1

theÈherapistwi11beveryínterest'edin'meaSaperSorr...

I r¿ill learn to íncrease ny will power so I can better cont,rol

34

34

56

56

234567

234567
234567

23

34

my behavior... ..,.. r.. r. o

the therapist might change me without me even knowing how it, happened.

I roay be asked to gíve uD some of my moral beliefs and principles r e . ' .

my therapist may be too well off financially to understand or "Èune in"
Eo Ey problems .. !..

I wíll be reassured that there is nothing vtrong \.7iEh my mind.. c.... o r.

the therapist will noint out the difference betr¿een what I am and
what I \,¡ant to be... . e. ¡. ô. c,.. c.. r

rny therapisE will give rne assígnments to do outside Ehe therapy
SeSSionS r.... .. r....

1

I

1

I

i

I

I

23456

¿54)O

234567
2345
234567

234567

234567

34

34

56

56
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my therapist r¿ill point out how I should behave ... ?.

I will discover how my problerns relate to my upbringing..,..,.. r

rny therapist r¿i1l encourage me to take chances and be less fearful...
my therapist r¿i1l be sure to recognize the important role my family

and friends play ín my problens anci/or worries . . .: .

ï will be embarassed to tell my family and frÍends. . . . . ¡ . .

my Èherapist will analyse ny dreams to d.iscover 
- the cause of rnyproblerns ....;

ï may be told I need electro-shock treatnent

my therapist r¿ill try to convince o,e Ëo change my urind about somethíngs . o.. o

n:y therapist will take all of my problems seriouslyi. r.. r... i

traditional belíefs.... .û¡..q....

my therapist will try to help rue put my feelings into words so that
I can understand thern r..... r.

I may get too embarassed to tallc about e*tr.r.ly personal problerns. . .

uy t.herapist will give roe t,esËs to identify my disorder

T will be afraid that what I say nay get back to others such as my
boss. .....

it r¿i1l be easy to talk to rny therapist and exprain why r am upseÈ. . .

my therapist will help me practíce r¿hat I need Ëo learn

I vrill learn. to rnedÍtate to increase my peace of mínd

my therapist will discuss his or her or"n lífe experiences and relate
them to my problems or situation

my therapist \-7i11 have values simil-ar to my o\¡rn.. . ç...

OtherS may be disaupointed I didn't talk to them instead of a
therapist

i

1

I

i

I

t

234567

234567

23 4 5 67

234567

234s67
234s67

I r,¡i1l always be able to trust my EherapÍst.. I

my therapist will fu1ly understand and value my cultural or
I

I

1

1

1

1

I

I

I

1

1

234567

234567

234s67

234567

234567

234567

234567

23 4 5 67

234567
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finding a therapist, making an aDpointrnente and geÈËing to each
appointment v¡Íll create a 1ot of hassles and difficulties..

my therapist r¡ill teach me nerù ski11s such as assertiveness or
relaxation. . . .

I would never be afraid of beíng told I needed to st.ay in the
hospital for awhile....

a therapist. of any age r¡ou1d be just as helpful. to me

it r¿ill take a great deal of effort. and time to nake any real changes
in roy life or situation

1 vould only seek psychotherapy if my problems were extremely seríous

my t.herapist v¡ould expose things Itd rather forget or not knor.r.

my therapist would identify my character traits s¡hich contribuÈe
to my problemsr... r .. "....r.. r........'.â r. '...r.

L

I

I

I

I

234567
234567

234567
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34
34

34
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II Below is a list of problems people'might need help wíth.
Mental health professionals may or Ðay not be qualified
or trained to help people wit.h each of these problems.
Please círc1e the number which índicates how r¿ell qualified
or trained, you believe mental health professionals are
to help people r¿ith each of these problems.

Fears and anxieEies.
Bad habits such as smoking, overeatíngr or drinkíng
Backaches or headaches".
Fínancial problems and v¡orries...
Crinínal or unlawful behavior...
Children' s misbehavior
Legal ouestions or concerns. . .

Neurologícal or braÍn dÍsorders



lTI

a)

1r)

A friend of yours is feeling very depressed and sad and Èhere
seems to be no clear reason why. Your friend has felt this
way for several months, How helpful to your frj-end would the
followÍng people be? (please cízc1e the appropriate number) NOT

AT- ALL
ITELPT'UL

Social worker L 2

General PractitÍoner (family physician). "., | 2

Psychologist". ".. ".. I 2

Clergyman .. "... I 2
Þcrrnhi cfri cl- I )

- Non-professíonal helpers (eg. fairh healer, psychics).. I 2

Other faroily or friends.... L 2

For no apparenË reason, a friend of yours is so anxious,
nervous, and tense Èhat he or she can no longer sleep aË
night. How helpful to your friend would Èhe following
people be?

N}OI AT AIL
HELPFLTL

Other fauily or friends.... ...ec L 2

Socía1 r,rorker ..".. 1 2

General Practitioner (family physician) ' ".. ' " " t

Clergyman e o r..
Psychiatrist..
Non-professional helpers (eg. faith healer, psychic) "
Psychologíst.. :."..

A married couple you know is having marriage problerns they
just cantÈ seeE: to solve. i{ow helpful to t.he couple r.¡ould

the following people be? NOT

AT ALL
1TELPFUL

Non-professional helpers (eg. faith heal-er, psychic) ',
Other fanríly or friends. " . .

Social r,¡orker
General Pract.ition
Psychologist......

er (farnily physician). "..

Clerglnnan .....:

HELPFUL

345
345
345
345
345
3 4 5

345

HELPFUL
34s
345
345
345
345

VERY
HELPFUL

67
67
67
67
67
67
67

VERY
HELPFUL

67
67
67
6l
67
67
67

T2
T2
t2
T2
L2

345
3 4 5

c)

VERY

HELPFUL HELPFUL

L2
L2
L?-
T2
T2
T2

34567
34 5 6 7

34 5 6 7

34 5 6 7

34 5 6 7

34 s 6 7

34 5 6 7Psychiatrist.. I



IV
a) Please list the iniÈials of all adult persons (fríends, relatives, spouse and

family) who are imÞortant to you and with whom you díscuss personal problems
or worries. It uright be helpful to recall a recent emotíonal crisis and recall
who you spoke Lo or ç¡ou1d have likecl to have spoken to. If you would prefer not
to lÍst initials, any leE,ters or sy'rnbols will do so long as you recognize who
that person is. You may have only one or t!'ro names on your list, or you may have
quite a few. There is no correct number.

Relation to
Yourself

Initial-s (circle one)

Fami¡r/R.elative
Friend

Family/RelaÈive
Friend

Family/Relative
Frienrl

How helpful is this
personr s support

and advice?
NOT

AT ALL VERY
HELPIITL HELLqÌJL -EELEFUiI-

r234567

t234567

r234567

How many other people
on your list does this
persol_bngv¡ and vis:Lt3

Fanily/Relative 1234567I rl_encl

Family/RelatÍve34567
FrÍend L 2

FamÍ1y/F.elaEive
FriendL234567

Family/Re1ativeIZ34567
Friend

|arllr-Iy/Kel-aEr-ve I 2 3 4 5 6 7Friend

b) Please review your list and in the second column círcLe eiÈher "Family/Relat.ive"
or "TrÍend" to indicate each person's relaÈion to yourself.

c) In the third column, please circle the number which describes how helpful you

find each personts suÞpcrt or advice.

d) Lastlr*, please revievr your list again and for each person indicate, Ín the far
right column, how many of the other people on your líst that person knor¡s and

vÍsíts even when you are not ç¡ith thern.



Age:

Sex:

ADDITTONAL INFOR}IATION

( ) OITE WEEK

il TI,IO TO FOUR I,IEEKS

() ONE TO SIX MONTHS

Your 0ccupation:

Spouset s Occupation:

I'farital Status: ( ) Single
( ) Married
( ) iiving as Married
( ) Separated or Divorced
( ) Widowed

Number of Children:

Relígous Af f l-liation :

Ethnic Background or Origin:

i) Have you previously received psychotherapy or counselling (

for a personal Protlern? (

2) Oo you have any friends or relatives r.rho have sought
psychotherapy or counselling?

3) How long have you been considering psychotherapy or
counselling before you decÍded to make an appointmenE?

If presently retired or
uneurployed, please indicaÈe
prevíous occupation.

YES
NO

YES
NO

( ) sIx Mol.lTHS To oNE YEAR

( ) oNE TO TI^IO YEARS

( ) MORE rrU¡ úO YEARS

4) How hesitant or reluctant were you Lo make an appointment for
psychotherapy or counselling?

il EXTRXMELY HESTTANT

O VSNY HESITANT

il HESITANT

( ) SLTGHTLY HESITANT

O NOT HESTTANT AT ALL



5) who referred you for psychotheraPy or counselling?
(please check one or rnore)

il SELF O RELATIVE OR FA},ITLY ME}'IBER

O MEDICAL DOCTOR il FRIEND

( ) OTHER (Please sPecifY:

6) Did the person who referred you for help have any prevíous personal
experienãe in seeking psychotherapy or counselling?

O YES

( )N0
( ) DoN'T IO{OW

7) How long do you expecÈ your counselling to last? Please guess if unsure'

O ONE TO THREE SESSIONS

( ) EïGI1T TO TWELVE SESSIONS (2 ' 4 nonÈhs)

( ) MORE THAN TWENTY-FOUR SESSIONS (rqore than six uonths)

Do you have any coûmerlts you would like to add?

This ís the end of the survey. T'd like Eo thank you for your time

and energy in completing the questionnaire' Your help is very much

appreciated. Rernember, íf you trould like a copy of the results of the

overall survey be sure to enclose your name and address '



PERCE?TIONS OF MENTAL HEALTH SERVTCES

QUESTTONNAIRE

describes the purpose of this survey and explains
to participate. The following information should
questions you tnay have"

The accompanying letter
rvhy you have been asked
ansúrer some of t.he other

When should I return the
questíonnaire ?

irrho ís being asked to partícipate?

lflriy should I participate?

Ncte: The oriçinal questionnaire

Please complete. and reÈurn it as soon
as possible. It Ís important that it be
returned before your first appointment.

All individuals making an aopointment aÈ
the K-l,i Hospital Out Patient Departuent"
This survey program will contínue for
severai monËhs.

Your parËicipaÈion is optional but, if
our research is to be accuraÈe and useful,
.we need a very high participation rate.
As the number of indivíduals surveyed is
liraited, your response and opinion is
very inportant to us.

prjnted in booklet form"



Àppendix H

Covering Lettq! and Preliminarv Ouestionnaire

- 271 -



April 4, f984

Dear Homeor¡tr.er,

I am a graduate st.udent in clinical psychology and, as part of my

doctorate degree, I am conducting research on the pubticts opínion and
viewpoints about mental health services. Understandíng the publicrs
expectaLions or perceptions of psychotherapy and:counseling can help
professionals to design better public information programs. The results
of thís research may also help to make services more accessible Ëo the
public and more relevant to the publicrs needs. Surprísingly, there is
very little knov¡n about the public's perceptions of mental health servíces.

At present, I am developing a quest.íonnaire which wí1l eventually be

used in a large scale survey of the general public. In order to develop
this final questionnaire I am presently asking a small, randomly chosen
group of homeo¡¡ners to assist me by compleLing the enclosed questionnairet
which is a preliminary version. Your house \¡¡as orle of 50 chosen by chance
and I would be very grateful if you could spare the time and effort to
complete the quesEionnaíre. I appreciate the diffículties in finding time
to complete a questionnaire but the survey should only take abouÈ one-half
hour and I thínk you will find the questíons quiÈe interesting. Even

if you know very little about therapy or counseling your opinion is equally
valuable.

The survey is completely anonymous and confidential and you need not
identify yourself. I will be calling on you next Sunday to inquire whether
you wish to participate and, if possible, to collect the completed o.uestionnaire. IÍ
you prefer not to be dísturbed perhaps you could leave the compleËed ouestionnaire
your mailbox or on your front porch next Sunday? Should you líke a copy of
t,he final results of this research please enclose a slip of paper with your
name and address

Thank you for taking rhe tirne to read Ëhis letter and I hope you will
be able to complete this survey. Should you have any questíons or concerns
please feel free to call me in Èhe evening at 743*4238'

Síncerely.

-s t..tT

David S. Ricketts, M.A.
415-57 Uníon SE. East
l^Iaterloo, Ontario
N2J 1B9



PERCEPTIONS OF MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES

OUESTIONNAIRE

The accompanylng Ietter descrlbes the purpose of t.he survey and explains
why you have been asked Èo partfcipate. The following informatfon should
answer so¡re of the ocher quesElong you may have.

Who is belng asked Èo complete
Èhis prellnlnary quesÈlonnaÍre?

L¡hat ff I know absoluEely nothing
about psychoÈherapy or counsellng
and have never needed or sanced
mental health services?

Why should I parÈlclpate?

whaÈ happens !o my reLurned
ques Efonnalre ?

f,Iho ç1I1 be able Èo see ny
questlonnafre?

How should I complete Èhe
ques tlonnalre ?

Whac 1s psychotherapy or
eounselfng ?

WhaE are "mental health
pro fesslonals" ?

Do I have Eo wriÈe coments?

IScte: The original questionnaire ser-It to
tlpe on legal size Paper" This coPY
i¡clusion i:r the appenði:<.

Flfty randomly chosen houeor-ners or
resldentg ln the [,laterloo area.

Even 1f you know noÈhing about psychotherapy,
have few strong feellngs, or even 1f you
have negaÈlve percepElons of counsellng,
your oplnfon and vlewpolnt is Just as
lrnportanE and useful.

Your help ls of course opclonal, bùÈ
lf Ehls research 1s co be accurate and
useful I need a very hfgh particlpatlon
rate. As Ehe number of lndlvfduals surveyed
fs very llu1ted, your opinlon is very
fmportânE Èo me.

Your answers are confldentlal and you need
not glve your nane. No one excePt. rnyself
r¡111 see your lndividual answers. NelÈher
your name nor any identifyfng fnformatlon
w111 appear fn any publlshed or prlnued
reporÈs.

Please conplete 1È truÈhfu1ly and wlthouc
dfscusslng Ehe answers slEh other oeople,
There are no rfghE or !¡rong answe¡s and
Èhls fs qgg a Èest of any klnd.

Psychocherapy (a1so called eounselÍng or
professlonal help) 1s a service provided
by mencal healeh professfonals to help
people lriEh pefsonal or fao11y oroblems.
Thls may lnclude emotfonal, behavloral,
or relatlonship problerns or any oÈher
probleus resulÈfng in worry, sÈress or
unpleasanE feellngs.

These are professfonally tralned lndfvlduals
who provlde psychotherapy or counsellng.
For Ehe purpose of thls quesÈlonnaire, Ehey
should be consldered Eo fnclude psychologlsts,
psychiaÈrlst.s, socfal workers, and
psychlatrlc nurses.

AddlEfonal wrltten commenÈs are noÈ necessary
but I would be excremely pleased ff you
JotÈed down any lmpresslons, concerns,
crlÈlcisns or suggesÈfons regarding thls
research and quesElonnaire. As thls is a
prellmlnary drafÈ of the flnal questionnalre
your corments can be useful ln lmprovlng
Ehe ffnâl verslon. There fs space on t.he
lasc page for commenÈs !f you would llke
Èo edd any.

req)ondents \^ras Prjnted in larger
has been reduced to 75à size for



qUESTIONNAIRq

Bel.op are a llst of opLnlons and bellefs about qhaÈ úlghc hÁppen ln psychoÈherapy or counsellng.
Pleaee circle Èhe nu6ber whlch descrlbes hog Ecrongly you agree or dlsagree ç1Èh each stateûent.

Cl¡cle "1" 1f you STRONGLY DISAGREE
Clrcle "2" lf you DISAGREE
Clrcle "3" 1f you SoilEWllAT DISAGREE
Circle "4" ff you IIEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
Clrcle "5" tf you SoHEI{PAT AGREE
C{rcle "6" lf you AGREE'
Clrcle "7" ff you STRONGLY ACREE

Each siacencnÈ beglne: I'IF I RECEIVED pSyCHoTHERÂpy 0R CouNSELINc..

frLends and relaclves Èould adElEe 6y courage ln seeklng help.....
I'd learn neq ldeas or phllosophy so chsc I could look at the brighc sfde of l1fe.
Èhe cheraplst çould devlse a deÈa1led plan for oe Èo folloù.
I'd probablv gec uhc "same old advfce",
the ¡her¿plsE would explaln ehy I have Ëhese probleEs.

Ehe cherapfst uould Èry to peEsuado Ee Èo change Ey personalfty
therheråPt3t9ou1deXPectEe!obebr1efandÈochepo1nÈ.

Èhe Èherapfst uould focus on hos co change 6y behavl,or.

I qould dlsqover thåt hy problens are due Èo Ey upbringtng.
I'd probably uaste lhe therspistrs cfEe Fl,Èh Ey probleEs.

the Èheraplsc uould help ae ro ldentlfy sh¡r I do that {s parÈ of the probleE
I'd see the therâplsc for oore thÁn 20 sess1ons.........
the therapfst soul,d anaLyse oy personallty and pofnt out areÂs ¡ need to change..
I would flnd che csuse of oy p¡obleos and thfs uould help Ee co solvq theE....
che cher¿pist sould Dostly lfsEen uhtle I dld oosc of thq talklng
the cheraplsc uould chfnk thEc I uas geak or lacked co@on senge,
l'd be coo eobarassed to talk Ëo rhe rherap{st about any personal problebe....
I'i learn hor to forgec about oy probleus......,..,.....
oy problms eoul,d Luvolve Èhftrg! ! could never talk about or even sdELt Èo oyeelf......,..
I'd learn how Èo costrol Ey etrotlors._b:g.ter. ....:..r
I'd dlscover nes eays of loolcing aÈ ry ÞrobleFs.
I doubc che theraDfsÈ could be counÈed ou co help in a crfsls..
I çould sDen¿ a tot of tfse ça1Èlng for uy agpotncnencs....
I çould be esked co calk abour pasc lllnesses and oadlcal pEobl@s,,.
¡ pould gec a lot of advfce on hos to solve oy probleos.
the theraplst uould recomend hobbfeg oÍ books co Èåke Ey olnd off Ey worrles.
I'd see the theraplsÈ for 3 to 20 sesslons.
a 1oÈ of tlEe qould be spenc ln therapy ldenclfylng qhsÈ my p;oblens arê,.....
Èhe theraplsÈ uouÌd cry Èo cheeE oe up by po1nt1ng, ouc Èhlngs I do vell.
I'd feel sÈ¡onger and Eore self rellanc..
I'd probably feel sorse lf I sas forced to talk åbquc thfngs chaÈ rc¡ry Ee.
the Èher¿pfst uould ltkely uee hypnosfs co help oe solve oy probleEs. ..........:..
I uould be forced to Ealk about oÈhers behlnd rheir back....
t.he EherapfsE sould expose thlngs I rcul,d rather forget or noc k¡ow.
Ird see che theEaplsE for I or 2 sessr.ons....
I'd feel llke I sas adEfcÈ1ng defeac,,..
I çould flnd out that ! can never solve try probleos.....
the cheraplsc aould tel1 Ee uhat Èo do or shos Ee a neH uay Èo aolve Ey probleEs.
I'd be respotrsfble for solvfng Ey om probleEs.
the therspfsÈ rculd Eeasure 6y brafn {aves Èo fdentffy aily oental probJ.eos.

I sould be very lfkely to recelve I drug prescrlptlon,...
che therapfgt would gfve ne sympaÈhyr encouragenent. ênd reassurance
lhe rherapist eould teJ.l ne to do chlngs l,d raÈher noÈ do.......
I could easfy flnd a cheraplst uhoD I could afford to see.,
the therãplsc çould be very lnleresÈed fn oy problems.........
my frlends and relarlves Þould be happy that I sås getclng sooe help.
I çould never sorry abour the cherãpist talklng behfnd oy back.
I sould lea¡n to lncreãse ny ufll pouer so ¡ could becter concrol oy behavfor.
Èhe cherðplst vould cry and trlck Ee lnEo changlng even lf I dl,dn't reallv panr to,.....,.
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Èhe theraplst eould sant to chãnge ny morâls and vålues'

I'd be reassured Èhac Èhere aas nothfng È¡on8 wfth my olnd.

I'd flnd out Èhat hy problems are noc oy om fault.

che Eheraplsc uould polnc out the dffference bèÈqeen sllal I sE and shaE I çanÈ ¿o be......

the cherapisÈ pould give me assl8nEenÈs to do outslde Èhe lheraPy sesslons.

Èhe Eheraplst uould ldenclf'/ my character Èralts uhfch conÈrfbuce co oy problemg;

Èhe therapisÈ would encourage Ee to Èake chances and be lese feêrful........

lhe theråp1st uould try to help ne uncover lhfngs abouÈ 8yself shlch I atr unaware of......

frlends and relatfves rcu1d chlnl', I a6 crazy.

Èhe theraplsE uould teach oe to be oo¡e responslble fot oyself and oy om needs...

Èhe Èheraplst uould try to ânalyse oy dreaos to dlscover Ey ProbleEg.

I ñ1ghr be told I needed electro-shock trealÞent. . . . ... . .

the thersplsc uould Èry to convlnce 6e Èo change oy ofnd abouc aoEe lhln8s,

the Èherapist uould tåke all of oy probleos serlously.

I uould be sure I could trust Ey therapfst..
the cherâplst çould lry to help oe puc 6y feellnSs fnÈo uoEds so that I understand thetr...

the treatment qouLd be a shared responsfblllty betçeeo lhe Èheraplst and oyeelf.

the therapfsc aouLd glve Be tescs to ldenclfy Dy dlsorder..

lE uould be easy Èo Èalk Èo Ehe Eheraplsc end explâ1n qhy I sas upaec,,.

I uould be afrsld thBÈ uhaE I say Dfght be Èold ro others.
Èhe theraplst rould advLse Ee Èo relax uore, oaybe take I hollday lo geÈ åsay..,

Èhe theraplsc eould hcl.p Ee pracÈ1ce Ehe EhlnBs I need to lean...
I qould lean to EedLtate Èo Lncreaae Dy peace of Elnd..

I'd probably be able tq ftnd e theráplsÈ Èi,th valueg siEllar to o:r om..,

I uould knos hos co f!,nd s Bood Èherâpfsc.....,
others uould be dlsappofnced I dfdnrc Èalk Co cheE fnsteâd of a theraplsE.

I nlght flnd ouc coo 6uqh about oyself and oy ueaknesges.,.,,
I'd probably end up argulng ulth che Èherapfst.

ffldfng a Èheraplst, ËklFg ar apDoftrtEenc ud BeEtlng cheEe rould be Èoo Euch tEoublq....

the cheranlsÈ soul<l teach ne horr to hecter control ny frlende and fanlly.....

I would never be afraid of belng sent to a hospltál by Ey theraplsc
I Þould Èh1nk less of oyself for havfn8 had to se€k help,,.,

Èhe Èher¿plsc uould probably understand ánd acceÞB Ey cype of llfestyle.
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IJ- Belou fs s llst qf qplnfon€ or belr.efg.abouÈ p6ychotherapy or counsêl-ln8,.
A¡ ln the lÁsr sectlon, please c1rcle the n@ber shlch descrlbes hov
sEroogly you agree or disag¡ee slth each steceDenl.

A person ulth a gEron8 cha¡acler can Bet over.ental corflfcts on chelr om and
sould have lftcLe need for professfonal helg.. ..... , r......;,

ÀIÈhou8h there aEe cllnlca for people çlth oenÈal troubles, I do noc have ¡uch falch
ln cheo.

Psychocherapy fs oostly for people uho ltke to talk a lot and Þho Èalk uell.

I çould sanc !o geÈ Drofesslonal help 1f I ças vorrled or upseÈ for a long perlod of tlÐe,

.4. person wlth a serlous eooclonal dl.scurbsnce would probably fee!. oosc aecure 1n a
good uental hospltal.

Psychotherapy ls Eostly for peop!.e wl,th Iocs of frlends ani rel,atlves..

E6orlonal dlfffcultfes, llke.nany thlngg, tend to qork out by chcnselves..

If I belfeved I was havlng a EenÈal breakdom, Ey flrst fnclfnatlon rculd be Eo get
professfonâI helo.....

' Mosc Èherapfscs are too educated or "ouc of touch" co help ÞfÈh oosc people's problems.,.,

If a Bood frlend asked for oy advlce abouÈ a mental problen I nlghÈ recomend
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The ldea of talklng about proble6s ufEh a ÞenraI healÈh professional srrlkes me as
a poor uay to get rld of enoclonal confllcts.

A person ul.ch an eEoclonal probleB 1s not llkely !o solve ft alone; he or she ls
L1l(ely co solve !t wlth professlonal help,

Hoat thereplgts uould have trouble uoderstandlng comon, everyday problebs.

AÈ sobc tlhe 1n the fuÈure I Þlght eanè to hsve psychologlcal coundellng..,..

HenÈaI hilslÈh grofesslonals seldor hÁve Èhelr oh bentaÌ or eñot1onÃI probleos.

I oouLd ra¡her be advlsed by a close frfend than by a oeocal healch professiona¡,
even for a seElous eootlonal problem.

Therapv fs noscly for the rich or çell educated..,...,.

If I ucre experlenclng a serloug ehocfonal crlsls at thls pofnÈ ln oy llfe, I rculd
be confldenr chac I could flnd Eellef in psychoEherapy,.,,..,

There are tLhes Fhên I hãve ferÈ completery losr, and rould have celcooed professlonãl
advLce for a personal or eEoÈlonal ptobleE.

A person should vork ouc hfs or her om probleog; getrlng psychologfcal counse!.1ng
would be a lagt resort..

I could raÈher l1ve ulth certaln oenlal confltcts than go thEough the ordeel of
8eEC1n8 professlonal help.

Psychocherapy sould have doubcful vaLue for a person 11ke oyself.

I sould only seek psychochelapy lf oy probleos !e!e exÈreEely seriaus.
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III Belou fs a llsc of efght possfble probleEs people Elght need help Èfth.
Mental healch pEofedslonals Elght or Elghc not 5e qullfted or trained
Èo help çfth each of these problems. Please clrcle Èhe nuober uhfch
fndlcates hos ue11 quêIffled o¡ c¡alned you belfeve EenÈal healch
professlonals are co help people sfch each of these probleos.

Clrcle "1" 1f you thlnk Èhey are VERY UIiOUAL¡FIED
Clrcle "2" ff you thfnk they are UNoUÂf.IFlÊD
Clrcle "3" ff you Èhfnk rhey ãre SLIGHTLY ûNOUALIFIED
Cfrcle "4" lf you Èhlnk Èhey are NÊITHER OUAI.IFIED NOR UNoUALIFIED
Clrcle "5" lf you Èhlnk cheT are SLIGHTLY oUALIFIED
Clrcle "6" ff you thlnk they are QUAIIFIED
Clrcle "7 lf you Èhlnk Èhey a¡e VERY OUÀLÌFIED
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Neryougness or anxiety.
Bad hablÈs such as sooklng, ove¡eacing, or drlnklng.
B¿ckacheg or headaches.
Ffnancfal probleos and çorrfes.
Ànger outbusts, bad ce6per,,
Chlldren's Elsbehavlo¡,..
LegâI quegtlons or concems.
Strange thoughts or 1deas..
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Iv Pretend you had a f¡lend uho uas feeling very depressed and sad ãnd no matcer çhat
you oE your frfend dld thaÈ f¡lend sÈllL felf @fserable. Your frfend asks uhere he
or she should go for help. Hou llkely uould you be Èo suggesE chac Èhe frlend seek
help fron a..,.,..

UNLlKELY

Social uorker,
Cenerã1 Pracrlrloner (Eedlcal doctoE).
Psychologlst.
CIergpan.
Psychlatrlst.

VERY

LIK-ELI
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550ther (please speclfy)-



PEecend you had a frlend qho for several 6onEh3 has bden so anxlous' nervous and

tcnse lhas he or she could no longer sleep aE nlghE. Nochlng you or your frlend
doeg seeos co help and youE frlend ls ûo¡ even Sure uhy he or she fg Bo anxlous'
Your frlend asks chere he or shê should 8o for helP' HoÚ llkely uould you be to
su8gest chat the frfend seek helP froo ¡ ' ........... ' ' . vERy

TJNLIKELY

A Þarrled coupLe you knos l3 håvfn8 Eârriagc probleos chet Ehey luec csn't see6 to
lolve, They ask you eheEo rhey should 8o for heIP. Hou llkely sould you be to
suggeeE rhar th15 couDl6 seek help f¡oo ¿. ............. 

*,ilîr,

Fgychla lris I .

SoclÂl uorker...
Ceneral. PractlÈloner (Þedlcal doctor) ...... '.
PsycholoBlet. .
Clergloan.
orher (pleage specffy)-

Cler8yðên. .......'.' ":
?sych1arrlst....
Soclal uorksr...
ceoeral Praêcltloner (Þedfc6L docror).
Psychologlsc. . . .
0ther (pleasc apecffy)--.-
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a) please l19E rhe 1n1t1ÃI3 of ûI1 ÂduLc persons (frlends, relaclvesr and faolly) uho are fEPoEÈanÈ

to you and vlah uhod you diecusg peEconal pEobleEs or eorrleg. If you rculd PEefer noc to 1l3t lhef¡
lnlifals, any Letters or s;obols e11I do 5o Ioõ8 as you cÂn recognlze eho rhsc Person ls'
You bay have only one or luo néEes on your llsc, or you úay hsve quite a feç' thêre fs no

correcÈ nuqbe¡.

lnltlal¡
Hoû helpful ls rhfs PeEgon's
suÞDorE and âdvfce?

Hos Eany other people
on your llsc does rhls
Derson knos snd vlslt?ReIaÈlon !o Tourself

CTtr;.ii;ãIã oref
IJNüELT!{JL

Fa611yRêl,alj.veFrlendl23I'

VERY
HELPFI.¡L

567

Fa6fly RelaElve FElend

FaElIy Relalfve IELend

Faoll,y ReIêr1ve Frlend

Iaolly Rcl¿tfve Frlend

FÂElly Relãclve Ft{end

FaDlIy Relåclvo Frlend

FaÞ1Iy ReIaEive Friend
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b) pLease revleu your ILst and In the iecond coluún clrcle elrher "FaEll.y". "Rel6t1ve". o¡'"Frlend" ln order
Èo lndlcÂte each person's relarlon to yourself.

c) ln Eh6 thfrd coludn, please cfrcle the nuEber uhfch descrlbee hos helpful or uûhelPful you ffnd esch

person's suPpor! or edvlce.

d) Lascly, pl¿ãse revles your llsc agaln and for each Person lddl'cace' 1n Èhe far ElBhÈ colubÛ' hou Eany

of ¡he oi¡er pcople on your l15E ihuc p"r"on knoes and vlsl.¡e even ehe4 you aEe noÈ ulth çheE.



Age: _

Sex:

Your 0ccuDãtlon: (If presencly uneoployed
and looklng for sork pleqse
lndlcace prevlous occupdtlon) .Spouse's Occu¡aclon:

llarlcal Status: ( ) s1ngle
( ) oarrled qr lfvlng togecher
( ) separaced or dlvorced

Nutrber of chlldren:

Relfgous AfffllêElon:

Ethnic Sackground or Orlßfn:

l) Have you prevlously recelved psychotherapy or counsellog for personal probleue? ( ) yES

()No
2) If you anssered NO Èo the last questÍon Èhen pleage ansver the next auescfon.

Have you ever hsd a gersonal probleE for uhlch you bight have used peychotheraoy ( ) yES
orcounsellng? ( ) NO

3) Do you have any frlends or relatlves who hûve soughc pGychoÈherapv oE
counsêllng for an enorlonÁI probt6? ( ) YEs

()No

Do you have any comentg you rculd llke Eo add? frere p6rticular quesclons or gectlong
too confusing or dlfffculÈ Eo ansHer? Do ¡æu have sny oÈher bellefs or percepclons of
mencal heslÈh scwlces çhlch sere noÈ ldentlfled by thls quegtlonnafre?

Thank you very huch for your tlEe and energy 1n coopletfng Èhls o.uesÊfonnalre.
Your help ls greacly appreciaÈed.



This is an addiCional section of the questionnaire. If you have the
time I rvould appreciate you completing this one as wel'l.

Listed below are a number of statements concerning personal attitudes
and traits. Please read each item and decide whether the statement
is,,true,,or'rfalserras it pertains to you perSonally. PLease circLe
the correct answer.

Before voting f thouroughLy investigaCe Lhe qualifícations of
all candidâtes

never hesitate to go out of my way to heLp someone in trouble

hard for me- to go on with my work if I am not

I

I t is sometimes
encourage d

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALbE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE F^(LSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

I have never intensely disliked anyone

On occasion I have had doubts about my ability to succeed in life'

I sometimes feeL resentful when I don'E get my vtay

I am always careful about my manner of dress.."

My table manners at home are aS good aS when I eat in a restaurant

If I could get into a movie without paying and be sure f r,Ias noL

seen, I would ProbablY do it

on a few occasions, I have given up doing something because I
thought too little of mY abilitY

I like to gossiP at times...

There have been t.imes when I've felt like rebelling against
people in authority even though 1 knew they were right

No mat.ler who I am taLkinB to, I'm always a good listener

I can remember "playing sick" to geE out of something

There have been occasions when I t6ok advantage of someone..."....

I'm always willing t.o admit it luhen I make a mistake

I always try to Practice what I preach

I don'r find it particularly difficulE to get along with loud
mouthed, obnoxious PeoPIe. . .

I sometimes try Co get even ::ather than forgive and forget. " . . . . . .

trrrhen I don't know somelhing I don't mind admitcing it



I am alrvays courteous' even to people who are disagreeable

At times I have really insisted on having things my owrl \'ray..

There have been occasions when I felt Like smashing things

I would never think of Letting someone else be punished for nry

wrong-doing...

I never resenL being asked to return a favour

I have never been irked when people expressed ideas very different
f rom my ovtn..

I never make a long trip without checking

There have been times when I was quice jea
fortunes of others

I have almost never felt the -urge to tell someone off

I am sometimes irritated by peopLe who ask favours of me...

I have never felt that I was punished without cause

f sometimes t.hink when people have a misfortune they only got
what theY deserve

the safeÈy of mY car....

Ious of the good

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE

TRUE FALSE
I have never

fee I ings
deliberately said something Lhat hurt someone's

THANK YOU




